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MINUTES OF MEETING OF THE FEDERAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

May 15, 1938.

The second statutory meeting of the Federal Advisory Council for 1938 was con
vened in Room 836 of the Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C., on Sunday, May 15,
1938, at 10:30 A. M ., the President, Mr. Smith, in the Chair.

On motion, duly made and seconded, the minutes of the meeting of the Council of 
February 14-15, 1938, copies of which had been previously sent to the members, were 
approved.

The Secretary read a telegram from Mr. Aldrich, representative of the second dis
trict, expressing his regret that he would not be able to be present at the meeting on this 
day, but would be present at the meetings to be held Monday and Tuesday.

The Secretary also stated that he had been notified that Mr. Ball would be unable 
to be present at the meetings of the Council and that Mr. Ryburn G. Clay, President of 
the Fulton National Bank, Atlanta, Georgia, would be present as alternate for Mr. Ball. 
Mr. Clay, however, did not appear at any of the meetings of the Council.

The Secretary read letters from members of Mr. W. T. Kemper’s family thanking 
the Council for the engrossed resolutions sent to them on the occasion of Mr. Kemper’s 
decease.

Mr. Loeb, on behalf of his committee, submitted a report to be presented to the 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, being a reply to the topic submitted 
by the Board of Governors at the time of the February meeting, namely: What is the 
function of the Federal Advisory Council as a part of the Federal Reserve System, and 
how essential and important is this function and how might it be improved?

Present:

M r. Thomas M . Steele 

M r. Howard A. Loeb 
M r. L. B. W illiams 
M r. Robert M . Hanes 

Mr. Edward E. Brown 
M r. Walter W . Smith 
M r. John Crosby 

Mr. C. Q. Chandler 

M r. R . Ellison Harding 
Mr. Paul S. Dick 

M r. Walter Lichtenstein

District No. 1 
District No. 3 
District No. 4 
District No. 5 
District No. 7 

District No. 8 

District No. 9 
District No. 10 
District No. 11 

District No. 12 
Secretary

Absent:

M r. W . W . Aldrich 

M r. Edward Ball

District No. 2 

District No. 6
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A number of minor amendments to the report were approved and it was unanimously 
voted to adopt the report as amended. It appears as a part of these minutes and is at
tached thereto.

The Secretary read a letter which he had sent to the members of the Council on 
May 7, in which he stated that Mr. Edward E. Brown had suggested that the Council 
discuss the question of uniform bank reports, and if uniform bank reports are adopted, 
how slow loans and bond depreciation should be treated.

A discussion took place regarding the question of uniformity of bank examinations. 
Mr. Hanes, who had been present at an informal meeting called by the Secretary of the 
Treasury, made a full report regarding the situation and furnished the members of the 
Council with some confidential documents. The Council went through this report in great 
detail and the members stated their views in answer to the various questions posed at the 
conference in the Treasury.

The members of the Council had lunch together in Room 860 from one until two 
o’clock and reconvened in Room 836 shortly after two and the discussion on uniform 
bank examinations was continued.

The Secretary of the Council reported that he had been asked by the Secretary of 
the Treasury to attend a meeting at the Treasury on Tuesday morning at ten o’clock, 
and it was voted to give permission to the Secretary to absent himself from the Council 
meeting on Tuesday. Mr. Steele was appointed Acting Secretary during the absence of 
the Secretary.

The meeting adjourned at 5:00 P.M.

WALTER LICHTENSTEIN,
Secretary.
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M INUTES OF M EETING OF THE FEDERAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

May 16, 1938

At 10:00 A. M., the Federal Advisory Council convened in the Board Room of the 
Federal Reserve Building, Washington, D. C., the President, Mr. Smith, in the Chair.

Present: Mr. Walter W. Smith, President; Mr. Howard A. Loeb, Vice President; 
Messrs. T. M. Steele, W. W. Aldrich, L. B. Williams, R. M. Hanes, E. E. Brown, John 
Crosby, C. Q. Chandler, R. E. Harding, P. S. Dick, and Walter Lichtenstein, Secretary.

Mr. Williams presented the report of his committee showing the result of the investi
gation conducted under his direction giving suggestions and criticisms as to the opera
tions of the Federal Reserve System and how in the opinion of those member banks who 
expressed an opinion the value or scope of the services of the System to member banks 
might be increased in practicable or desirable ways.

The members of the Council voted unanimously to thank Mr. Williams for his 
exhaustive study and for the valuable report submitted by him.

Mr. Dick and the Secretary of the Council were appointed a committee to draft a 
letter of transmittal to accompany the report to be handed to the Board of Governors of 
the Federal Reserve System.

Mr. Aldrich stated that he had nothing further to report from his committee regarding 
the question of permitting banks to engage in underwriting.

At 11:30 A. M., Dr. E. A. Goldenweiser, Director, Division of Research and Statis
tics, appeared before the Council and discussed the general financial and business situa
tion. Dr. Goldenweiser left at 12:30 P. M., and the Council adjourned for lunch with 
Chairman Eccles.

The meeting reconvened at 3:00 P. M.

The Secretary read the draft of a letter of transmittal to accompany the report of 
Mr. Williams. The letter is as follows:

“At the joint meeting of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System and 
the Federal Advisory Council held in December, 1937, the Board asked the Council to 
make a report on the following question: ‘How can the Federal Reserve System increase 
the value or scope of its services to member banks in practicable or desirable ways?’ The 
Federal Advisory Council requested its members to address the member banks in their 
respective districts and ask for criticisms or suggestions to enable it to furnish the Board 
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System with comprehensive material. Approximately 
a thousand member banks were addressed, and confidential replies were received from 
about six hundred. Somewhat more than half of these offered suggestions; the rest merely 
expressed general or particular satisfaction with the present operations of the System.

“The report herewith filed by the Council is a compilation made by a committee of 
the Council based on 333 replies which contained some criticisms or suggestions.

“The Federal Advisory Council concluded that it would be best for it not to express 
any opinions of its own members but simply to let the Board have the result of an inquiry 
which represents a fair cross-section of the expressed views of the membership of the 
System, both geographically and by size of banks.

“It is obvious that the members of the Council assume no responsibility for any of 
the suggestions made, and submit this report in the hope that it may be of service to the 
Board of Governors, its staff, and to the regional Federal Reserve banks. If the Board
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desires the Council in any way to pursue this study further or to amplify it, the Council 
will be glad to comply with the request of the Board.”

It was voted to approve the draft of the letter as submitted.

Messrs. Hanes and Brown were appointed a committee to draft the views of the 
Council in respect to the problems raised by uniform bank examinations.

There was some discussion as to what should be done with the statement to be pre
pared by Messrs. Hanes and Brown. It was decided to use it as a basis for discussions 
with the Board and to permit Mr. Hanes to use it, with due discretion, in connection 
with future meetings of Secretary Morgenthau’s informal committee. It was also agreed 
that the Secretary of the Council should distribute it in the usual manner as a recommen
dation of the Council.

Mr. Aldrich brought up the subject of having inter-bank deposits omitted in cal
culating net deposits upon which the assessments to the F.D.I.C. are based and made 
reference to the bill introduced by Senator Byrnes on April 15, 1937, (S.2171).

It was decided to discuss this question with the Board of Governors, and the Secre
tary of the Council was asked to obtain by Tuesday morning a sufficient number of copies 
of the Byrnes Bill to give each member of the Council one.

It was decided to convene Tuesday morning at 10:00 A. M. and to ask the Board 
of Governors to meet in joint conference with the Council at 10:30 A. M. Tuesday morning.

The meeting adjourned at 3:40 P. M.

WALTER LICHTENSTEIN,
Secretary.
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M INUTES OF M EETING OF THE FEDERAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

May 17, 1938

At 10:00 A. M., the Federal Advisory Council convened in the Board Room of the 
Federal Reserve Building, Washington, D. C., the President, Mr. Smith, in the Chair.

Present: Mr. Walter W. Smith, President; Mr. Howard A. Loeb, Vice President; 
Messrs. T. M. Steele, W. W. Aldrich, L. B. Williams, R. M. Hanes, E. E. Brown, John 
Crosby, C. Q. Chandler, R. E. Harding, P. S. Dick, and Walter Lichtenstein, Secretary.

The Secretary read the following statement on bank examinations prepared by 
Messrs. Hanes and Brown:

“While the Federal Advisory Council believes that the present designation of ‘slow' 
as used by the National Bank Examiners might well be changed to a more appropriate 
title, it believes that in all examinations not only ‘loss’ and ‘doubtful’ loans should be 
separately listed and totaled, but that substandard or noncurrent loans of a type which a 
bank would and should not currently make, should also be listed and totaled.

“It believes that the listing and totaling of this type of loan is necessary if directors 
of banks generally, and the officers of the banks in a great many cases, are to learn from 
the examiners’ reports the true condition and tendency of the bank.

“The Council also believes that the entire investment portfolio of all banks should 
be listed, priced, and totaled and that this information is necessary if the directors of 
banks generally are to have an adequate picture of the bank’s condition. This is particu
larly true since at the present time the investment portfolio of the average bank represents 
a large percentage of its total assets.

“The Council also feels that the difference between market value and carrying value 
in the case of all defaulted bonds, stocks, and non-defaulted bonds of low grade should be 
set up as loss or doubtful. Unless the market value of the total investment portfolio is in 
excess of carrying value, the bank should be required either to set up adequate reserves to 
cover depreciation on such items, or to charge it off.

“The Council does not believe that market depreciation in securities of high grade 
should be set up as ‘loss’ or ‘doubtful’ by the examiners. It does believe, however, that 
where such market depreciation exists, that unless the total market value of the invest
ment portfolio is in excess of its carrying value, the examiners should use their influence to 
have the bank set up reserves sufficient to bring the carrying value of the investment 
portfolio down to the market value. The bank should be given amply reasonable time 
to create such reserves.

“The Council believes that the Comptroller’s regulations regarding marketability 
and character of investment securities which a bank can purchase should be liberalized 
and that all reference to classification by manuals should be omitted therefrom.

“The Council would further favor an amendment of the law so as to remove the 
requirement of marketability from investment securities which a bank could purchase. 
The Council believes that the examiners could and should see that banks in making 
investments do not acquire an undue percentage of nonmarketable investments in relation 
to their total assets and capital funds.”

It was voted that each member of the Council be authorized to file with his local 
Federal Reserve bank a copy of the Williams’ report embodying criticisms and sug
gestions of the services performed by the Federal Reserve System.
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It was unanimously voted to accept the statement on bank examinations prepared 
by Messrs. Hanes and Brown.

The meeting adjourned at 10:25 A. M.

WALTER LICHTENSTEIN,
Secretary.
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M INUTES OF JOINT CONFERENCE OF THE FEDERAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
AND THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

May 17, 1938

At 10:40 A. M. a joint conference of the Federal Advisory Council and the Board 
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System was held in the Board Room of the Federal 
Reserve Building, Washington, D. C.

Present: Members of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System:

Chairman Marriner S. Eccles; Vice Chairman Ronald Ransom; Governors Chester 
C. Davis, Ernest G. Draper, John McKee, and M. S. Szymczak; also Messrs. Lawrence 
Clayton, Assistant to the Chairman of the Board of Governors; Walter Wyatt, General 
Counsel for the Board of Governors; Chester Morrill, Secretary of the Board of Gover
nors; L. P. Bethea and S. R. Carpenter, Assistant Secretaries of the Board of Governors; 
Dr. E. A. Goldenweiser, Director, Division of Research and Statistics, Board of Gover
nors; Carl E. Parry, Chief of Division of Bank Loans; E. L. Smead, Chief of Division of 
Bank Operations; Leo H. Paulger, Chief of Division of Examinations; J. P. Dreibelbis, 
Assistant General Counsel of the Board of Governors; Elliott Thurston, Special Assistant 
to the Chairman; George B. Vest, Assistant General Counsel of the Board of Governors; 
and R. F. Leonard, Assistant Chief, Division of Examinations of Board of Governors.

Present: Members of the Federal Advisory Council:

Mr. Walter W. Smith, President; Mr. Howard A. Loeb, Vice President; Messrs. 
T. M. Steele, W. W. Aldrich, L. B. Williams, R. M. Hanes, E. E. Brown, John Crosby, 
C. Q. Chandler, R. E. Harding, P. S. Dick, and Walter Lichtenstein, Secretary.

The Secretary read the report of Mr. Loeb’s committee dealing with the place of the 
Federal Advisory Council in the Federal Reserve System. The Board of Governors re
quested time to study the report.

The Secretary thereupon read the letter of transmittal accompanying the report of 
Mr. William’s committee dealing with the question of making more valuable the services 
of the System. Some discussion took place regarding the report. The Board expressed its 
appreciation of the work done and asked for time to study the report.

The matter of certain changes in bank examinations was brought up for discussion 
and the Secretary read the recommendation of the Council.

At 11:30 A. M. the Secretary of the Council left the meeting in order to attend a 
conference in the office of the Secretary of the Treasury. Mr. T. M. Steele, therefore, 
assumed the duties as Acting Secretary.

A discussion took place regarding the Byrnes Bill (S. 2171).

Mr. Aldrich stated that according to his information the F.D.I.C. had no objection 
to the proposed bill. It was shown, however, that the Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System did oppose the bill on the ground that it might tend to encourage the 
concentration of funds in large financial centers.

The discussion was then resumed in respect to the proposed changes in examinations.

Governor McKee in discussing bank examinations in some detail put forth sugges
tions which would imply a complete change in the present type of examinations.

A memorandum embodying the views of the Board of Governors was sent for and 
was read in detail by Mr. Paulger. In response to questions asked by the Acting Secretary,
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Governor Ransom stated that the memorandum was not to be given to the Council and 
that no copies of it should be made but the Council might use the copy available for aiding 
it in its deliberations.

There was a general discussion mainly centering upon the desirability of totaling 
questionable items and items requiring special attention or comment and also a discussion 
regarding securities. Chairman Eccles insisted that the listing of totals tends to discourage 
the granting of sound medium term credits.

At the conclusion of the discussion, President Smith stated that if the Board wished 
to come back after lunch, the Council would be glad to remain for the afternoon. Mr. 
Eccles, however, stated that this was impossible because the Board of Governors had 
promised to attend a showing of a moving picture to illustrate housing plans of the F. H. A.

The meeting adjourned at 1:00 P. M.

THOMAS M. STEELE,
Acting Secretary.
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M INUTES OF M EETING OF THE FEDERAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

May 17, 1938

At 2:30 P. M. the Federal Advisory Council reconvened in the Board Room of the 
Federal Reserve Building, Washington, D. C., the President, Mr. Smith, in the Chair.

Present: Mr. Walter W. Smith, President; Mr. Howard A. Loeb, Vice President; 
Messrs. T. M. Steele, W. W. Aldrich, L. B. Williams, R. M. Hanes, E. E. Brown, John 
Crosby, C. Q. Chandler, R. E. Harding, and P. S. Dick.

The entire situation in reference to proposed changes in methods of bank examina
tions was discussed and a recommendation, which is attached hereto and made a part of 
these minutes, was adopted.

Messrs. Aldrich and Chandler were obliged to leave prior to the close of the 
meeting, but expressed their approval of such action as the other members of the Council 
would deem it advisable to take.

Attached hereto and made a part of these minutes is a letter of transmittal, dated 
May 18, 1938, accompanying the recommendation of the Council in respect to uniform 
bank examinations, addressed to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 
and signed by Mr. Thomas M. Steele, Acting Secretary of the Council.

The meeting adjourned at 3:30 P. M.

THOMAS M. STEELE,
Acting Secretary.
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RECOM M ENDATION OF THE FEDERAL ADVISORY COUNCIL TO THE
BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

May 17, 1938.

TOPIC: Unification of Bank Examinations.

RECOMMENDATION: The Federal Advisory Council has given careful con
sideration to the views of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System on 
the subject of the classification of loans in reports of bank examiners and the treatment 
of investment portfolios in such reports.

It is the sense of the Council that the general plan as to the classification of loans 
which is now followed should be continued; that the heading “slow” should be altered, 
but that in Column 1 there should be brought together loans not presently considered 
doubtful or losses, but of a type which a bank would not and should not currently make, 
and that the total of such loans should be brought together in the Recapitulation Sheet. 
“Doubtful” and “Loss” columns should be continued as at present.

The Council also believes that the entire investment portfolio of all banks should 
be listed, priced, and totaled and that this information is necessary if the directors of 
banks generally are to have an adequate picture of the banks’ condition. This is particu
larly true since at the present time the investment portfolio of the average bank represents 
a large percentage of its total assets.

The Council also feels that the difference between market value and carrying value 
in the case of all defaulted bonds, stocks, and non-defaulted bonds of low grade should be 
set up as loss or doubtful. Unless the market value of the total investment portfolio is in 
excess of carrying value, the bank should be required either to set up adequate reserves 
to cover depreciation on such items, or to charge it off.

The Council does not believe that market depreciation in securities of high grade 
should be set up as “loss” or “doubtful” by the examiners. It does believe, however, that 
where such market depreciation exists, that unless the total market value of the invest
ment portfolio is in excess of its carrying value, the examiners should use their influence 
to have the bank set up reserves sufficient to bring the carrying value of the investment 
portfolio down to at least market value. The bank should be given amply reasonable 
time to create such reserves.

The Council believes that the Comptroller’s regulations regarding marketability 
and character of investment securities which a bank can purchase should be liberalized 
and that all reference to classification by manuals should be omitted therefrom.

The Council would further favor an amendment of the law so as to remove the require
ment of marketability from investment securities which a bank could purchase. The 
Council believes that the examiners could and should see that banks in making invest
ments do not acquire an undue percentage of non-marketable investments in relation to 
their total assets and capital funds.
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The FIRST NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST COMPANY
of

NEW HAVEN 
42 C h u r c h  S t . a t  C r o w n  St .

• h j m a s m . s t e e l e  N e w  Ha v e n , C onnecticut
President

May 18, 1938

TO THE BOARD OF G O V E R N O R S  
OF THE 

FEDERAL R E S E R V E  S Y S T E M

WASHINGTON, D. C.

G en tlem en;

Owing to the u n a v o i d a b l e  absence of the Secretary of 

the Federal A d v i s o r y  Council d u ring the latter part of the final 

day of its rece n t  sessions, the u n d e rsigned as Acting Secretary 

":as instructed to send to the B oard a copy of a Resolution 

unanimously a d o p t e d  b y  those present on the afternoon of Tuesday, 

17, 1938. The R e s o l u t i o n  was as follows:

The F e d e r a l  A d v i s o r y  Council has given careful 
consideration to the views of the BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
on the s u b ject of the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  of loans in 
reports cf B a n k  E x a m i n e r s  and the treatment of 
investment p o r t f o l i o s  in such reports.

It is the sense of the Council that the general 
plan as to the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  of loans •which is now 
followed s h o u l d  be continued; that the heading "Slow" 
should be altered, but that in Column 1 there should 
be brought together loans not presently considered 
doubtful or losses, but of a type w h i c h  a bank would 
not and shou l d  not curr e n t l y  make, and that the total 
of such loans s h o u l d  be brought together In the 
Recapitulation Sheet. " D o u b t f u l” and "Loss” columns 
should be c o n t i n u e d  as at present.

The C o u n c i l  also believes that the entire i n v e s t 
ment portf o l i o  of all banks should be listed, priced, 
and totalled a n d  that this information is necessary 
if the d i r e c t o r s  of banks generally are to have an 
adequate p i c t u r e  of the b a n k ’s condition. This is 
Particularly true since at the present time the invest- 
ment portfolio of tho average bank represents a large 
percentage of its total assets.
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The Board of Governors
s. - 2 - May 18, 1938

Tho C o u n c i l  also fools that tho differonce between 
market value and c a r r y i n g  value in tho case of all d e 
fault od bonds, stocks, and non-dcfaulted bonds of low 
grade should be sot u p  as loss or doubtful. Unless tho 
market v a l u e  of tho total investment portfolio is in 
excess of c a r r y i n g  value, the bank should be required 
cither to sot up a d e q u a t e  reserves to cover depreciation 
on such items, or to charge it off.

rJho C o u n c i l  does n o t  believe that market depreciation 
in securities of h i g h  g r a d e  should bo sot up as "loss” or 
’doubtful" b y  tho examiners. It does believe, however, 
that w h e r e  s u c h  m a r k e t  d e p r e c i a t i o n  e x i s t s } that unless 
the total m a r k e t  v alue of tho investment portfolio is in 
cxcess of its c a r r y i n g  valuo, tho examiners should uso 
their i n fluenco to h a v o  tho bank set up reserves suffi
cient to b r i n g  tho c a r r y i n g  value of the investment 
portfolio d o w n  to at least m a r k e t  value. The Bank should 
be given a m p l y  r e a s o n a b l e  time to create such reserves.

The C o u n c i l  b e l i e v e s  that the Comptroller's r e g u l a 
tions r e g a r d i n g  m a r k e t a b i l i t y  and character of invostmont 
securities w h i c h  a b a n k  can purchase should be liberalized 
and that all r o f o r o n c o  to clas s i f i c a t i o n  by manuals should 
be omitted t h e r e f r o m .

The C o u n c i l  w o u l d  f u r ther favor an amendment of tho 
lav; so as to r e m o v e  tho r e q u i r e m e n t  of marketability from 
investment s e c u r i t i e s  w h i c h  a b a n k  could purchase. The 
Houncil b e l i e v e s  that: tho examiners could and should see 
that banks in m a k i n g  investments do not acquire an undue 
percentage of n o n - m a r k e t a b l c  investments in relat i o n  to 
their total asse t s  and capital funds.

Tho C o u n c i l  asks tho B o a r d  to consider that it was not 

iwaro of tho B o a r d ' s  m e m o r a n d u m  until the final day of its

3:3 2 lons, and tho time for c o n s i d e r a t i o n  was n e c e ssarily limited.

T f •

-a tho circumstances, tho B o a r d  wishes the Council to discuss 

-bjcct further, it w i l l  be glad to appoint a committee to 

J ' r with the B o a r d  for this purpose.

V e r y  respectfully,

THOMAS M. STEELE

ACTING SECRETARY.
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STATEMENT BY THE FEDERAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
RELATIVE TO THE POSITION OF THE COUNCIL

IN THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Under date of February 3, 1938, the Board of Governors of the 

federal Reserve System requested the Federal Advisory Council to give 

consideration to the following topics:

1 . (a) YfflAT IS THE FUNCTION OF THE FEDERAL ADVISORY
COUNCIL AS A PART OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM.

(b) HOW ESSENTIAL AND IMPORTANT IS THIS FUNCTION AND 
HOW MIGHT IT BE IMPROVED.

2. WHAT TYPES OF TOPICS SHOULD BE DISCUSSED BY THE 
COUNCIL WITH THE BOARD FROM TIME TO TIME.

The Federal Advisory Council welcomes the opportunity to present 

to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System its views upon 

these subjects.

1. (a) WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF THE FEDERAL ADVISORY
COUNCIL AS A PART OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM.

Section 12 of the Federal Reserve Act, which after providing for 

the formation of the Council, states that it is given the power by itself 

or through its officers:

(l) to confer directly with the Federal Reserve Board on 
general business conditions

U) to make oral or written representations concerning 
matters within the jurisdiction of said Board

(3) to call for information and to make recommendations 
in regard to discount rates, rediscount business, 
note issues, reserve conditions in the various dis
tricts, the purchase and sale of gold or securities 
by reserve banks, and the general operations by said 
banks and the general affairs of the reserve banking 
system.
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;}0 change has been made in Section 12. The functions of the Council, 

before, arc those originally stated in the Act.

1 . (b) HOW ESSENTIAL AND IMPORTANT IS THIS FUNCTION 
AND HOW MIGHT IT BE IMPROVED.

The importance of the Council in the Federal Reserve System was

actively discussed in Congress at the time the Federal Reserve Act was

being considered. It was most ably stated in the following report on

the bill filed by Senator Owen in November 1913, on behalf of himself

and six other Senatorss

"It is believed that the Federal Reserve Board itself, consist
ing entirely of officers of the government might be made more 
efficient if it had the advice freely available of the Federal 
advisory council. Moreover, the operations of the Federal re
serve board would in this way be subject to greater publicity 
and enable the banks of the country to have a greater measure 
of confidencc in all the operations of the Federal reserve 
board. It was further believed that the banks of the country 
which are invited or required to contribute a very large sum 
to the Federal reserve banks, would be more content by having 
an easy and convenient means provided by law of frequent con
ferences with the Federal reserve board and the opportunity to 
advise the board with reference to the financial, commercial 
and industrial needs of the country." (Volume I, Senate Reports, 
63rd Congress, 1st session 1913, Report 133, Part I and Part 2).

The Council believes that Senator Owen's report is an excellent 

summary of the general understanding in Congress as to the functions of 

-c Council at the time of its creation and is admirably suggestive of 

general purposes which the Board and Council should seek to serve in

-eir relations with each other.

A review of the activities of the Council since its inception 

°̂es not reveal a consistent program of interpretation of its functions.

Although the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 has been amended frequently,
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prom time to time the Council has formulated resolutions for reference 

re the Board upon subjects within the scope of Section 12 of the Federal 

Reserve Act. On its own initiative or at the suggestion of the Board, 

it has presented its views on banking legislation to the Board, and has 

made suggestions and recommendations to the Board in relation thereto.

Its members have appeared before committees of Congress considering 

legislation affecting the banking system. It has given consideration 

to and has made reports to the Board on topics submitted by the Board. 

Despite these activities, with the exception of a short period in the 

early history of the Federal Reserve System, no definite program of co

operation between the Board and the Council responsive to the duties im

posed upon the Council by Section 12 of the Act and the interpretation 

of the functions of the Council, as outlined by Senator Owen hereinbe

fore referred to, has been followed. This may be accounted for by 

reason of changing points of view due to changes in personnel in the 

Board as well as in the Council. It may also be due in large measure 

to the comparatively short life of the Federal Reserve System, which, 

together with the fact that its entire existence covers three convulsive 

periods in the affairs of the nation - war, reconstruction and depres

sion -  did not permit of the development of a traditional relationship 

“"tween the Board and the Council. If that be the case, it may account 

- j T  the absence of that c lose  relationship and cooperation between the 

“Oard and the Council that was contemplated in the Act and in the d is- 

: *S£j.on£ in Congress surrounding it s  enactment.
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The Council very definitely feels that a closer and more intimate 

relationship with the Board should be developed. It realizes that it is 

merely an advisory body, but it is of the opinion that composed as it is 

v a representative from each of the twelve Federal reserve banks, its 

intimate knowledge of business and banking throughout the nation could be 

of greater value to the Board in the solution of problems confronting it.

7i:e Council feels that it should be consulted much more freely than in the 

past and that ample time should be given to study problems submitted to it. 

nile the Council holds four statutory meetings each year, its services 

and those of its Executive Committee have always been available to the 

Board whenever sought. It would appear obvious that if a program of close 

cooperation between the Board and the Council were developed, more frequent 

meetings of the Council would be required. The Council realizes the vast 

importance of the orob.lems with which the Board is confronted, involving 

economic as well as social questions, and affecting not only national but 

also international affairs. More frequent meetings would enable the Coun

cil to have the benefit of the views of the Board and would enable the 

Council to aid more intelligently and sympathetically in the solution of 

the various problems, and in interpreting the actions of the Board to the 

"ember banks and the public.

If constructive results are to be achieved, a closer working rela- 

*'i.r.s:-ijj between the Board and the Council must be brought about. The Coun- 

Cfclls attention to the fact that throughout its history its members gen- 

■^lly have been men of long banking and business experience and of stand- 

ir. their respective districts. Many of them have been experienced in

- 4 -
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the study o f  social and economic problems in their respective areas and 

have aided in the solution of such problems. They, therefore, have been 

and a re  now in a position to be of considerable aid to the Board. It may 

to argued that the Council’s approach is along district or sectional lines 

However, as the Council is composed of a member from each Federal Reserve 

District, the Board receives in effect a nation-wide expression. On the 

other hand, the members of the Council, if more active consultation were 

h id , would receive the benefit of the information and of the opinions of 

the Board, which in turn might alter the attitude of the Council. The 

Council believes that as a result of a closer relationship with the Board 

it could be of considerable assistance in bringing about a better under

star ding of the actions of the Board upon the part of member banks of the 

Federal Reserve System and a more effective cooperation. There have been 

instances in the history of the Council to justify this conclusion.

2. V.HAT TYPES OF TOPICS SHOULD BE DISCUSSED BY THE COUN
CIL WITH THE BOARD FROM TIME TO TIME.

Thii: question may be answered in a general way that the types of 

topics to be discussed by the Council with the Board are those mentioned 

in Sc-ction 1 2 , together with those related thereto that arise out of amend 

~-sts to the Federal Reserve Act. More specifically, but not necessarily 

■--U inclusive, and insofar as they have a relation to the Federal Reserve 

s/ster , the following are suggested as matters that should be discussed:

1. Monetary policies and actions

2. .Fiscal policies and actions

2 . Benking legislation and kindred legislation which may have 
& bearing upon the financial, industrial, commercial and 
'vriculturol life of the country
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4, Reserve policies and actions
*

5 , Rediscount policies and actions

6 . Open Market policies and actions

7 . Regulations promulgated from time to time by the Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve System

S, Relationship of the Board with the Federal Reserve Banks

S. Operations of the Federal Reserve Banks

1 0 . Member banks’ relationship with the Board and with the 
Federal Reserve Banks

1 1 . Gold policy

1 2 . Silver policy

IS. Bank examinations

14. In addition, obviously, the Board will be confronted with 
problems arising out of the operations of other bureaus of 
government which affect the Federal Reserve System. In 
this field the Council feels that it could be helpful to 
the Board.

While the Council has outlined in a broad way the types of topics 

tii: t might be discussed v/ith the Board, the Council desires to impress 

up or the Board that it has no way of ascertaining the questions that the 

Board may be considering from time to time and that the Council is there

fore obliged to depend upon the Board for information as to what topics 

are under consideration. The Council should have sufficient time to make 

the necessary studies and replies. There have been instances in the past 

’••'iQn the- Council had no knowledge of important questions that were being 

considered by the Board until action was taken, resulting in controversies 

r'’r t in all likelihood could have been avoided.
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The Council in presenting this memorandum to the Board realizes 

+v.gt there may be some matters included therein that the Board will wish 

to discuss with the Council. In an effort to lay a foundation upon which 

a traditional relationship between the Board and the Council may be built 

that will inure to tiie benefit of the Federal Reserve System, the Council 

submits this reply, and will be glad to discuss it with the Board.

The Council is attaching to this memorandum a copy of an address 

made in November 1935 by one of its present members, Mr. Thomas M. Steele, 

at a time when he believed that he was to be succeeded by a new appointee. 

The Council believes that this address presents views that may be of in

terest to the Board and that they may lead to a closer working relation

ship between the Board and the Council.
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fb# following memorandum lias been submitted to thia o f f ic e  v ith  in - 
jtraotions to advlae i&amlners with reapeot to tha application o f  th# 
fitter* referred to*

* r*ffeofcive inciadiatal^ una until further notice tha following rule* 
for bond valuation shall apply to the examination o f banka by 
Federal Deposit insurance Corporation examiners)

1« Securities o f  the three highest credit ratings and other 
secu rities o f  equivalent credit status)

a* Market price  is  to he ignored*

b* Valuation la to be at cos t.

2* Securities o f  the fourth highest credit rating, unrated seeur- 
it io s  o f  equivalent credit status, and Group II secu rities , 
shall be priced at market* but for  net balance sheet purposes 
shall be valued at cost)

a* Market depreciation on th is elaes o f  securities w ill 
appear in  the report but w ill not be taken into 
consideration in  computing net sound capital nor in 
computing estimated loss*

3* Groups IT I and IV secu rities shall be valued at market and 
a ll  market depreciation shall enter into the computation
o f  net sound cap ita l and estim ated loss*

4* All p ro fits  rea lized  from the sale o f  securities shall be 
segregated in a specia l l ia b i l i t y  or valuation account*

6* Even though a bank does not place net realised securities 
appreciation in  a valuation account, the ex&ralner* shall 
so treat a l l  net security  appreciation realised a fter June 
30, 1938*

6. i l l  banks sh a ll be discouraged from henoeforth purchasing 
securities o f  credit rating below tho three highest grades*
' nr ate r’ bon&a mist have a ore* t̂ poaiMon equivalent to the 
eredlt atatus o f  the three highest grades*"

*** examiner w ill be supplied with new pa^es to replace certain forms 
being used in the report, which w ill give e ffe ct to the changes in 
Net Capital Account f in a lly  re flected  on page 8* tfhtil these forma 
been received, i t  is  suggested that the examiner follow  the 

>u6g*ated form submitted herewith as far as practicable*
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In carrying out these suggested changes in the treatment accorded bond 
depreciation, you v i l l  note that on page 6, i roup I ,  appreciation and 
depreciation w ill not be extended to securities rated above Baa or to 
nan rated secu rities having equivalent s ta b ility  and value ordinarily 
applied to the three highest ratings# Appreciation or depreciation ind i
cated toy the d ifferen ce between book value end market or estimated value 
will t>e extended in  the last two columns as heretofore on a l l  Issues rated 
go* and lower| however, the net depreciation shown on th is page under baa 
rating and Group I non rated and Group II rating w ill not be shown as 
•Satineted Loss** in  the summary o f  ixamlner’ s c la ss ifica tion s on page 3*
All depreciation resu lting  In Groups III  and IV should be c la ss ified  as 
A less and the K^asniner should Insist as far as possible upon the actual 
tllffilnation by charge o f f  during the examination* As a result o f  the 
Ubsral treatment accorded bona depreelation* the Examiner should be 
ea re fu l not to inolude in  Group II (e -  not rated) any item which may 
represent a borderline type o f  security In so far as Investment d es ir - 
Ability may be concerned#

rue to the unusual and possib ly  unjust market conditions, the Corporation 
l« willing to give consideration to the above changes with the firm con
flation that banks shoul d e fin ite ly  indicate th eir willingness to d is 
continue the purchase o f  new secu rities which are not o f  the very highest 
investment type; and further, that banks should be w illing to set aside 
u a valuation reserve any p ro fits  which may result from any trading* 
axohan a or sale o f  securities#  Where a bank has already set aside a 
valuation reserve or a reserve fo r  bond depreciation, such reserve should 
apply fir s t  to the estimated depreciation that might be Indicated In 
securities found in  -roup I I I  and IV* and only suoh portion as may be in 
excess c f  the estimated depreciation shown in  Groups III  and IV should be 
deducted from the depreciation In Group II (and iaa) In arriving at the 
aaount of estimated depreciation that w ill  be shown In the footnote on 
Psge 3#

In Instances where the to ta l aggregate depreciation in the securities 
account without reference to the various Groups or classifica tion s*  is  o f  
a substantial amount an: where It Is found that the bank has not used 
crdlnar Judgment In the se lection  o f  i t s  secu rities , it  is  desired that 
the Bxmniner discuss the situation  with the Board o f  irectors  and request 
that a resolution be passed and placed in tho minutes* instructing the 
•xecutive o f f ic e r s  o f  the bank to discontinue the purchase ->f any 
•ecuritlee which way be rated lower than the three highest ratings by 
JGZ ef the four nationally  recognised rating services•
*t should be borne in  mind that in  attempting to curb the purchase o f  sub- 
atandard securities* the method o f  determining e lig ib le  securities does 
** in any tense represent the fin a l judgment o f  the Corporation as to 
Aether the three highest ratings applied to bonds are conclusive in 
^•rr.inlng bank investment qustli*y. After all* the responsib ility  o f  
^•H in depositors * funds Is that o f  the Board o f  Erectors#
^  xeftiiner is instructed to give no prominence to the change in policy  

reflected by th is memorandum since i t  is  quite possible that further 
*^'*es may be made# There are numerous factors which because o f  theirDigitized for FRASER 
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ic4>ortano# J u stify  th is temporary re lie f*  These and other matters 
t il l  ** d l s e u e e e d  with eaoh Exanlner personally at a oonferenoe which 
li scheduled to be held In Madison within the near future*
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I

The m ajority agreement with respect to tho o las s' floa t ion 

0f loans la that the three oo limns In the examination report 

;i0w known as slow, doubtful, and loss w ill be continued* 

rbsir present form, and that o f  the Instruct Iona to examiners 

m to the type o f  loan to he Included in  each o f  the three 

columns, w ill remain the same aa at present* I t  Is proposed 

to label these three columns by tho roman numerals 1, XI and 

III* At the top o f  eaoh pa&e upon which this tabulation 

odours, there w ill appear the roman massera! 1 and following 

it a defin ition  o f  the type o f loan which la included in the 

oolumnj there w ill also appear roman numeral II followed by 

ths single word " doubtful*11 and there w ill also appear the 

roman numeral I I I  follow ed by the single word loss'* *

Where there la a recapitu lation  o f  the columns now known 

ss slow, doubtful and lo ss ,  the sans device w ill  be used, l*e « , 

ths use o f  the three roaian numerals aa symbols with the accom

panying explanation o f  what is  included under each* As now, 

on the recapitu lation  page only the totala In columns II and 

HI will bo Included In figuring the net sound capita l o f  banka«

(It ahoul< be noted that thla agreement would 
result in  the complete elimination o f  the 
word "slow* from loan c la ss ifica tion s* )

8* lS S r i.
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i*ho m inority position  with roapect to the cla ss ! 

float ion o f  loans In tho xamlnatlon report is  that 

tha column now known as "slow” should bo eliminated 

from tho pages upon whloh i t  now appears and that pro

vision bo made elsewhere in  tho report, under a 

heading ,tSlE, ,ff£ , or

ether suitable heading, fo r  l is t in g , with appropriate 

oom&ent, not tota led  and not included in  any recapitu

lation, such loans as the examiner fee ls  should be set 

oat for the Information o f  the directors and proper 

o fficers o f  the bank, with the clear understanding that 

•uoh loans are not bolni* c la s s if ie d  as doubtful o r  loss 

and are not necessarily  to be regarded as c r it ic is e d  

assets.

*»j 2, 10S8
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In 1954 v ith  tota l loans in 5,275 national banks o f  

♦7*740,696,000, national bank examiners c la ss ified  27 par 

oent In tha slow column.

In tha last h a lf o f  1937 with to ta l loans In 5,267 

national banka o f  3,933, 216,400, national bank examiners 

c la ss ified  only 9*31 per aent in  the slow column*

Year L oss

1934 t 27% t 4% x
t i t

1935 t 16% t 2$ t • 0
t t t

First h a lf o f  1937 * 10*63;C t 1#1#» s .65
: t t

Last half o f  1937 t 0 *^1 t 1*06/; : • m

-J L - * ____  1
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1# hat depreoiat ion In a took and da faulted 
bonds be c la ss if ie d  aa loss and that 
secu rities  In thoaa group* (II I  and IV) 
be H ated and priced in the report o f  
examination# (The minority does not 
disagree on this point#)

2# 'hat depreciation on secui'lties in 
group II  and in tha fourth grade o f  
general market obligations in group
I be deducted in  the report In com
puting tha net sound capital o f  the 
bank, and that securities in  these 
c la ss ifica tio n s  be lis te d  and priced 
in  the report o f  examination*

The m a j o r it y  ag reem en t w it h  r e s p e c t  t o  th o  a p p r a is a l

o f  bond* l a

3# ’hat depreciation in  a l l  group I 
secu rities  except the fourth grade 
o f  general market obligations be
disregarded anU that these securities 
not l>e priced in the report of exam
ination#

4# That unrealised appreciation be not 
allowed#

b# That a premium on bonds purchased at 
a premium be amortised#
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1* That only depreciation In stocks and 
defaulted bond* be c la s s if ie d  as es~ 
t Imated lo s s , and that ^securities In 
these <*roupa bo l is te d  and priced  in 
tho report o f  examination* (This ia 
In accordance with the riews o f  tha 
m ajority .)

2* That secu rities  in  groups I and II be 
not p riced , and preferably be not 
l is t e d , in  the report o f  examination*
A complete l i s t  o f  a l l  se cu r it ie s , 
however, should be attached to  the 
report o f  examination sent to  the 
S’ tpersrisory authorities*

3* ^hat depreciation , other than in  stocks 
and defaulted bonds, should not be taken 
into consideration In computing *net 
sound ca p ita l•* On the other hand, i t  
can not bo a ffirm atively  stated that 
depreciation in  any secu rities  constitutes 
sound capital* Therefore, the minority 
fe e ls  that the schedule showing a compu
tation  o f  net sound cap ita l be eliminated 
from the reports o f  examination*

'•’hat unr^aliisedi ap; r?»c lat ion be not 
allowed*

6* That a premium on bonds purchased at 
a premium be amortised*

The m in o r i t y  p o s i t i o n  w it h  res p o e t  t o  th o  a p p r a i s a l  o f

bond* is
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Th# m ajority Agreement with res pact to th# 

treatment o f  net p ro fit*  from th# salt o f  a#curl- 

ties 1# that u n til adequate reserves against th# 

securities account have been bu ilt up, a ll  sueh 

profits should b# impound©;; and be unavailable 

for any purpose other than to take care o f  losses 

resulting from the sal# o f  securities*

**y a, 1938,
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'fh# m inority p osition  with reapeot to tho treatment

sf profits from the sale o f  securities is  that

1# Estimated losses should be charged 
of f#

2 m Banks should be required to estab
lish  and maintain adequate reserves,
including reserve1* against the
soou rit la s  account•

3m Jbanks should not be required to
earmark individual items o f  pro fit*  
regardless o f  source*

4* Speculation should he severely 
c r it ic is e d  and penalised#
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FEDERAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
Washington, D. C.

May 17, 1958.

Honorable Marriner S. Eccles, Chairman,
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Chairman:

At the joint meeting of the Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System and the Federal Advisory Council held in December, 1937, 
tbe "card asked the Council to make a report on the following question: 
nEor can the Federal Reserve System increase the value or scope of its 
services to member banks in practicable or desirable ways?" The Fed
eral Advisory Council requested its members to address the member banks 
in theiT* respective districts and ask for criticisms or suggestions to 
erable .it to furnish the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Sys
tem with comprehensive material. Approximately a thousand member banks 
were addressed, and confidential replies were received from about six 
hundred. Somewhat more tnan half of these offered suggestions; the 
rest merely expressed general or particular satisfaction with the 
present operations of the System.

The report herewith filed by the Council is a compilation made 
by s committee of the Council based on 333 replies which contained some 
criticisms or suggestions.

The Federal Advisory Council concluded that it would be best 
for it not to express any opinions of its own members but simply to let 
the Board have the result of an inquiry which represents a fair cross- 
scction of the expressed views of the membership of the System, both 
geographically and by size of banks.

It is obvious that the members of the Council assume no re- 
■ possibility for any of the suggestions made, and submit this report 
in the hope that it may oe of service to the Board of Governors, its 
stpff, qna to the regional Federal reserve banks. If the Board desires 
tlK. Council in eny way to pursue this study further or to amplify it, 
tho Council will be glad to comply with the request of the Board.

Very t r u l y  yours,

Walter Lichtenstein, 
Secretary,

Federal Advisory Council.
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"HOW CM THE 

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 

INCREASE THE VALUE OR SCOPE OF ITS SFRVICES TO MEMBER BANKS IN 

PRACTICABLE OR DESIRABLE WAYS?”

A survey made by the Federal Advisory 
Council" for the" Board of Governors of 
the Federal Reserve System.

D. C ., on May 15*17# 1938.
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FOREWORD

At its meeting with the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 

System on February 15, 1938, the Federal Advisory Council was charged 

with the responsibility of making a survey throughout the membership on 

the following question: "How can the Federal Reserve System increase 

the value or scope of its services to member banks in practicable or 

desirable ways?”

The result of the survey is presented in the following pages.

The compilation is based on material furnished by the members of the 

Federal Advisory Council to the Committee in the following form:

District No. 1 - Quotations from letters......* 20
District No. 2 - Original letters#•••••••••••• • 57
District No. 3 - Original letters .............. . 21
District No. 4 - Original letters.............. 71
District No. 5 - Summaries of replies.......... 36
District No. 6 - No report.................
District No. 7 - Resume of replies.#........ .#••
District No. 8 Excerpts from replies.........
District No. 9 - Quotations from letters........ 156
District No. 10 - No report#••••••••••••••••••• •
District No. 11 - Quotations from letters....... 35
District No. 12 - Quotations from letters......# 21

In Districts 2, 3, 4, 5, 9 and 12, it has been possible to classi

fy the respondent banks on the basis of total deposits. The following

classification has been used:

A. - Banks with total deposits of less than ....$1,500,000;
B. - Banks with total deposits of $1,500,000 to ŝ15,000,000;
C. - Banks with total deposits over $15,000,000.

ii
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This classification has shown that the reactions of the different 

classes of banks are dissimilar. As an example: criticism of the 

higher reserve requirements has come entirely from banks in the A and 

B classification. Expansion of collection facilities has been asked 

for almost entirely by banks in the B and C classification.

An-examination of the replies by Federal Reserve districts shows 

a surprising uniformity in the comments within each district but that, 

in several instances, the same problems are not referred to in the 

other districts. For instance, the question of political control is 

commented on most frequently in the first four districts; Federal 

Reserve competition in the handling of non-cash collections most 

seriously affects banks in the Ninth District; the question of fur

nishing wrapped coin to member banks is brought up most frequently 

in the Twelfth District.

In the following pages is presented a brief summary of the sub

jects which h a v e  been most frequently referred to in the various 

letters and quotations. These summaries are followed by direct 

quotations on these subjects.

It is the Committee’s opinion that the officers of the member 

banks, which replied to the questionnaires, being assured that their 

replies would be held in strict confidence, have expressed their 

views on the question quite frankly - more frankly in fact than 

they, possibly, would feel free to express them in direct contact 

with representatives of the Federal Reserve banks* Because this is a 

cross-section of the opinions of many capable and experienced bankers, 

it is felt that careful study should be made of this report, and some 

expression of the Board of Governors* appreciation of the cooperation

iii
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pf the member banks might be made in a Federal Reserve Bulletin.

This report consists only of comments, suggestions, and criti

cism s v.rhich were made in response to the questionnaire. It does not 

in c lu d e  the large number of replies (amounting to nearly half) which 

e x p r e s s e d  complete satisfaction with the management and the services 

of the various Federal Reserve banks and sincere appreciation of the 

facilities which the System offers to its members.

On the following page is a statistical summary of the quotations 

by districts and size classification.
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CLASSIFICATION OF ^ „ m m s  

BY FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICTS AND TOTAL Dp;p0SITS 0F RESPONDENT BANKS*

JSIRICT

COLLECTION
SERVICE

COMPETITION 
WITH MEMBERS

CREDIT MD 
INVESTMENT 

ADVICE
EASY MONEY 

POLICY

EDUCATIONAL 
AND ADVISORY 

SERVICE EXAM3N ATICNS
GREATER
ATTTflMOMY

POLITICAL
r.rwTROT.

RESERVE
REQUIREMENTS

A -  B -  C

REPORTS AND 
STATEMENTS MISCELLANEOUS

TOTAL BY 
DISTRICT

A • B * C A * B - C A -  B -  C A -  B -  C A -  B -  C A -  B - C A -  B - C A • B - C A -  B - C A -  B -  C A -  B -  C

1 None None None 1 quotation 1 quotation 1 quot&tien None 6 quotations 1 quotation None 4 quotations 14 q u o t a t i o n s

I 0 3 10 0 1 2 1 2 2 0 2 4 1 7  7 0 1 4 0 7 7 0 5 0 2 3 5 1 2 5 0 5 11 5 36 57

I 0 0 2 None 0 1 0 None 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 3  0 0 1 2 0 1 2 1 10 8

4 2 7 4 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 0  0 0 6 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 4 2 1 6 4 1 1 0 0 1 7  3 16 32 14

5

6 

7

0 3 1 None None None None None 1 0 0 0 5 1 2 2 1 None 0 8 1 3 18 4

Surunary Summary None Summary Summary Summary None Summary Summary None Summary Summary

8 6 quotations 4 quotations 1 quotation None 1 quotation 1 quotation 1 quotation None Summary None 4 quotations 18 q u o t a t i o n s

9 12 4 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 1 0  0 1 2  2 0 1 0 None 1 0 0 4 1 0 2 0 0 3 3 0 28 12 2

10

11 1 quotation 1 quotation None None 2 quotations None None None 4 quotations 1 q u o ta t io n 4 quotations 13 q u o t a t i o n s

1?, 0 1 11 0 0 9 None None 0 0 1 None None 0 o 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 12 1 2 57

n u n  14 le 28
SUE OF BAHK

0 3 12 5 5 2 2 2 4 2 17 13 0 4 5 2 7 9 5 13 3 15 13 8 4 3 9 5 27 29 54 112 122

acmmuTKi
cjaariae 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 0 1

wtitiani 67 20 13 9 36 11 19 27 41 17 73 3 3 3

** * Binki with deposits of Iqsb than £ 1 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0  
® • Btnk# with deposits o f  | 1 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0  to  $ 1 6 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0  
- * &*nk» with deposits in excess of $ 1 6 ,000,000
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SIM ARY

Comments cover check collections and non-par items. Most 
of the suggestions have been made by large and medium sized 
banks, with only a few from the small banks. Small banks 
use citv correspondents to avoid sort required by Federal.

System does not offer same facilities as city correspondents.

Collection service is slow.

Most numerous requests are for following changes:

Extend closing hour for accepting checks from members; 
Eliminate sorting and description}
Allow an average float and discontinue "rainbow” system 
of deferred credit.

Straight listing arrangement would attract non-members to 
membership in System.

Complete transit service at Federal similar to that offered 
by correspondents, would make it possible for members to 
discontinue many correspondent bank accounts; would eliminate 
duplication; would permit members to operate more economically 
and efficiently.

Work for elimination of ncn-par points.

Handle and collect non-par items.

Permit members to make exchange charges on cash items as 
long as non-members do so.

Uniform practices in all districts desirable.

Comment on standard protest practice.

COLLECTION SERVICE (See Pages 7 to 22)

* * * * *

COMPETITION WITH MEMBERS (See Pages 23 to 26)

Collection of non-cash items belongs to member banks.

Members would charge a fee for non-cash collections being 
handled free by Federal.

Discontinue direct loan activity.

Aliow members to service 13b loans for a fee.
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Many Federal agencies in direct competition with commercial 
banks.

Interferes with correspondent relationships.

* * * * *

CRFPIT AND INVESTMENT ADVICE (See Pages 27 to 30)

Vnst amount of credit information accumulated by Federal 
Reserve banks.

Files should be available to members.

Information on commercial paper desired.

Formula for analyzing open market names needed.

Statistical data and rating of finance companies.

Bond Analysis and Research Department.

List of recommended bonds#

Country bankers not qualified ss investment bankers.

Federal Reserve guidance would prevent embarrassing 
situations•

Recommendations would be disinterested.

* * * * *

EASY MONEY POLICY (See Pages 31 to 34)

Not important as recovery measure.

Country is not benefiting from low rates.

Present low interest rates discourage thrift.

Policy favors United States Treasury at expense of 
banking system.

Forces banks to speculate in long-term and inferior-grade 
bonds•

Banks f*co severe losses in bond portfolios when 
interest rates rise.

Serious effect on Capital position and earnings of banks. 

Present earnings provide no margin for reserves.

C o m p e tition w i t h  Members - Continued
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Continuation of policy will make ultimate adjustment 
difficult.

Function of Reserve System to provide credit for 
legitimate requirements*

— 3«

Easy Money Policy - Continued

* * * * *

EDUCATIONAL AND ADVISORY SERVICE (See Pages 35 to 44)

Statistical studies of earnings, expenses, interest 
rates, service charges, by Federal Reserve banks valuable.

Clinics sponsored by Federal at regular periods on invest
ments, operating methods, credit practices, trust problems, 
would help most banks*

Closer contact between Federals and their members urged.

Development of uniform method of cost analysis, service 
charges, computation of interest 0 1 1 savings accounts, 
would be of great assistance.

Clarification of rules and regulations needed.

Complete set of all rul^s and regulations of Federal Reserve, 
F.D.I.C., and other regulatory bodies, in loose-leaf form 
for easy revision would be welcome.

Federal shouH sponsor sound banking practices by all members 
through educational meetings*

* * * * *

EXAMINATIONS (See Pages 45 to 47)

Advocate examination by Federal Reserve banks only.

Examinations without charge would attract non-members.

Establishment of uniform examinations by Federal Reserve, 
Comptroller of Currency, F.D.I.C., and State Banking 
Departments•

Consolidation of all examining authorities.

More sympathetic and constructive attitude on part of 
examiners needed.

More concise report by examiners would be read by Directors.

* * * * *
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GREATER AUTONOMY FOR FEDERAL RESERVE BANK IN OWN DISTRICT (See Pages
48 to 52)

TnouId r e l i e v e  Board of Governors of much detail.

More authority in hands of persons familiar with local
oorditions.

Important questions could he decided more quickly.

Decisions could be made under rules and regulations 
laid down by Board of Governors.

Eliminate uncertainty and delay.

Decisions of Federal Reserve bank, made in light cf local 
conditions, have been reversed by Board of Governors 
unfamiliar with circumstances.

Centralization of authority in Washington weakens System.

* * * * *

POLITICAL CONTROL (See Pages 53 to 56)

Breathing spell from regulations earnestly desired.

Government domination cf banking through Federal Reserve 
System decried.

Members alarmed at possibility of United States Treasury 
taking over control of System.

Cooperation of government instead of belligerent criticism 
is essential to sound banking structure.

Beard of Governors has great opportunity to serve members by 
representing their interests in Washington.

Eoar'’ of Governors not representative of best intere-sts 
of banking.

Board of Governors not sympathetic to local problems and
needs.

Open Market operations too much in interest of Treasury 
Department.

* * * * *

RESERVE R E Q U I R E M T S  (See Pages 57 to 64)

High reserves hurt small and medium sized banks.
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Country banks need additional funds to meet loan demand.

Earnings of banks under $15,000,000 total deposits 
seriously hurt.

Many banks have had to sell bonds or borrow to meet re
quirements .

Services rendered by Federal Reserve banks do not compensate 
members for balances maintained.

Low rate of interest should be paid.

Cash in vault should be counted in reserves.

Present method of raising reserves uniformly hurts country 
banks which do not have excess.

Non-members deterred from joining System by high reserves.

Non-members have an advantage over members because of 
lower reserve requirements.

Present requirements not justified by current business 
conditions r

Excess reserves could be absorbed by sale of Federal Reserve 
holdings of Government securities.

General business hurt by high reserve requirements, because 
funds are withdrawn from circulation and put in cold storage.

* * * * *

-5-

Reserve Requirements - Continued

SIMPLIFY AND STANDARDIZE REPORTS AND STATEMENTS (See Pages 65 to 67) 

Publication of statements expensive.

Lack of uniformity in requirements of State and Federal 
makes duplicate publication necessary.

Number of reports required is increasing.

Uniform form of call statement for Federal and State 
authorities.

Uniform reports to supervisory agencies would eliminate 
needless expense.

# * * * *
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This section covers a variety of suggestions. Most frequently
m entioned  are:

Coordination of supervisory authority.

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

Wire transfer of Government bonds.

Furnishing of wrapped coin*

Rediscount.

Effect of certain regulations.

Safekeeping fa c i l i t ie s  of System.
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COLLECTION SERVICE

207-C "It has been our policy to use the transit and collection
facilities of the Reserve System extensively, "but with com

petitors gradually installing Night Transit Departments, it will un
doubtedly become necessary for us to reconsider what has been a more 
or less permanent policy* We know that the time for receiving items 
has been extended in other Reserve Districts and if an extension of 
an hour and a half or two could be arranged here in *«•.., it would 
prove very beneficial to us and in turn to our customers* In our 
opinion this is one of the prime mechanical functions of the Federal 
Reserve System and we feel certain that member banks would more than 
welcome a thorough study of these time schedules•"

208-C ''The program inaugurated by the Federal Reserve Banks several
years ago having for its purpose the ultimate clearing at par 

of all checks throughout the United States was a most commendable one, 
but unfortunately the System failed to complete the plan, and as a re
sult there are certain banks in the country today particularly in the 
south that are getting an unfair advantage over other banks of the 
country and are causing a great deal of additional work and expense in 
connection with the handling of checks on these particular banks. From 
a practical operating standpoint nothing would be of greater value to 
the member banks of the System and to commercial business as a whole, 
than the inaugurating and carrying out of a program designed to have 
all checks payable in the United States collectible at par through the 
Federal Reserve System*”

217-C "All checks payable in this country are now collectible through
the Federal Reserve System except those drawn on non-par banks. 

Checks drawn on non-par banks must be forwarded to correspondent banks 
for presentation and payment subject to exchange or collection charges 
at varying rates* Although it might entail additional legislation, the 
following advantages would accrue to member banks if such checks could 
be collected through the medium of the Federal Reserve System:

a. Economy of operation* obviating the present
necessity of separate sorts and remittances to 
many different correspondent banks*

b* Possible reduction in exchange or collection 
charges since correspondent banks in many in
stances add exchange charges to those made by 
the drawee bank*

c* Earlier availability of proceeds. Correspondent 
banks* collection terms usually provide for remit
tances on a deferred basis, weekly, semi-monthly, etc*

Drafts with securities attached can be collected through 
Federal Reserve banks under existing arrangements only if shipped to 
a Federal Reserve bank, which in turn reships to a bank at the place of 
payment. This involves a duplication of insurance and postage charges
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Collection Service

as well as additional time, all of which could be obviated if arrange
ments could be made to ship such items direct to a bank located at the 
place of payment for the account of its Federal Reserve bank."

221-C "•••there is always with us the question of the collection
of non-par checks*"

223-C "Eliminate descriptive cash letters now required with checks
payable in other districts* Use the Recordak method of 

description*"

225«C "Where the dollar volume of items justifies, and where funds
could thereby be made available more quickly, it would seem 

desirable for the Federal Reserve System to establish clearing units in 
oertain cities to which member banks could make direct sendings*

It is suggested that the Federal Reserve System consider the 
establishment of small clearing units in some larger cities where clear
ing houses now exist* Certain of these larger cities on which a substan
tial dollar volume of checks are drawn* are located between Federal 
Reserve cities and, under the present method of direct sending, such 
items are sent to the Federal Reserve Bank or branch in that district 
with the result that an additional day is consumed in forwarding the 
items to the points on which they are drawn*

In cities where Clearing House arrangements now provide for 
settlement in Federal Reserve funds, as they do in many places, sendings 
could be made available on the same day they are received* In cities 
where Clearing House arrangements call for settlement by check one addi
tional day only would be consumed in sending the settlement check on to 
the nearest Federal Reserve Bank*

Under an arrangement such as this a considerable portion of 
the volume now sent to the various Federal Reserve Banks as country items 
would be eliminated as would also the mailing expense for reforwarding 
these items by the Federal Reserve Banks under the present procedure# 
Experience might also show it to be desirable to establish these imits in 
sections where regional or County Clearing Houses have been established*

In the handling of stock drafts it is noticed that the Federal 
Reserve Banks in some cities present such items by messenger, while in 
other cities drawees are required to come to the Federal Reserve Bank to 
make payment. In order to avoid oriticisms from depositors for having 
sent items to Federal Reserve Banks which require drawees to pick up suoh 
items, it is suggested that consideration be given to the desirability of 
having the Federal Reserve Banks follow the same procedure as the 
oomneroial banks in the respective cities*

At the present time the procedure in handling the proceeds of 
collections varies between the Federal Reserve Banks* For example, some 
Federal Reserve Banks when they receive a Now York check in payment of a 
collection, endorse the check and mail it to the New York member bank*
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Colleotion Service

Other federal Reserve Banks endorse such checks to the Federal Reserve 
Bank in New York with instructions to collect and credit the member 
bank# In some cases the Federal Reserve Banks receive unavailable funds 
in payment of collections and send a notification to the member bank to 
that effect, but no mention is made on their advice as to where the check, 
which is received in payment, is collectible* Some Federal Reserve Banks . 
receive such unavailable funds and proceed to collect them without send
ing any notice. In these cases the colleotion is outstanding longer than 
the normal time and either a tracer or a wire is dispatched by the member 
bank. This naturally would be unnecessary if prompt notification was 
sent that unavailable funds had been deceived, this advice to also indi
cate the point on which such check is drawn* It is understood that the 
Federal Reserve Banks make every effort, where possible, to obtain local 
funds, but where local funds are not received, it would seem advisable 
that the procedure be uniform."

22?~B "There seems to be only one suggestion of importance that
might be adopted by tho Federal Reserve Banks — that is, 

the clearance by them of non-par items*

Under the present system* the Federal returns non-par items 
with the notation that they cannot be handled as cash items. This not 
only delays the ultimate collection of the item, but makes it necessary 
for us to carry an account with compensating balances with a large city 
bank, in order to have these items cleared,. Being able to clear all 
items through the Federal Reserve would save considerable work in our 
rack department •"

229-B "Some months ago, in an effort to attract business to itself,
the *•••.. National Bank planned a direct sending collection 

system, which contemplated a night force at the **••• office, which they 
said would result in a one day*s saving in handling foreign items#

We were urged to open an account with the • so that they 
would be in position to charge the checks on us, handled by them, direct 
to that account, and then forwarded to us, and, of course, they did not 
wish to pay any exchange charge. We did not approve this plan*

They then asked if we would make remittance to them at par 
for our checks received by us from them, and this we declined to do, 
unless they opened an account with us* As a depositor, with a sufficient 
balance, they would be entitled to this service.

We heard nothing more about this plan, but if a speedier 
collection service is desirable, why could it not be developed and 
operated by the Federal Reserve?"

236-C "The initiation of a clearing arrangement between the larger
cities in each Federal Reserve District, similar to the many 

County Clearing arrangements already in effect, would make for quicker 
availability of deposited items, and while it would add slightly to 
transit costs, wo believe the advantages gained would be well worth the 
extra cost to the individual banks."
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237—B 11 One feature in which I feol th^ system is lagging behind is
collection facilities* Correspondent banks are offering to 

us facilities for collection which considerably reduce the float of 
checks formerly handled through the system.”

249-C "The Collection Department of The Federal Reserve Bank of
• •••••••• — the only one with which we do business — could

improve its collections. We can send our coupons, checks and notes
through ....... . or .......... . banks and receive advices of credit
at least one day earlier (and sometimes more) than we receive them 
through the Federal Reserve Bank."

253-C "An endeavor be made to reduce or eliminate charges made by
non-member banks for items drawn upon themselves. We realize 

the difficulties of this problem and its long standing but in view of 
the general trend of increased charges during the last few years, the 
burden to the member banks or their depositors has been on the increase."

254-C "Instructions from the several Federal Reserve banks and
branches covering preparation of cash letters often differ.

For example, some require multiple sortings of direct sendings of country 
items, whereas others do not. The majority require duplicate film records 
of transit items, thereby increasing costs to the many banks which 
photograph such items. We understand that the Federal Reserve Bank 
of ••••••••., and branches, will now accept cash letters without a film
record or other description. The adoption of uniform requirements, which 
would take into consideration the new mechanisms now in common use, would 
greatly facilitate the operations of member banks."

312-C "At the present time the Federal Reserve Bank of ..........
accepts all checks payable in .......... . Distriot from

member banks in our City up to 2 P.M., but up to 4 P.M. they will accept 
only checks of $100. and over. Therefore, all checks under $100. received 
from depositors over the counter are not forwarded to their destination 
by the Federal Reserve Bank until the following day. This delays the
presentation of thousands of dollars of checks in the »........ District
an additional day, whereas under our former system when we sent checks 
direct ourselves by mail, they reached their destination the day after 
being deposited with us. It would speed up the availability of thousands 
of dollars if the service of the Federal Reserve Bank could provide for 
forwarding all checks, regardless of amount, say up to 4 P. M.

Realizing it was the original purpose of the Federal Reserve 
System to eliminate axe hang e charges by all banks on their own checks, 
which purpose has been so well achieved insofar as member banks are con
cerned- it is hoped that some method may be devisod whereby member banks 
may not continue to be penalized by the payment of exchange on items 
drawn on non-member banks."

313—C ’’Have Federal Reserve Bank collect non-par checks on non-member
banks, which do not remit at par, and charge exchange to the 

sending bank. We now have two systems of collection, one for member and 
one for non-member banks, although I realize there are some non-member 
banks who remit at par . What I am suggesting is that Federal act as 
collecting agency and charge exchange as stated above to sending bank."

Collection Service
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418-C "Allow member banks to send to the Federal Reserve Bank or a
branch thereof all par ohecks with merely an adding machine 

tape showing the amount and total of such checks, provided, however, 
that tiie depositing bank uses the Recordak system or any other similar 
system by which a careful record of such checks is kept in the files of 
the depositing bank.

Obviously, such a system will relieve the depositing bank 
of a great deal of sorting and listing of items that are now sent by it 
to the various Federal Reserve Banks and the Branches thereof*

I think this service would not involve the Federal Reserve 
System in a great deal of expense and would relieve the member banks of 
a good deal of more or less unnecessary work and considerable expense*"

419-C "The second suggestion is that inasmuch as the member Banks
are regular patrons of the Federal Reserve Bank just the same 

as a merchant, manufacturer or individual is a customer of the member 
bank, and inasmuch as the member bank does not require its own customers 
to assort and list and defer the respective items which the customer de
posits, why could not the Federal Reserve Bank receive the deposits of 
the member banks, made out on a listed slip the same as a customer deposit
ing with a member bank, and at least go no further with reference to 
deferred items, than to make a difference of one day on city items, and 
two days on all other points; and inasmuch as they are equipped to handle 
a great lot of transit items, receive the items as they come, accepting 
city items for Clearing House, and assorting them and sending them to 
the respective points where payable, in the usual course.

The point is that this would attract to the Federal Reserve 
Banks all Banks which are not now members, and would facilitate the 
dealings with the Fede ral Reserve Bank by member banks greatly, and 
pla'.e the Reserve Banks in the same general relationship to the banking 
business that the member banks have towards their general customers*"

420-C "I think the recent change in handling transit items which has
been made by the Federal Reserve Bank of ........ is a real

step forward, and when understood by the various banks I am sure will be 
much appreciated* True, it will have the effect of reducing some balances 
with us, but on the other hand it relieves us of a tremendous amount of 
work, and while we are not as yet taking the full benefit of it, due to 
the uncertainty as to whether or not the plan is permanent, we have, 
nevertheless, reduoed our force by three or four people*"

426-B "We do think, however, that the value of the service would be
increased by collecting at reasonable rates, Canadian and 

/laskan items, together with the exchange of Canadian currency."

429-C "Recently one of our officers was at the .........Branch of the
Federal Reserve Bank of •••••••••• to arrange the handling of

our southern items through that branch under the new trial system which 
they have recently inaugurated, permitting us to send our letters to them 
’without furnishing them with a duplicate Recordak film or using A.B.A* 
numbers, accepting same on a straight listing basis, with the understand
ing that photostat oopies of any items in question be furnished, or other 
sufficient proof, at their request*

Collection Service
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It is our opinion that this is a step in the right direction, 
as it permits our bank to utilize funds that have had to be carried in 
our corrospondent bank account for investment in our own folio, and it 
is our belief and suggestion that this service should be broadened to 
take in all twelve Federal Reserve districts for the benefit of all tho 
banks in the country#

We would also suggest that the Federal Reserve Bank consider 
tho use of Air Mail and services of this nature that will enable them to 
expedite the handling of collection of it^ms and to give the kind of ser
vice we believe member banks are entitled to# We believe that the Federal 
Reserve Bank oould be of further assistance to its members if they would 
carefully study the situation and handle items on non par points, whioh 
they will not do at the present time."

451-A ’’That County orders enclosed in their cash letters and also
Demand Certificates of Deposits bo included in their letters 

as checks and not as collection items# Now a portion of these come in as 
checks and then some of them as collection items#”

463-B ”##«the Federal Reserve System can increase its usefulness to
member banks is by speeding up the check collection service# 

Some improvement has already been made in this rospect, which we appre
ciate#”

480-B ’’Perhaps we are more fortunate than many banks in having an
accessible correspondent which fulfills so excellently our 

check clearing needs, but it is our thought that we principally depend 
upon the Federal Reserve Bank as a source of help in emergency rather 
than an implement for daily use6

If the recent improvements in Federal Reserve transit service 
eventually lead to an excellence of handling which will compare favorably 
with our correspondent bank, it may be possible that the original idea 
of having all clearings made through the System can be attained# Until 
such time, however, we have no particular desire to use that portion of 
the Federal Reserve service#”

481-B ”We believe the recent change on the part of the Federal
Reserve Bank of 4...##»««.#., in operating a night transit 

system, will prove of considerable benefit to the banks who do not send 
their items to their correspondents#”

493-B "In addition, we feel that a more liberal policy of handling
transit items should be in vogue. That is, some arrangement 

should be worked out whereby banks using Recordaks should be allowed the 
privilege of forwarding items without description inasmuch as they keep 
ft photostatic copy in their files#

The matter of handling non-par items most certainly bears 
investigation and would be quite helpful to country banks#”

Collection Service
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498-A "We are faced with a days delay in getting our cash letters to
the Reserve city and another days delay in getting returns*

The Federal Reserve has recently moved to expedite this service and we 
certainly appreciate this increased efficiency. However, since advice 
may be sent at once of credit, there is still the possibility of items 
being returned later for one reason or another. After all it isn’t in 
the PAID items that trouble and risk lies* With messenger service and 
location in reserve cities you know pretty well when an item is refused.
We may not know for several days. Some means must eventually be found 
(and it will be found) to learn about return checks immediately upon 
refusal. It is exceedingly difficult for us in the country to know "when 
a single item in a cash letter is apt to be returned. At our end the 
customer is always * riding us hard* for permission to use the funds. So 
one suggestion (and I have already made it to the officers of the Federal 
Reserve) is to speed up returned items to the point of highest efficiency.

Another difficulty we have is that there are a few, not many 
perhaps, but still enough of non-par points to continually upset our cash 
letters. We do not have the wide range of correspondents as the larger 
city banks do and we are constantly annoyed by non-par points being re
turned. The Federal Reserve publishes a list of par points. It would 
seem a much more efficient service to publish a NON-par list which would 
be quite small (so I believe) and enable the bookkeeper in the transit 
department or transit-clerk to memorize the non-par points. Or, - and 
this might be feasible, - let the system absorb the few non-pars until 
collection is made. The cost would be very small I believe*"

4121-B "Through our city correspondents, we have been able to cut 
down our credit on our remittances from one to three days.

To over come this, they might give us credit for our remittances the day 
received as they used to before the Federal Reserve System was started#"

4125-B "This little discourse leads me to the suggestion that if the
Federal Reserve Banks would give country banks immediate credit 

for all items sent to them, it would operate to reduce their required re
serves, while placing the load of the float on the Federal Reserve Banks."

505-B "Par clearing of checks should be changed. All member banks
should be given permission to make exchange charges on checks 

or regulation made by F.D.I.C. requiring non-member banks to clear checks 
at par. 11

o2?.-B "Member banks would be benefited by a clearing system for checks
on non-par banks.

524-3 "Since Federal Reserve Bank pays no interest 0 1 1 balances which
member banks are required to keep with them, they should be 

required to clear all of their items at par."

"There is a scheme to out under the present par-clearing 
schedule# Present par-clearing arrangement should be guarded 

and ch^ck might result in making it possible to reduce the Federal Reserve 
tiir© schedule on a number of points."

Colleotion Sorvioe
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"The Federal Reserve Bank does rot handle non par ' items .or, in 
other words, checks on banks which do not agree to remit at par, although 
there are a good many banks which are not members of the Federal Reserve 
System which nevertheless have agreed to remit for the items on themselves 
at par and therefore are on the Federal Reserve published par list. I do 
not believe it would be advisable that the Federal Reserve Bank undertake 
to handle so-called non par items*

One suggestion in connection with the Federal Reserve Bank 
facilities for the handling of out-of-town collectible items is their 
requirements for sorting according to Federal Reserve Districts, etc*
This becomes cumbersome at times for country banks whose volume of items 
in various districts does not always justify their being obliged to sort 
their items into the various districts* in other words, a good many country 
banks it would seem could list their items to the Federal ••••.. just as 
banks send us cash letters without being called upon to make so many 
different sortings of their checks* I believe some definite improvement 
in the service and convenience to members would result from this modifica
tion*

Also, by reason of the popularity of the Recordak System of 
filming checks, heretofore, the Federal Reserve Banks have insisted upon 
having a duplicate of the film, which is an item of expense, but under
stand now that the .......... Federal Reserve Bank, and I believe one or
two other Federal District Banks, are modifying their requirements in 
this connection to overcome the added cost and time in the preparation of 
a duplicate film.

At present, we have a problem of handling post office money 
orders on numerous points throughout the U. S. Several Federal Banks in 
other districts have handled these items for us as cash items and with
out charge, although the .......... Federal does net and will not handle,
necessitating our either sending postal money orders direct or in turn 
cashing them at the post office here at a service charge. It would seem 
that this phase of their service could be improved upon.

In our own case, we have a great many railroad drafts, mostly
Per Diem items. The •••••••••• Federal and a good many other Federal
Reserve Banks will handle theso items as cash itomsj however, some Federal 
District Banks do not*

Up to this time wo have until 12 o*clock to deposit items 
under $500 with the Federal ••••••••• and 11 o*clock on Saturdays. Items
over $500 they accept usually up until 2:30 o*clock. Our afternoon volume 
does not reach our Transit Department by 2 ofclock, and, inasmuch as the 
Federal Reserve Transit Department operates a night force, it would seem 
perfectly logical that the timo for depositing items both undor $500 and 
those above $500 could be improved upon as a very important service to 
member , especially in tho largor centers. I would suggest 2 o’clock as 
the time for items un^or |500 and up to 3:30 P*M. for items over $500*

Collection Service
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(Sinoe tho above has been written, .«..•••••• Federal Reserve Banks will,
commencing March 21, 1938, extend the time for receiving and handling on 
the current day, deposits of checks drawn on out-of-town par remitting 
banks, until 6 o fclock P. M*, Saturdays 5 o*clock P.M* Credit on such 
deposits will be deferred from the day of receipt in accordance with 
present time schedule.)

You will obviously note from the above the lack of uniformity 
among the various Federal Banks in their routine requirements and while 
granting that there may be specific reasons in some instances for this, 
it would seem that much improvement can be had in that direction of 
uniformity and certainly the various meetings of the Presidents Committee 
of the Federal Reserve Bank could do much in improvanent in this direction*

The Federal Reserve Banks have at various intervals in the 
past, made effort to increase the number of non«*member banks to remit for 
items on themselves at par. I do not believe they have been very energetic 
in this in the past few years. There may be some logical reason for this, 
such as, smaller banks would be in dire need of earnings, that the exchange 
that they charge for remitting for items on themselves represents a goodly 
revenue on an annual basis, but then again if the Federal Reserve Banks 
can undertake the question of urging banks to remit for items at par, the 
prestige that might accrue to them in their relations with their own custo
mers and plus some evidence that they are cooperating for the common 
purpose, might suggest bringing more banks into the system and at least 
into the fold of par remittance, the obvious desire being to accomplish 
uniform par remittance on all checks* One little inducement to bring 
more banks into the fold to remit at par would be to offer them a sign 
that they could put in their lobby stating the plain fact, *THIS BANK IS 
CN THE PAR LIST OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK.*

In addition to the foregoing suggestions and criticisms, 
there have been a great number of minor suggestions such as the proposal 
to par all checks, to make more direct presentation cf items, and one
rather persistent criticism refers to a rule of the Federal of ......... .
which does not permit Member Barks to return an item as a cash item which 
had previously been returned for possibly reason of endorsement, insuffi
cient funds, etc. When the member bank puts the item through for the 
second time it becomes necessary to send it as a collection item, and 
because these returned items, as such, oft-times involve but slight 
technical reasons, the forbidance to include such in subsequent cash 
letters in the usual way, it is complained, involves unnecessary* super
fluous routine and confusion.

In our own case, we do .ret use the Federal Bank to any great 
extent for non cash or what might be more commonly known as collection 
items and what items we do send them is confined to Federal Reserve 
cities. In some instances, for example, likfc ••••••»... which has a
Clearing House rule to make exchange charges on collection items at the 
rate of $ 1 . 0 0  a $ 1 ,0 0 0 , some of our security houses and grain houses 
end a few others instruct us to collect drafts through the Federal Reserve 
Bank which we can accomplish without exchange cost and in a few instances 
where the items are sizeable we use the Federal for the same objective^

Collection Service
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I believe this policy is general among banks in larger cities and country 
banks are prone to use the facilities of the Federal for collection items 
to a greater degree and with apparently very satisfactory service, at 
least judging so from facts that ocme to me of the facilities of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of although our own experience with
other Federal Reserve Banks for handling non-cash items has also been 
entirely satisfactory. There is one question that comes up in connection 
with the Federal Reserve Requirements in the collection of notes, bills 
of lading and other documentary drafts. Based upon the policies of the
......... . Federal Bank* which I believe are fairly general in all of the
districts, a certified check is neoessary in payment of all items and in 
some instances, such as security drafts, I believe they insist on having 
Federal funds. This seems drastic especially in connection with the 
release of items, whether with or without documents attached, to nationally 
known Concerns, that it would seem that they might fortify themselves 
with oredit information and accept with some degree of limitation, per
haps, uncertified checks of Concerns whose standing is unquestionable#

This Department likewise involves the service of collecting 
coupons, and much complaint is made as to insurance, postage charges and 
exchange costs in handling coupon collections. One respondent quotes as
an example, ooupons payable in ....... . •..»•••••• in the amount of $175
on which they were assessed postage of 21^0 insurance 4^, exchange 25/t 
total 50/* The complaint is that this and similar charges being made are 
excessive * 11

803 ’’The subject of par collection of cash items was then broached.
All of the members of the Association showed great concern 

over the recent tendency of banks throughout the country to leave the par 
list. It was the opinion of our Association that one of the most important 
services that the Federal Reserve System could render to its members at 
this time would be to take aggressive leadership in an effort to obtain 
par clearance for all cash items throughout the country.

During the discussion members suggested that the Federal Re
serve System might even go so far as to accept at par items drawn on banks 
which were not now willing to remit at par in funds acceptable to the 
collecting Federal Reserve Bank, which, of necessity, would mean that the 
Federal Reserve System would have to absorb the cost of collecting such 
items. Other members pointed out the difficulties involved in such a 
program and called attention to paragraph (3) of Section 3, Regulation J 
and the spirit of paragraph 14, Section 16 of the Federal Reserve Act, 
as well as the positive prohibition in paragraph 1, Section 13 of the Act. 
In general, the membership did not seem to favor the suggestion that the 
Federal Reserve Bank should accept at par items drawn on non-par points.
It was noted that the Federal Reserve authorities have always shown inter
est in this problem; nevertheless our group was unanimous in believing 
that the Federal Reserve System should now take prompt apd more aggressive 
action to correct the situation that exists and is daily becoming worse."

^06 "By handling for deferred oredit items drawn on non-member
banks in the several districts.

By the elimination of requirements that all items be sorted
and described by the depositing bank."

Collection Service
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807 "It would be helpful if tho Federal Reserve Bank would
endeavor to arrange direct for the presentation and collect 

tion of all items drawn on par points and if presentation and collection 
be made indirect, it would be helpful if the originating sending bank, 
received an indication of items being handled indirectly* For instance, 
it is the understanding of a local member bank that some of its sendings 
to the Federal in •«•••••«•• are returned to .*..»••••• and cleared 
through a competing institution by a clearance arrangement for some 
outlying correspondent banks. The reasons for the suggestion are obvious

808 “Extend the closing hour from 2 P.M. to 2:45 P.M. on week days
and 1*45 P*M* on Saturdays to permit the clearance after the 

normal closing hburs of checks in the hands of banks at Federal Reserve 
or Branch points.”

310 "The Federal Reserve Bank should function more as a part of
the banking system rather than a federal bureau. Numerous 

instances have come to our attention where arbitrary rulings have be-en 
made to the disadvantage of banks, especially in connection with hand
ling of items, such as the return and charge-back to a member bank of an 
item previously reported paid by the Federal Reserve Bank. The Federal 
Reserve Bank should assume responsibility for its errors just the same 
as any private institution®

A nation-wide system for the par collection of checks would 
be of immeasurable benefit to business, and it is suggested that tha 
Federal Reserve System tsndertake another study of this question and in 
cooperation with FDIC endeavor to formulate regulations to this end*”

811 ”To collect at par for member banks all checks drawn on banks
in United States# At one time the Federal Reserve Banks 

endeavored to par all checks for member banks and as a means of forcing 
banks in line that would not remit to them at par they collected the 
checks for a short time through the express company and also by station
ing their agents at various points to actually present the checks over 
the bank’s counter* They were forced to discontinue this practice on 
account of a court restraining order* While it might be impossible to 
force all banks to remit to the Federal Reserve Bank at par for checks 
on their own bank, it would appear that by working through the FDIC they 
might at least force the insured banks to do so, which would add a number 
of banks to their par list*

To accept as cash items for second presentation a check which 
had previously been protested for non-payment. Practically all of our 
correspondent banks look upon checks as cash items, regardless of the 
fact that the check was previously presented and protested for non-payment 
and inolude checks going forward for a second presentation in their cash 
letters* If these checks are ineluded in our Federal Reserve sendings 
they are entered for collection even though many of the checks are paid 
upon presenting a second time*"

943-A "The Federal Reserve Bank should be willing to accept for
immediate credit for the account of the country member bank 

all oash items commonly called remittances (that can be cleared) without 
requiring the items to be segregated as to States etc., all unpaid items
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to be charged back to the account* In other words, we feel that the 
same courtesy should be extended us regarding the matter of transit 
items, similar to that received from our city correspondent banks* It 
would greatly facilitate matters for us, that we do know, and why we 
are compelled to segregate our items as required under present rulings 
is beyond us#"

9 9 4 »A "However, I do believe some arrangements should be made
where the member banks be able to compete with non-member 

banks in way of exchange on cash letters, either by eliminating it 
from the non-members through ’gentlemen’s agreement* - or let the 
member banks oompete."

930-A "About tlje only thing we can think of at the present time
would be to clear non-member bank checks or banks that 

charge exchange; if these could be cleared at the Federal Reserve 
Bank, it would be very har$y for member banks* It would eliminate mak
ing out remittances to banks who will clear those checks. H

951-A "The matter of exchange charges is the same old question
which is always brought up and in my estimation it should 

be amended so as to allow member banks to charge for services rendered*"

904*A "It is our thought that the Federal Reserve Advisory Council
might be able to work in conjunction with the Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation in working out some regulation for the payment of 
all checks at par, if drawn on Federal Reserve or F*D*I*C* member banks*"

9143-A "It is my opinion that not near as many banks would go over 
to the State Banking System were the Federal Reserve Banks 

to allow a charge for exchange..*^.Officers of those banks who have 
made the change are mentioning the much larger profit and this is what 
we are all after* Unless a change is made soon there will be a number 
of conversions*"

933-A "****The Federal Reserve System should promote more uniform
banking practices* The matter of the exchange which seems 

to be the big difference between the National and State banks should be 
adjusted* Either allow the National Banks to charge or have the State 
banks discontinue. The income is needed so the easiest to put over is 
to amend the Federal Reserve Act to allow the exchange charge. This is 
a big order*"

9101«*A "One thing they (the Federal Reserve Board) possibly have no 
control over but may assist in changing is the law governing 

the exchange charges of the member banks. The small banks, without 
this exchange, have a hard time getting along and believe if the 
Federal Reserve System would take the initiative in having the law 
changed so that member banks could charge exchange that it would be 
of great benefit to small member banks*"

979-A "About the only thing the Federal Reserve Bank does not do
for us is to collect checks on non-par banks* If they 

would or could do that we could dispense with all our correspondent 
banks and do all our business with the Federal."

Collection Service
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9137—A "So far as we are concerned* I can think of nothing except 
the abolition of par clearance of checks.

We know that our membership in the Federal Reserve System 
costs us from $2500 to $3000 annually from loss of exchange which our 
neighbor non-members are able to take advantage of. I am not going to 
argue the justice or injustice of this exchange charge as I really 
feel that par clearance is proper•"

947-A "I believe that every bank in the United States should be
a member of the Federal Reserve System. If not a member* 

every check on any bank in the United States should be paid at par 
when presented to the bank on which it is drawn.

We should have a right to send all of our out-of-town 
or collection checks to our Federal Reserve Bank in one collection 
letter, and not have to sort them according to the days of clearance 
which they are required to clear in, for the reason our reserves are 
plenty large enough and certainly should handle these items without 
the extra inconvenience or thought of time of clearance."

9146-B "One thought occurs to us that perhaps the Federal Reserve 
Banks of the country could make it possible for its member 

banks to secure credit for items which the>r send to foreign Federal 
Reserve Banks without first securing consent of their own District 
Federal Reserve Bank.'

For instance, we being a member of the ......... Bank, we
should think that we could send items to t h e .... . Federal Reserve
Bank for credit of our <••«..••• Branch without first having to secure 
the approval of our Branch. By so doing it would seem a lot
of time and confusion could be eliminated."

9132-B "The only suggestion I have would be if it is possible to 
obtain some simplification of handling remittance items 

to the Federal Reserve Bank to avoid the necessity of making up several 
letters, and thereby avoid also the complicated bookkeeping system 
between transit items and reserve accounts. I do not know just how 
this could be done unless a certain part of the deposit could be con
sidered as transit and be unavailable based upon the activity of the 
member bank."

9140-B "We now send only »..... and ...••• one day items for credit 
and all other items we send to our correspondent banks*

This enables us to do away with figuring reserves on deferred credit, 
items, which is rather complicated. W e could do more business with the 
Federal Reserve Bank if all items deposited were given immediate credit 
instead of keeping one day items separate from items that require more 
time to collect."

9139-A "....About the only thing we could suggest would be a little 
broader handling of bank items so that a country bank could 

make up remittances from their average day*s business and forward it 
complete to the Federal Reserve. As you know, at~the present time while 
bulk of items and reserve are handled through the Federal Reserve, we
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are still obliged to maintain other correspondents about the same as we 
did years ago to handle a great number of items which the Federal Reserve 
up to this time do not handle*"

909-B "It would be a convenience if the matter of float could be
simplified by establishing a percentage basis instead of 

treating every item separately* This could be accomplished by taking 
a bank’s percentage of float to required reserve over a certain period, 
and if its deferred credits were normally 2 0 % (more or less) of the 
required reserve, then establish 1 2 0 % as its basis."

1113 "Since it is no longer advantageous to carry balances with
the larger city banks, insofar as exchange is concerned, 

perhaps the Federal Reserve System might be more helpful by liberalizing 
its facilities in the collection of checks not immediately available for 
credit, where the reserve balances are in excess of its requirements*"

1221*B "We should like to see the Federal liberalize its transit
regulations* Observance of requirement that itemized list 

showing the A.B.A* number and amount of each check forwarded be included 
with all cash letters, is difficult* Correspondent banks require the 
listing of amounts only* We employ the Recordak System, but are unable 
to forward films daily to the Federal Reserve Bank in which event listing 
of A*B*A. numbers would be cared for; this for the reason that films
must be developed in ....... *•* and also that a complete roll is not
used each day* It would seem that the Federal could establish routine 
similar to that of other Banks. With cash letters containing several 
hundred items many of which were for $ 1 0 * 0 0  each, have been notified of 
charge of Federal for an item of $10*00 covering ’Check listed but not 
enclosed in cash letter , 1 without any effort on part of Federal to 
locate missing item* Such instances present difficult problems* Have 
observed Government checks bearing following legend* ’This is a govern
ment item, must be paid at par*’ Would it not be possible for Federal 
to handle such drawings subject to same regulations as apply to other 
items handled for Banks which would permit us to make the usual charge*"

1217-C "Reports that collection policies of various Federal Reserve 
Banks lack uniformity and recommends that the same procedure 

be followed by the various units in dealing with non-cash items*"

1208-C "Recommends that Federal Reserve Banks change protest in
structions to cover dishonored items of $50*01 and over 

except those bearing no protest instructions, instead of $ 1 0 . 0 1  as is 
the case at present. Claims that protest of items between $10 and $50 
serves no useful purpose and leads to unfavorable criticism. States 
that uniform instructions waiving protest of dishonored cash items 
over $10*00 require that instrument bear on its face the A*B.A. ’No 
Protest’ symbol of the bank or of a preceding bank endorser. States 
that approximately 98% of the transit items handled by banks are for
warded under ’Nc Protest’ instructions, leaving two pef cent or less
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to be handled as ’Protest* items* In view of this, suggests protest 
Symbol be placed on face of all items subject to protest, thus eliminat
ing necessity of placing the ’no protest’ symbol on approximately 9Q% 
of the items handled* States that elimination of number of drawee bank 
on items listed in the direct routed City Item Cash Letters forwarded 
to the Federal Reserve Banks would save considerable time and effort* 
Reasons that straight listing is sufficient. Does not advocate elimina
tion of description of the drawee bank on County Item Cash Letters, ex
plaining that this information is essential in tracing items which may 
be outstanding for lengthy periods, whereas, items included in City Item 
Cash Letters are generally oleared and settled for upon the date of 
receipt#"

1206-C "Recommends discontinuance of instructions by Federal to 
protest dishonored items under $100*00 Expresses belief 

that Federal could adopt code whereunder member banks could receive 
telegraphic notification of dishonored items. Federal now transmits 
such information by collect telegrams.”

1205*C "Criticises practice of Federal in protesting items for 
less than $100#00* States that instructions issued by 

their own bank provide for protest of items of $500#00 and over, and 
that experience has been altogether satisfactory#"

1203»C "Recommends that Federal operate day and night transit
departments in cities where business warrants it# States 

that items coming into »••«•••..?• from outlying branches are seldom 
deposited with Federal on same day as Federal will not accept deposits 
after 4:00 p#jn#, the regular hour being 3:30 p#m#, but larger items 
acceptable Until 4:00 p#m# Recommends that Federal accept from branch 
banks, on regular deferred credit schedule basis, checks drawn on 
branches of the same bank located outside of the city or town of the 
depositing branch. Suggests elimination of practice of protesting 
items drawn on points within State# Recommends that Federal use air« 
mail for all items above a certain amount, say $ 2 0 0 *0 0 #"

1213-C "Suggests that out of town items be accepted by the Federal 
as late as 5:00 or 5:30 P.M#, instead of 3:30 P.M# as at 

present. Advises that the local Branch will now accept large items 
as late as 4:00 P.M. Recommends the elimination of 15^ per item 
collection charge on legitimate drawings, but does not oppose the fee 
when levied against what is termed dim. drafts#"

1216-C "Services of •#»•••••#• Branch although excellent, would 
be improved if the Federal would extend closing time for 

transit items. Under present practice, general run of such items 
aocepted up to 3:30 p.m., and items over $100*00 up to 4:00 p*m* Satur
day closing hours are 12:30 and 1:00 o’clock p*m. Difficult to observe 
these conditions under present arrangements* Bank finds it necessary 
to hold items until next day. Difficulty would be removed if closing 
time could be extended. Suggestion would apply only to banks located 
in Cities having Federal Reserve Banks or branches."
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12Q7-C "Calls attention to free collection of items all over United
States with Settlement upon date of arrival of item at 

place of payment rather than date of return payment to Bank."

1201-C "Advises that services of the ........ . Branch of the Federal
Reserve Bank aro excellent. Favors later hours during which 

transit items may be deposited (present hours 3:30 p.m. on items to 
$100*00, 4 iOO p.m., on items over $100.00. Saturday closing hour 1:00 
p.m. on both classes).

Should handle non-par items at risk of sending member*
Should handle items in accordance with established practice — Example: 
Items payable within a state and bearing endorsements within the sta+e 
should not be protested. (At the present time they place their 
no-protest stamp on thousands of items daily) <> Instructions on cash 
letters to all correspondents except the Federal Reserve Bank read 
*Do not protest ...«.«... * checks bearing only *..... . endorsements•f

Federal Reserve Bank should be asked to use air«mail on 
transit items - at least on those of $ 1 0 0  and over3

Should accept checks in cash letters which have wire*fate 
or non-payment stickers attached. At the present time if sent to the 
Federal Reserve Banks they will handle as collection items only*

1202-C "Refers to inter«dist,rict collection system and suggests *«♦

Have the ••••••»..• of the Federal Reserve Bank of ........ ..
extend their close-out hour for receipt of our classified 1 , 2  and 3  

day items from 3:15 P.M. to 5:00 P.M. on week days, and on Saturdays 
from 1:00 P.M. to 2:30 P.M. Adoption of this course would render it 
unnecessary for member banks to carry over until the next day a substan
tial number of items. Suggests a change in the time schedule relating 
to the availability of items deposited and offers following examplei 
Items deposited in the Los Angeles Branch of the Federal Reserve Bank of 
of San Francisco, and drawn on Oakland, are subject to a four day 
schedule, and suggests that present schedule should be amended to the 
end that all banks availing themselves of the par collection system of 
the Federal Reserve Banks would be in a position to handle all items 
on equal basis with the chain, group or branch banks. Oakland example 
one of many that could be offered. Argues that Federal Reserve Banks 
should handle items and make proceeds available with no greater time 
loss than is necessary to handle them directly between two banks located 
at remote points and raises question as to why should an Oakland item 
have a four day availability^ whereas San Francisco items are scheduled 
for a one day availability."

1215-C would favor a change whereunder banks were permitted
to sort all items in remittance letters without being re

quired to sort checks according to availability schedules."
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208-C "The collection of special items such as notes., drafts, hills 
of exchange, and any other transactions that require special 

attention, would seem to be a function properly belonging to the 0 0m- 
mercial banks, with the full right on their part to charge a compensat
ing fee for performing these special services* This particular type of 
servioe does not seem to me to be a proper one for the Federal Reserve 
System to carry on* In the main the service that is now performed ben
efits banks outside of Federal Reserve Bank and Federal Reserve Branch 
Bank cities at the expense of the banks in those cities*”

212-B "It seems to me that we receive as good service in detail 
operations as the reserve banks can afford to give unless 

the earnings of the Federal Reserve banks were to be increased through 
more active operations in ways which would force them to be competitors 
of their member banks which would, of course, be unwise* 15

232-C "Can the Federal Reserve procedure regarding 13'd loans be ar
ranged so that such loans be made through a local bank on a 

fee basis for the account of the Federal Reserve Bank* Such a procedure 
might result in closer supervision over the loan®"

412-B "There is one function -which the Federal Reserve Banks are
exercizing and that too does not effect our own individual 

institution to such a large extent, but to the country as a whole it 
has a very far reaching influence, and that is the collection of non- 
cash items by Federal Reserve Banks* This we feel should be discon
tinued and that the collection of hon^’cash items should be left to 
the individual banks and this field should not be preempted by the 
Federal Reserve Banks*"

424-C "The banks now make, or offer to make direct loans to industry* 
The fact that they do not make many is beside the point*

They disturb the loan conditions, and it seems to me that it is a to
tally improper activity for the Federal Reserve Bank* If there was the 
least excuse for direct loaning at any time, it could be only on the 
basis of emergency* Then if the emergency has passed, the practice 
ought to be stopped* That, I believe, v/ould be my most insistent 
recommendation at the moment,"

From the Seventh District, one respondent writes, "Probably 
the greatest thorn in the flesh of the average country banker is the 
competition to which he is subjected in the way of Fed* agencies loan- 
ing money at a low rate of interest and the Postal Savings on the other 
side, receiving deposits and paying two per cent interest*" On the 
subject of Postal Savings, one other respondent writes, "Reduce the rate 
of interest paid by banks on Postal Savings Deposits, The assumption is 
that Postal Savings is here to stay* If the country is to have postal 
savings, well and good, but if the return to the depositor is commen
surate with the return on other investments of a similar nature* Today 
Postal Savings is in direct competition with the bank both from the se«

COMPETITION WITH MEMBERS
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curity and th© income standpoint, all statements to the contrary notwith
standing* We believe that if this, because of the excessive interest on 
postal savings, was eliminated, there would not be the animosity on the 
part of the bankers toward this question."

Several criticisms have been received with regard to Fed. Agency 
loan competition, and to quote from one respondent on this subject, flWe 
have in this locality the Federal Farm Loan, the Production Credit Cor
poration, Resettlement Administration, Federal Savings and Loan, Federal 
Housing, the former Home Owners Loan, and others, all instrumentalities 
of the United States, in the business of loaning money#"

Another respondent refers to the F. H» A* Act, and to quote,
"It would appear to us that there is a screw loose somewhere when F.H.A., 
an instrumentality of the United States, can loan ninety per cent on a 
given property with safety and have such a loan insured with Government 
money while, on the other hand, our National Bank, another instrumen
tality of the United States, follows the old conservative practice of 
loaning fifty per cent or not to exceed sixty per cent of a conservative 
appraisal value."

804 "The Little Rock Branch continues to handle bonds sent to Little
Rock for collection or exchange* When the State of Arkansas was 

going through its refunding program, the Little Rock Branch maintained 
this service rendering it free of charge, and handling a large volume. As 
Arkansas will probably have another large refunding within the next few 
years, it is the opinion of most local bankers that the Federal Reserve 
should not render this service, but the business should be allowed to go 
to the banks that can make a charge for it*"

807 "That Federal Reserve Banks discontinue solicitation of member
ships of country banks with deposits under a reasonably small 

limit, say $1,000,000, through offering free of charge routine banking 
services now rendered by present members of the Federal Reserve System, 
such as free safe keeping of securities, free shipment of outgoing and 
incoming currency. In other words, the Federal Reserve Banks are com
peting with the Reserve City member banks in emphasizing these free 
services as selling arguments to enlarge memberships. The original pur
poses of the Federal Reserve System as I understand it were, as its 
present name implies, to furnish a reserve bank of discount and to provide 
for an elastic currency, as its other services are mainly routine in 
nature and incidental* If the Federal Reserve System cannot obtain mem
berships on the broader bases of the true functions of the System it 
would not seem appropriate to compete with its present members by em
phasizing the desirability of membership on a routine basis. I must 
confess this suggestion is offered despite the broad program of endeavor
ing to obtain unification of the banking system of the country."

8 0 9  "With reference to the broader policies of the Federal Reserve
System we are very strongly of the opinion that the Federal 

Reserve Banks should not act in competition with their member banks. We 
think that the banks should adhere to the early principles of the system 
and discontinue the practice of handling collection items excepting in

Competition with Members
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810 "In some cities where Federal Reserve Banks, and branches, are
located these banks are in direct competition with commercial 

banks in that they handle collection items. We think Federal Reserve 
Banks should confine their collection activities to cash items and 
should not be in competition with commercial banks."

9 l£2 »B l,We have one thought on one of the activities which we might 
submit to you. Probably the Reserve Banks are in competi

tion with members in the handling of city collections* I am inclined 
to believe that this is probably a function which should properly be 
left to commercial banks*"

1105 "There has been some criticism of the Federal Reserve Banks*
engaging in the business of making direct loans, particularly 

loans direct to industry* I have no fault to find with this policy, as 
it seems that the Federal Reserve Bank of *«»•*• has never handled any 
considerable volume of the direct loan business* The few loans they 
have made, with which I am familiar, are the type of paper that we 
would not want to handle ourselves as an investment for demand deposits*

A great deal has been said about Federal Reserve Banks en
gaging in business in competition with commercial banks*> In so far as 
past performance is concerned, I have no fault to find with the reserve 
banks ever having gone far enough to cause us to feel that the direct 
loan business was of a competitive nature."

1217-C "States that the system should not undertake the handling of
non-cash items in any event as this is no part of the intended 

functions of the system* Feels that revenue of which member banks are 
now deprived, would follow discontinuation of present collection system*"

1208-C "Criticises the collection of non-cash items by Federal and
states that member banks should be compensated for collecting 

documentary drafts and other non-cash items and that services now ren
dered by Federal are highly competitive*"

1205-C "Expresses belief that Federal should either make a compensating 
charge for collections or retire from that field*"

1216-C "Criticises practice of Federal Reserve Banks of collecting
items, upon theory that their operating expenses would be re

duced and member banks would enjoy increased earnings*"

1218-C "Directs attention to collection system operated by Federal Re
serve Banks in direct competition with the facilities offered 

by member banks* *......Clearing House Association has given consider
able thought to possible changes in rules to the end that members might

Competition with Members
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be compensated for handling of bonds and other securities, as well as 
drafts with securities attached, incoming and outgoing in an amount com
mensurate with the character of service rendered. Association has con
sidered advisability of adopting regulations similar to those of New York 
Clearing House Committee made effective February 1, 1937, with full co
operation of ........  Federal Reserve Bank. As ...•••• Branch of F.R»B,
of ....... extends free collection service to the public, such a pro
cedure would be somewhat inconsistent. Deems it illogical that ••••••
Branoh of F.R*B. should not cooperate with ••••.•• Clearing House Asso
ciation in view of fact that Federal Reserve Bank of New York operates in 
entire harmony with New York Clearing House, States that unless Federal
Reserve Bank o f ......and Branches is willing to cooperate along lines
of Federal Reserve Bank of New York, the situation cannot be readily 
corrected.

1219-C "Urges discontinuance of collection system of Federal Reserve
Banks on grounds that service is not a proper function of that 

organization. Regards competition as unfair. Refers to cooperation 
between New York Federal Reserve Bank and New York Clearing House."

1201-C "The Federal should either not handle collection items, or only 
upon the same terms as local or country clearing houses."

12l£-C "Principal criticism relates to non-cash collection items, ex
pressing belief that revenue should be enjoyed by member banks 

instead of the Federal, explaining that actual expense in handling such 
items is borne by member banks,"

1222-C "Feels that collection system of F*R*B. is in direct competition 
with commercial banks and that this phase of operation could 

well be deleted.”

Competition with Members
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CREDIT AND INVESTMENT ADVICE

203«*B "Based on my past experience, I feel that in each of the
Federal Reserve Banks in their respective districts, there 

has accumulated a vast amount of credit information which should be 
made available to the members of the Federal Reserve System* I realize 
that as a matter of policy in the past, by regulation this has not 
been permitted* I feel that it should now be permitted and while no 
one would want the Federal Reserve Banks to be responsible for the 
credit information that they might give, it would indeed be very help- 
ful, especially to those banks who purchase commercial paper, if the 
credit information that is built up in the credit files of the Federal 
Reserve Banks was made available to the member banks, who, after all, 
indireotly bear the expense of obtaining this information."

220-B "•••• Can an arrangement be entered into between this bank
and the Federal Reserve Bank whereby we would know from 

time to time just what amount we could borrow from the Federal Reserve 
Bank on our assets, in case of emergency."

228-C "In respect to the Federal Reserve rediscount policies on
finance paper it is felt that the matter of Standard* and 

♦substandard* practices in the financing of consumer debt be given 
consideration equal to that of the balance sheet itself. And to the 
extent that it may be the policy of the issuer to finance an unsound 
percentage of ’substandard* transactions, his paper for rediscount pur
poses should be subjected to a penalty rediscount rate. This should 
have a constructive influence on the present campaign to arrest the 
unhealthy trend in credit terms, because the issuer, to preserve his 
high credit standing and to insure the minimum cost of his borrowed 
money, will conform to policies that qualify his paper for a prime 
rating."

230-A "In common with all small banks, we have very limited
facilities for the analysis of open market names. More* 

over, done well, the process is expensive and is repeated for each 
name in each of the smaller banks who purchase commercial paper.

I recommend that the Federal Reserve System adopt some 
formula on the basis of which it can and will analyze every name 
offered in the open market and make these analyses available to its 
member banks. The analyses should be in detail, should produce some 
comparable index for each year analyzed which could be produced arri 
supplied without comment. The method designed by the Robert Morris 
Associates would be entirely acceptable*"

232-C "Can Federal Re serve cause facilities to be created for
the establishment of definite tabulation and data on all 

installment lending agencies so that the volume and character of such 
could be determined; apply it to its own reports."

321-B "The only suggestion which I feel like making, and it would
be a new service entirely, is this. Small banks located 

at quite a distance from large centers, having little contact with real
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investment service without the means to buy expensive advice, nor the 
men to use it if they had it, would appreciate a list of say fifty 
sound bonds which Federal would review quarterly and in which these 
banks might invest without undue fear of loss of principal."

455-B ’’The need of most small banks, with the present character
of their earning assets as they are, is to have some place 

that they can go for unbiased information on bonds. Various services 
give out information on listed securities but their service is too 
expensive for the average small bank to subscribe to* The Ohio 
Municipal Advisory Council obtains data on municipal bonds but this 
is for their own use. If the Federal Reserve Banks had an Analysis 
and Research Department that oould be available to members, I believe 
some of the difficulty now experienced by the smaller banks in their 
bond account could be in part eliminated.n

4121-B 111 have often thought that one of the greatest advantages
to be had, particularly to the country bankers, in connec

tion with service they might give us, would be to have an advisory in
vestment service. I have no doubt they would say that this cannot be 
done. However, the Department has now gone so far as to say the kind 
of bonds we must buy and in the Trust Departments of many of the states, 
they list exactly the kind of bonds which can be bought for trust 
accounts. With the decreasing number of local and commercial loans, 
banks are now compelled to make their investments in bonds, and it is 
practically impossible for the small country bank, in their own organi
zation, to organize a Statistical Department for their bonds and give 
it the required attention. If it were possible to have some system 
worked out by which advice could be given instead of criticism being 
made after action is taken, it would certainly be a wonderful help."

808 "Liberalize the attitude of the Federal Reserve Credit
Department on the matter of financial statements submitted 

to determine the eligibility of notes (there is a marked improvement 
in this connection but the questions often asked seem to reflect a 
lack of familiarity with commercial and industrial institutions rather 
than son adherence to strict credit principles) .M

9130-A "In my opinion there is one service that the Federal Reserve 
can render which would be of very practical nature and of 

utmost importance to the country banks especially, and that is in an 
advisory service on the bank’s investment account. The larger banks, 
of course, have ways and means to properly take care of this situation 
but it is my candid opinion that most of the country bankers are just 
•Babes in the Wood* when it comes to deciding on purchase of bonds for 
its investment account.

It is really a serious problem for the country bank and I 
believe that the Federal Reserve oould be of exceptional service in 
this respect.
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If the bond ratings oould be depended on and with an 
arbitrary ruling from the Powers-That-Be that only the highest rates 
bonds oould be purchased, we might get somewhere but in my opinion 
the country banker is allowed too much discretion about a problem 
that he knows so very little about."

9129-A "It has been long in my mind that member banks of the
Federal Reserve System could be protected to a large 

degree against difficulty and trouble in their investments in bonds 
if an advisory department would be maintained by the Federal Reserve 
Bank for the use of its members*

I realize the difficulties would confront the establish
ment of such a department but I believe that the results obtained 
would more than compensate for whatever complications might be 
presented*

In my opinion, it is more desirable to avoid embarrass
ing situations rather than to be extricated from them, and by that 
token it would be a wise poiioy of the Federal Reserve Bank to guide 
its members away from financial troubles rather than to give the 
assistance after they have gotten into them*

I think a service based upon thorough and up-to-date 
research (without recommendation either for the purchase or sale of 
securities) would be invaluable to all member banks. Advice, of course, 
being free from anjf selfish considerations of brokerage fees, unloading 
questionable bonds, etc*

Even large banks (which deal extensively in bonds) might 
find the service useful and profitable, though I doubt the need to 
them as to ’country banks*•"

989-A "However, there is still one glaring weakness, in my
opinion, especially in the smaller banks, and that is 

our bond problem, The banks as a rule get into very little diffi
culty from the safety standpoint in making their local loans, and 
it is only when they have to go outside the local territory to invest 
their money that things begin to happen to their portfolios. The 
average small bank has to depend for information on the different 
rating services, their bond brokers, and their corresponding banks.
I have long felt the need of a bond clinic where one could go and get 
disinterested information about either the issues held by the bank or 
issues in which th^r might be interested in buying* There seems to be 
quite an inclination for a bond seller to continue to give out favor
able information about a bond which he has sold and a likewise 
inclination for a bond house that has not sold a particular issue to 
£ive out unfavorable information* The result is confusion in the mind 
of the banker.

Credit and Investment Advice
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I have in mind a bond clinic which would have all the 
worth while services available at a central point in the district 
with perhaps a railroad bond expert, a municipal expert, an industrial 
expert, and a publio utility expert in charge of the several depart
ments who could give out information at least as to what the better 
accepted practice in buying the particular issue was, I think that 
it is appalling the lack of information that is now available in the 
average bank as to how to safely invest the people’s money and feel 
that something should be done if our present banking system is to 
survive•

The State Banking Department, in connection with the 
University of ••••••••••, recently sponsored a three-day conference
at which time they attempted to give, chiefly to the state bankers, 
some highlights of how to safely buy bonds* This -writer attended 
that short course and found it very beneficial, but feels that there 
should be a common meeting place for the bankers of the state where 
this information would be available at any day during the year and 
believes that it would be extensively used by the bankers who had 
access to it."

9151-A ”It has occurred to us that a possible valuable service
would result from the establishment by the Federal Reserve 

Bank of a central appraisal bureau for evaluating and pricing non
listed securities originating in the District, of which there are 
probably a great many which are considered from time to time by banks 
for collateral purposes, but which many banks, especially smaller 
ones, have difficulty in evaluating•"

Credit and Investment Advioe
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EASY MONEY POLICY

1 - 0  "I quite agree that during the past few years, and perhaps
for sometime to come, the banking system must co-operate 

with the Federal Government in providing funds with low rates of in
terest to take care of the reasonable requirements of the National 
Government* On the other hand, the system should have control of the 
volume of credit and money available at any given time and while low 
cost credit is desirable, it certainly is not desirable that credit 
should be so e.bundant that the members of the system vie with each 
other in their effort to give credit away#

A properly operated and managed Federal System could see 
and should see that money is sufficient for all legitimate require
ments and that credit for proper uses is ample at a lost cost*”

217-C "We believe the Federal Reserve System 3 hould give careful
consideration to the effects of easy money policiesp 

especially when long continued. Excessively easy money has proved 
relatively unimportant as a recovery measure# On the other hand, 
there is great danger of creating maladjustments and instabilities 
and even injustices in the financial system* The following points are 
especially deserving of careful study:

a» Elements of instability created in the money and 
investment markets, especially those arising out 
of the increase of long-term and inferior-grade 
bonds in bank portfolios*

b* Effects of easy money on the capital position of 
banks, and consequently on the protection of 
depositors•

c« Effects on bank earnings and the consequent changes 
in banking practices and activities, such as the 
expansion of consumer credits, installment financing, 
service charges, etc*

d* Effect of easy money on savings depositors, life 
insurance policy holders, endowed institutions of 
an educational or charitable nature, and on savings 
in general*.

Every consideration should be given to the dangers of in
creasing needless excess reserves to unmanageable proportions, and to 
the probable effects on our economy when it becomes necessary to re
verse this policy. The growth of bond portfolios at rising prices 
will inevitably create serious problems of adjustment when money market 
conditions change and interest rates rise. The longer present policies 
prevail the more difficult will be the adjustment."

225-C "We suggest that consideration be given to some modification
of the money policy which has resulted in reducing rates cn 

short term bank investments almost to the vanishing point. It has been
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amply demonstrated that this policy does not stimulate business. On 
the contrary, it disoourages capital from seeking any employments*

The capital funds of many banks are rather thin in relation 
to deposits, and it appears essential that such banks have an opportunity 
to build them up# Unddr existing conditions banks are not able tc add 
materially to surplus from earnings, nor are they in position to attract 
new capital* We believe that maintenance of a sound banking system 
requires that it have a reasonable earning power*

For several years full scope has been given to the most 
extreme easy money policy ever known, on the theory that this would 
stimulate business expansion and capital investment. This theory has 
not worked* Contrasted with this disproved theory, is the hard fact 
that it has reduced bank earnings to a meagre subsistence level, 
which provides no margin for the inevitable losses which any banking 
system must face* It seems to us, therefore, that there is ample 
basis for considering a modification of the policy*1'

241-B "Apparently also the policy of the Federal Reserve Board
is to maintain money rates at a level which make it 

practically impossible for any bank to produce earnings sufficient 
to carry its overhead without venturing into the long term field of 
Federal and corporate investments with all of the risks attendant in 
such case*"

244-B "There also has been a serious doubt in my mind whether
the *cheap money policy* which has been pursued by the 

Federal Reserve Board is not ultimately going to have a serious re
action on all the member banks because of the fact that it has forced 
government and other high grade securities to sell at a very high 
level and when the price of money begins to go up, or the Board decides 
to reverse its policy, there may be a serious decline in the market 
value of those securities mentioned above* The present ’cheap money 
policy* of the Board has also had the effect of making it very diffi
cult for the smaller institutions to earn enough money to cover their 
operating expenses, let alone build up reserves or pay dividends on 
their stock*"

247-C "The present open market operations covering the purchase
of Government bonds and the investment in Government bonds 

by the Federal Reserve system, of course, tends to make very cheap 
money and this condition, as you know, tends to lower general inter
est rates to the point where it is very difficult for the banks to 
make money* Raising the money rates will cost the Government more in 
their financing but the arbitrary policy now pursued is extremely 
costly indirectly to the oountry at large* Since the arbitrary control 
of money rates was inaugurated, the reduction in savings rates in ,**•* 
alone amounts to approximately $2,500,000 a year which has the effect 
of b^ing a reduction in income to the lowest paid people in the 
Community*"

Easy Money P61ioy
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Easy Money Policy

254-C "It is strongly recommended that the ;easy money program of
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System be 

reconsidered in the light of the need for increasing bank earnings to 
a point where an adequate cushion of capital may be built up and the 
entire banking structure placed on a sounder and stronger basis*"

4104-A "In my opinion, the Federal Reserve Board is also leading
to water the mule that doesn^t want to drink. Money is 

extremely easy to put it mildly. Why continually try to make it 
easier? They should sit tight and do nothing except improve routine 
services-and remove the contradictory high reserve requirements now 
in effect* When a real speoulative boom* not induced by government 
spending, has begun, then let them take a grip on the chair handles 
and go into aotion on monetary control measures. We all know that 
demand for money will pick up when it is psychologically ready to do 
so, and not before,"

The resume of the Seventh District replies contains the 
following references to the subject of easy money rates:

"Far more numerous than complaints about service of the 
Federal Reserve Bank are the complaints about the easy money policy 
of the Federal Reserve Board and the Treasury Department. These com
plaints came from large, medium-size and small banks and, with one or 
two exceptions, were based on the fact that the policy was starving 
the banks to death and would ultimately threaten the existence of the 
private banking system of the country. A few banks critioized the 
easy money policy as regards its effect on the savings habits of the 
American people*"

"The *easy money* policy with the low yields on securities, 
together with its influence on all interest rates, has been criticised 
by a good number of respondents*• One reference to this subject is 
quotedm

*It has already sadly depleted the earning capacity of our 
banks and made it more difficult for us to keep our Capital Structures 
built up either through additions from earnings or attracting additional 
capital into banking channels. What is even more serious, in our judg* 
ment, is the lessened quality in our investment portfolios which the 
urge for inoreased earnings always stimulates. We think we know of too 
many cases where one of two things has happened; either bonds poor in 
quality have been acquired for the sake of the increased earnings 
produced, or bank managements have relied upon their sagacity as traders 
for their profits. This has two deplorable effects: First, it has a 
tendency to make 1 crap shooters* of us commercial bankers, and second, 
we see little difference between this practice and the writing up of 
inventories by our borrowing customers, a practice which we have always 
regarded as reprehensible, A word on the multiplicity of government 
loaning agencies might also not be amiss in connection with the fore
going, These activities not only lessen the demand which should right
fully through banking channels; at the same time, in our judgment,
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Easy Money Policy

the very iact of the extension of too liberal oredit terms makes the 
problem oi our customer relationships more difficult and weakens our 
overall credit structure, for the administration of which we as bankers 
are primarily responsibleJ"

'Several banks have complained of the low yield on invest* 
ments i and to quote from one response, *From the investment side of 
the banks* picture, it would appear that the hazards involved today 
in the purchase of securities, including Municipals and Governments, 
is certainly too great in comparison to the yield or the return 
received therefrom;”

968-A !lThe one thing that the Federal Reserve Bank, could probably
do is to work for the increase of interest rates* It is 

certainly a crime, both for the government and corporations selling 
bonds and commercial paper at the rates they have at present time* If 
we shall have to handle any material amount of that type of paper3 
it does not pay the expense saying nothing about the cost of interest 
and anything for the stockholders* I don*t believe the country is 
benefiting from these unreasonably low rates at this time.”
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1  - T "The comparative studies of earnings and expenses made by the
Federal Reserve Bank of •*••• for the members are very

helpful# Anything the bank or the System as a whole oan do to broaden 
suoh studies would make them increasingly valuable*"

201*C "We recognize that it would be impractical for the Federal
Reserve Bank to pay interest on such reserve deposits, but 

do believe that the Federal Reserve Banks in the various localities 
could undertake to be more helpful to the banks in their various dis
tricts by having a capable department to which banks could go for 
definite expert advice on questions which seem to constitute at least 
the major problems of the banks, and to which smaller banks at least 
could turn if they felt they needed advice. As a suggestion we would 
recommend a service department of five persons; one to be an expert 
bond advisory man; one an expert accountant; one an expert credit man; 
one an expert in trust work other than that of a corporate nature; and 
the fifth to be the chairman and an expert of the executive or adminis- 
trative type.

We believe that if such a Department were set up in the 
Federal Reserve Bank of this distriot, for example, they should from 
time to time hold conferences which would include representatives from 
a group of banks, with attendance to be almost compulsory, and that 
such a group should assemble for two or three days and be schooled in 
the fundamentals of what would be considered good banking •• Further 
we believe that the bond expert should undertake to persuade banks to 
invest their funds within safe and sound limits; that the accountancy 
expert should undertake to persuade banks to have some uniform system 
of accounting; that the credit expert should undertake to persuade 
banks to have a uniform type of credit file; and that the trust expert 
should be able to unify trust problems which would include those of 
accountancy and administration; and that the chairman of the group 
should advise the chief executives of other banks as to the manner of 
coordinating the various problems which arise in management. These 
groups might be divided in accordance with the •.....•••« State Bankers 
Association groups. If such groups could be formed and the income 
received by the Federal Reserve Bank from reserve deposits were not 
sufficient, this bank at least would be willing to forego some of its 
dividends on stock held in the Federal Reserve Bank for the purpose 
of helping to support the good which would come not only to this bank 
but which would be available and beneficial to other banks of a lesser 
size."

204-B "Resumption of greater activity in the member banks rela
tions department, whereby the Federal Reserve may be in 

closer contact with the needs of its members in each District, thereby 
placing themselves in a position to be of greater service."

208-C "There are matters of operating detail that are not of
sufficient importance to present to the Advisory Council 

or the Federal Reserve Board itself. The establishment of an Operat
ing Committee to which the operating men in the member banks could
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submit suggestions for consideration, might be of benefit in improving 
the mechanics of the System and its member banks*"

213-B "The occasional contacts that we have with your representa
tives, we think, are very useful and if these could be 

broadened to include advice on investments as well as on business 
methods it would be very helpful. Such advice wisely given to the 
smaller banks during the past year could no doubt have prevented many 
losses and thus strengthened the system."

214-B "It has occurred to me from time to time that perhaps ths
Federal Reserve Board might help the member banks in 

various ways, particularly with reference to service charges* Would 
it be possible for the Board to set up a standard for this? We do not 
know that it would be practical for them to make such a thing mandatory; 
on the other hand there are so many banks that are reluctant to adopt 
service charges, it might be a good thing. However, we do feel that 
if a system of charges were set up covering all phases of a bank*s 
activities and put forward with a proper publicity campaign, this 
would contribute very materially to the member banks/ Not only would 
their earnings be increased but we believe a better feeling would be 
established with the public if this thing became standardized*"

215-B "It would seem that an educational program might be
inaugurated whereby various banks located in communities, 

other than large metropolitan areas, might have some training in the 
handling of their securities portfolio. There seems to be a feeling 
among several such bankers that it is the duty of a bank*s bond 
account to shew a profit to the bank either through trading or appre
ciation rather than to consider it merely as an earning asset. While 
it may not be the duty of the Federal Reserve System to advise the 
type of securities and the method of handling them to the various banks, 
it would seem that a carefully worked out educational program over a 
period of time might impress some of these bankers of the desirability 
in purchasing high grade credit rather than attempting to secure appre
ciation from second grade bonds* The handling of a bond portfolio in 
a country bank should be of major importance to the banker, due to the 
lack of commercial loans and the necessity of keeping a large part of 
their assets in corporate issues to improve their income."

218-C "Institute a study and preparation of a report of cost
accounting systems used in both large and small banks* 

Determine the average costs of the various services, activities and 
operations for banks in the various groups in order that they may be 
used for comparative purposes."

226-C "A most constructive development would be the inauguration
of discussions between directors of the Federal Reserve 

Bank and Clearing House Committees to explore where duplication exists 
anri work out a plan to eliminate such duplications and effect the 
greatest possible savings. The purposes whioh prompted, many years ago,
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the formation of Clearing Ho\ise Associations was (A) to enable members 
to agree to uniform policies and charges and (B) to examine each other. 
As years have gone on, to agree upon uniform policies and charges has 
become illegal, and additional examinations have become required to a 
degree to make the Clearing House examinations superfluous. The cost 
of maintenance of the Clearing House is a considerable expense, paid 
for by its members, that seems quite unnecessary in its present form.
A voluntary association could continue to exist for the common good 
with greatly reduced cost. All present functions of the Clearing House 
could be carried on by the Federal Reserve Bank owned by the same 
members, with little extra cost, and the expense of present duplication 
could therefore be avoided. No individual member of the Clearing 
House wants to take the lead in this obviously desirable move. The 
Federal Reserve Bank, representing all, could properly suggest and 
carry on the study."

230-A "Another difficulty encountered by smaller banks is in
connection with the supervision of its bond account. It 

would be futile for Federal to attempt to maintain an advisory service 
but it should be possible to supply the banks with the information and 
recommendations available currently in the three or four major services 
on each of and only the specific issues held in Safekeeping for member 
banks. This would not involve Federal in an Advisory capacity, it 
would relieve the smaller banks of what amounts in some cases to very 
serious expense and it would make certain that they would have called 
to their attention all pertinent information."

231-B "....we would like to suggest that the Reserve Banks make
a survey of the banking business which would show the 

poor results obtained by reason of poor security investments and that 
with the idea of improving the conditions of our member banks, the 
result of this survey to be made available to the banks through the 
Federal Reserve Banks in the various districts."

232-C "Can Federal Reserve set up a standardized plan of procedure
where bank loans to industry are secured by assigned 

receivables. Such a process to be used where the privilege of Federal 
rediscount is contemplated.

Can The Federal Reserve Banks extend to their small country 
members a service for adequate investment counsel. Probably on some 
sort of a fee basis. From our observation most boards of small banks 
are not adequately equipped for the determination and selection of 
sound bank investments."

236-C "The ......... . Commission on Bank Management found that the
banks of the State generally had changed markedly in the 

last few years in that more and more of their funds were necessarily 
going into investments. The maintenance of an investment statistical 
organization to enable each Federal Reserve Bank to give its member 
banks reliable investment advice, somewhat along the lines provided by 
the .•••,••«• of this State, would be of definite value to the various 
member banks.

Educational and Advisory Service
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If each Federal Reserve Bank established a division, or in 
their statistical departments developed a department of bank cost 
analysis, with the view of developing a uniform method of bank cost 
analysis and ultimately bringing about uniform methods of computing ser
vice charges, interest on savings accounts, etc., it would be of great 
assistance to these of their member banks which are capably managed to 
have such a place to check their practice and procedure* It would enable 
the Federal Reserve Bank of the district to bring pressure to bear on 
banks which do not seem to recognize the necessity of knowing their 
costs and for adequate service charges s and which compete with well 
managed banks in their own or adjoining communities, usually to the 
disadvantage of the institution recognizing sound business practice, 
and of course to the ultimate detriment of the whole banking system#

It would seem too, that the real estate problem with which 
many, I believe the majority, of the banks of the System to a greater 
or lesser degree are contending, warrants the study of each Federal 
Reserve Bank*. It would seem that information developed through its 
examining division should enable the Federal Reserve Bank to develop 
an advisory service in this connection which might well prove of 
definite advantage in dealing with this problem in the member banks*"

237-B "Another suggestion that I might make would be that as the
future of banking seems to trend toward a larger invest

ment portfolio, and as this is particularly true of what might be 
termed *country banks, * I feel that it would be a wise move on the 
part of the Federal Reserve Bank to require member banks to attend a 
oertain series of lectures bearing on investment problems and the 
economic factors underlying sound policies. It might be thought that 
this can be done through the institutions*s subscribing to some ser
vice* My humble opinion is that if banking is to be operated on a 
sound basis, these important decisions cannot be transferred to any 
statistical organization, valuable as they may be*

At the present time the institutions in •#•*. have, in 
our opinion, a very practical and satisfactory method of cost analysis*
I feel that the Federal Reserve Bank could take the lead in furthering 
the study of this division of banking as, at the present time, there 
is a wide difference in the application of service charges, and, 
necessarily, a very confused customer results when many of cur customers 
have banking relations in other parts of the oountry* I have even heard 
of some institutions who do not make a practice of having service 
charges, and it hardly seems possible that there would be a decision of 
this kind in any institution operating under today’s economic factors*"

247-C "A study of trust department earnings in the district
would be of great value and would point out to many banks 

sizeable losses that are occurring in certain branches of that business* 
This study of earnings might also be extended to the different commercial 
departments•

251-B "It is the writer*s opinion that the Federal Reserve Bank of
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our distriot should help in advertising the advantages of Federal 
Reserve membership* Believe that the F.R*B* of «•••• should publish 
a booklet which in a clear and practical way would show the advantages 
of F» R. membership* Understand that this was done a few months ago 
in one of the F* R* districts (believe it was Chicago) and the results 
were helpful and satisfactory•"

304-B "I would offer, however, the thought that a closer contact
between the Federal Reserve Banks and their members would,

I believe, probably result in opening up avenues of mutual service 
which at the present time are not utilized* In other words, I believe 
in many instances the member banks and their officers are not fully 
cognizant of the scope of service which the Federal Reserve Banks may 
and are permitted to offer.

It is true that •‘Field 1 representatives of the Reserve 
Banks are sent out to call on their members from time to time but 
this is more of a perfunctory or routine call and does not, I think 
serve to enlighten the banks as to the full possible service that 
might be rendered to them*

If a proper representative of the Reserve Banks could meet 
with and talk to the representative officers of its members through 
the medium of their County Bankers Associations this would, I believe* 
serve as a medium of better understanding and lead to a fuller use of 
the facilities of the Federal Reserve System*”

323*C ’’The Federal Reserve Bank of *••••»•*•• furnishes us with
very interesting operating ratios which we feel might be 

of even greater advantage if they oould be rendered semi-annually in
stead of annually*"

328-B "It has seemed to me that the large percentage of small banks
represented in the A*B*A* has resulted in opposition to 

branch or group banking largely for their own preservation, and not for 
the best interests of bank stockholders, depositors or borrowers* It 
is virtually impossible for a bank of under $5*000,000 to adequately 
train its staff of employees and officers to the degree of perfection 
reached by many of the larger banks* This is not true of gasoline 
stations, chain drug stores or many other industries where the public 
can expect good service from recognized chains, no matter how small the 
individual unit may be.

In addition to this training of the employees, increasing 
volume of F.D*I*C*, State and Federal taxation and regulatory reports 
present a tremendous burden to the executive officers of small banks* 
which naturally detracts from their administrative ability unless they 
have available the better accounting practices, forms and interpreta
tions that specialized officers of larger banks have developed*

Here we have made considerable progress by frankly presenting 
these problems through the Federal examiners at the time of their annual
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visit and they have been most courteous and cooperative in this respect, 
as have been their seniors in the *•..*••••• office* However, there 
is a natural hesitancy about imposing in this respect upon the time of 
these senior officers; but if there were a department at each Federal 
Reserve Bank for the sole purpose of reviewing at any time (not annually) 
the many problems of practice and policy in which we need guidance, 
it would help us greatly and tend to improve the efficiency of the whole 
banking system* In no other field, except possibly surgery, is ineffi
ciency or mediocrity so dangerous as in banking, and these could be 
eliminated to a great extent, I believe, by the establishment of such 
a department or clinic to make our problems seem less complex*

407-B "We believe a forward step could be taken by the Federal
Reserve System through the twelve districts, i*e*, promote 

’bond clinics’ for the benefit of member banks that would care to parti
cipate* These clinics could be supported by any member banks desiring 
advice in the important item of investment*

While we realize that most larger banks have their depart
ments for this particular branch, on the other hand, smaller banks do 
not have these facilities and with the numerous other things that 
officers of smaller banks must do it is certain that they cannot devote 
as much time or thought to this employment of funds as most of them 
should, therefore, ne feel that this might be developed into a service 
that would be of great value to most banks, ©specially to smaller ones*"

420-C "It is suggested that definite recommendations, particularly
to the smaller banks, as to ratio of the several classes of 

assets to invested capital, time deposits, demand deposits, etc* would 
be helpful in guiding the small bank to keep a well balanced position•"

423-C "«**would like to have you send out your requirements and
rules and regulations in laymen’s language, -which in their 

opinion can be in very short paragraphs and at the same time understand
able and not compel them to submit it to their attorney to interpret 
and then find out there may be two or three interpretati ons *"

446-B "I have often wishes that the Federal Reserve Board would
send out its regulations and changes on uniform paper, 

suitable for filing in a loose-leaf binder*"

447-E "However, a revised manual properly indexed of all acts,
rules and regulations of the Federal Reserve Board, the 

Comptroller’s Office, The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. and all other 
agencies dealing with bank management would be helpful in the every 
day operation of every bank*"

48i-B "While it may seem of minor importance, we believe the
policy of having junior officers call on the member banks 

periodically, is a good one, as it permits us to establish a contact 
which should prove invaluable at some future date«"
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482-B "Inasmuch as practically all the banks are investing a
substantial amount of their deposits in government bonds, 

the margin over deposit rates, in some communities, is very narrow 
and hardly permits the profit which will enable the banks to aet up 
necessary reserves against the time when rates may firm and bonds 
depreciate in value.

As a local experience, where such matters are left to 
voluntary action — a year ago we attempted to reduce the rate through
out the county from 2-g to Z%9 and there was considerable opposition 
to th© change, and finally all but one or two banks agreed to make 
the reduction, and they followed after the new rate was put into 
effect#

However, as the policy of the government contemplates, 
apparently, a continuance of easy rates for an indefinite period, 
it would seem that a maximum rate of ljjfe on time funds would at 
least give an opportunity for some profit under present conditions, 
and incidently might lead, in the course of time, to wider distribu
tion of government bond holdings,vhich would seem to be a desirable 
developne nt."

497-B ’’However, for many years we have felt that the System
might properly engage in more educational work with its 

member banks, tending to promote sounder and more profitable banking#

In more recent years F.D.I.C. has seemingly furnished 
something of an example of what may be done. True, the most material 
thing coming through the F.D.I.C. has been Federal Law applicable to 
the members of such System, requiring elimination of interest on 
demand deposits, with limitation as to interest that might be paid 
on time deposits. Also, it appears that in their examinations and 
advice they have been helpful in assisting to improve the character 
of assets of member banks and somewhat in improving earnings. Possibly 
the Federal Reserve System might have taken a more aggressive attitude 
relative to promoting corrective legislation of a sound, constructive 
character, and in an endeavor to effect improvement in the management 
of its member banks *

This is not intended to be a criticism of the past but 
more particularly to suggest that probably there is still much to
do.

It appears to us that the present tendency of bank earn
ings is trending in a manner to suggest that earnings will be less 
favorable than at any time heretofore experienced. Certainly, if 
that is true it is a matter of vital concern to the whole banking 
system that proper and progressive manners of loaning be sought.
Also, encouragement might well be given to adequate service charges 
for member banks, compensating for services where balances are in
adequate."

Educational and Advisory Service

The Seventh District furnishes the followings
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"Just recently the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago have 
forwarded to member banks in this district a special binder together 
with all Federal Reserve Board Regulations to date. This is a loose 
leaf binder arrangement and subsequent issues can be conveniently 
added, which provides a compact collection of regulations and serves 
a very practical purpose. I do rat believe other districts have 
prepared this binder plan for regulations."

"For the further enlightenment of members of the various 
facilities of the Federal Reserve Bank in this district, they are 
now preparing a new booklet of services. In addition, I understand 
that they intend to make available to its members extra copies of 
their monthly review (titled - *Business Conditions1), with special 
emphasis on the Seventh District, which members can in turn mail to 
their customers, thereby furnishing a recognized service upon business 
conditions at a very moderate cost,"

808 "Contact member banks by representatives qualified to
explain regulations and obtain a more intimate acquaint

ance with the needs of those institutions*"

9105-A "We are aware of the many fine services that you already 
have. We do believe that a meeting like the one that 

was held on March 12 was a very valuable thing to the Federal Reserve 
Bark as well as to its members. It brough the Federal and its members 
closer together and believe that a meeting of this kind, if it is 
possible, should be held each year."

9153-B "....It was my pleasure to attend this conference (in
Minneapolis last week) and I am confident that it was the 

finest piece of constructive public relations work that could possibly 
have been initiated by that or any other of the Federal Reserve Banks*
It was my privilege to have served as President of the ....... Bankers
Association several years ago and my observations were then, and are 
new, that in these trying times bankers are hungry for information 
and guidance and are eager to make contacts with their colleagues 
and superiors in the business and especially those who are well informed. 
I hope that the suggestions outlined at the conference last week for 
further meetings of that kind, and possibly in the nature of annual 
shareholders meetings, will be carried out."

921-C "Just one thought comes to mind and that is the Federal
Reserve System could foster and encourage a uniform schedule 

of service charges for all member banks and others with the thought in 
mind that in time they would place all banks on the same level as far 
S3 the amount of charge made for similar services and in that way make 
it easier for all banks to maintain their schedule of charges."

961-b "One of the outstanding difficulties among country banks is
the absence of cooperation in adopting and promulgating 

banking organizations, both state anr1 national, in recommending and

Educational and Advisory Service
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suggesting the best and most acceptable rules of good bank practice 
and policy, the country banks are, we believe in a ohaotic state 
competitively# The stronger banks probably adhere to the rules, but 
the smaller and weaker banks do not. The result is an undesirable 
form of competition in which the depositor and customer will eventually 
suffer. We refer to the matter of time money rates, interest rates 
on loans, charges for all types of service, the handling of public 
funds, etof, etc*

By way of illustration, while it is illogical and illegal 
to pay interest on public funds, many banks carry such funds on an 
interest basis. While it is illogical for banks to absorb the loss 
attached to handling bond coupons, many banks absorb this cost to the 
disadvantage of the bank who properly asks his customer to assume this 
out-of-pocket cost. It is a generally accepted rule that it costs 
money to transfer money. Float and exchange charges are very frequently 
waived, in competition and for no other reason.

Our thought on this subject is that while the American 
Bankers Association and the State banking associations exert their 
efforts in the matter of correcting these conditions, there may be 
place in the Federal Reserve organization for disseminating a type of 
education which might curtail or eliminate the evil. An unprofitable 
bank is an unsafe bank and of necessity banking must be conducted in 
1938 on a basis of being paid for services rendered, paying no more 
for its time money than the money market will allow, (and we refer 
here to the commercial paper rate and the short term government bond 
market rate) getting a price for its money commensurate with the local 
risk entailed, making no inducements for public funds in the form of a 
premium and bidding no more for business than the rules of the game 
dictate. This is rather a large subject. We have discussed it among 
our officers with a view to embodying our ideas in this letter.* It 
would appear that the avenue of approach would have to be educational, 
but we feel that the result of such education might be wholesome and 
beneficial to all banks*"

9141-C "•....In view of the many changes and amendments to the
banking regulations in recent years, it would be helpful 

indeed if a composite book covering National Bank Laws and Federal 
Reserve Bank regulations were available."

1112 "Remembering our experience with the Federal Reserve from
192S until we paid them off, together with my often re

peated statement in the past that I would never borrow a dollar from 
them any more if I could get it anywhere else, and the many other 
incidents which I have forgotten, all of which, in fairness to the 
Federal Reserve, I must say may have been wrong on my part, I hardly 
f9 el qualified to offer any suggesticns, for, after making the above 
statement it would be plain to the mind of anyone that I am prejudiced 
and a suggestion from that kind of a fellow usually isn’t worth any
thing*
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If you can work out something that will abolish that 
feeling of the past and create in the minds of the member banks the 
hope that the Federal Reserve will in the future service the purpose 
for which they were organized, I think it would be very constructive

1114 "It seems to me that the law might be a little more clear
in classifying the Member bank’s loans as to eligibility 

but that may be a fault of my own and not a fault of the law. In 
other words, what does not seem perfectly clear to me may be clear 
to others*”

1213»C "Feels that circulars of the Federal Reserve Bank of ••• 
should be revised and that future rulings in respect to 

banking laws as well as rulings of the Federal Reserve Board should 
be issued in such form as to permit their being included in a loose 
leaf binder* Refers to a compilation of the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Chicago in which the functions and operations of the Federal Reserve 
System are described in non-technical language and feels that the 
adoption of a like course by other Federal Reserve Banks would be 
desirable*"
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1  - R ’’What we would like to see would be the examination of our
bank carried on by the Reserve Bank of #..... We feel

that this would consolidate a service that would be just as efficient 
and give the examining force and the banks a little closer contact 
than the present picture produces#”

2 0 3 -B ,fI believe that the banking structure would be more sound if
bank examinations were conducted by the Federal Reserve Banks 

in their respective districts* Unreasonable, unwarranted and unfair 
treatment by the present examining authorities has done much to upset 
what in the past have been sound credit relations between country banks 
and their local borrowers# From my past experience, I believe that the 
Federal Reserve Banks in their respective districts have a better 
knowledge of the conditions in communities of business borrowers, as 
well as banks and bank management#”

222-C "I note that the Bill recently introduced by Mr# Patnam, con
cerning ownership of the Federal Reserve System, provides 

that all examinations be made without charge to the member banks# I 
think this suggestion has some merit, and it might at least induce 
some banks to join the System which now refrain from doing so because 
of the cost attendantthereto*”

274-C ’’Install a uniform method of examination to be used by the Fed
eral Reserve Banks, Comptroller of the Currency, Federal De

posit Insurance Corporation and State Commissioners of Banking# This of 
course is a large order but with proper cooperation, it would not seem 
impossible#”

248-C ”l have your favor of February 28th, and would say that one of 
the great obstacles to the country banks* recovery, at pres

ent, is the very drastic, critical, and, in my opinion in several cases, 
prejudicial attitude of bank examiners, particularly those in the 
National Bank and Federal Reserve System#

Let me give you just one illustration# A certain National 
Bank in #•••«, being unable to invest its funds in other ways, loaned 
about three million dollars on mortgages,, securing, thereby, a rate of 
£ or Per cent# Among these were a certain number which the past 
two years have become in default of interest over six months# The 
examiner canes in, picks out one of such loans at $ 1 0 ,0 0 0 # on which it 
is admitted the property is worth at present days prices, $2 0 ,0 0 0 # but 
which, he insists, a suit shall immediately be begun in foreclosure, 
the loan marked off or no dividend be paid on the stock unless there 
is a very liberal earning after deducting these defaults#

In the old days, when the #»•»...# Federal Reserve Bank had 
more power and authority than it evidently has to-day, we had very 
little trouble in our examinations by reason of the fact that the •### 
Bank had persons connected with it who were familiar with local con
ditions and understood the situation better than, say, some examiner 
from Texas or Colorado or other western or southern state#”

EXAMINATIONS
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253-C "Concentrate examination activities of the F«D*I®C* and Federal 
Reserve Bank under the supervision of the Comptroller of Cur

rency."

3 1 1 -B "There was a time when the Examiners of the Federal Reserve Bank 
devoted most of their time to the subject of credits t'o ■which 

has also been added, and properly so, a thorough going examination of 
Trust Departments#

However, there is now a great deal of duplication of work in 
connection with the detail of examinations for several of our departments 
report that Examiners of both the Federal and State Authorities require 
exactly the same information so that it must be repeated, naturally 
taking double the time to cover the same operation with, of course^ 
double the expense*

As a former examiner, I am most definitely in favor of thorough 
examinations but it does seem that in states where the State Banking De® 
partment makes as thorough an examination as does the ••••••«•• Depart
ment, that it would be possible for the examiners of the various Federal 
Reserve Banks and examiners of such states to arrange for cooperation and 
to decide which group is going to do certain portions of an examination 
in order that duplication and extra expense may be avoided. I have 
heard complaints against the present programme from many men # 1 0  are con
nected with state member banks, so that it certainly seems that if some
thing constructive along these lines can be done in cases where the State 
Authorities make thorough examinations it would do much to eliminate 
this source of duplication and save considerable examination expense, 
for such expense is becoming quite an item in these days cf comparative 
low earnings®"

420-C "It is suggested it would be very helpful if we could have a
concise report giving comments and criticisms contained in the 

Examiner’s report, in a very concise form* As it now stands the report 
we receive is so voluminous that it is very difficult to get any of the 
directors to digest it fully®"

On the question of bank examinations, comment in the Seventh 
District is summed up in the following*

"It seems to me that the subject of bank examination is related 
as well to the periodical statement condition information that is required 
by the Federal Reserve of its members and that in this connection the Fed
eral Reserve Board cooperates, as far as possible, with other supervisory 
agencies in bringing about uniform forms for such information#

Several replies suggest one examination of all governing bodies® 
To quote from one letter from a member State bank, they write, ’Have a 
State examination which includes jointly, a representative from the Fed
eral Bank®’ They feel that this form of examination would answer for all

Examinations
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four supervisory agencies - Federal Reserve Bank, F.D.I.C,, R.F.C. and 
State Banking Department, As a rule the results of these examinations 
are about the same, but there is always some difference. Two reports 
must be made, and the bank in process of examination is obliged to answer 
each one; as a result there is a waste of time, duplication of effort and 
unnecessary expense.”

802 "It occurs to us that the System could give some consideration
to the uniformity of costs of examinations. I have heard it 

said that in some districts Federal Reserve Banks absorb the cost of 
examination, while in other districts, as we ourselves here, the banks 
pay direct. It seems to me that it would be more advisable for each bank 
tc pay the cost of their own examination but I do believe that they should 
be uniform."

9 8 5 -B "I do think the question of who is going to examine our banks,
both state and national, should be settled as soon as possible. 

It would seem that the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency should 
be continued. At the same time we all know there are too many examining 
agencies at the present time^ For instance* there are fGur agencies 
of the government which I can think of at the present time which could 
step into a national bank for the purpose of examination. In the case 
of state banks where they are members of the Federal Reserve System, 
there are three agencies that can do the same thing.”

44^-B ;'This bank has always endeavored to be ultra-conservative and 
will continue to do so, yet there is a feeling in my mind 

that if we were to be more free in the extension of credit, which ap
parently is being urged by the administration, sooner or later we would 
meet with criticism from one of the three examinations made of our 
bank."

Examinations
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204-B "That tho Federal Reserve Banks be given greater latitude
in their respective Districts."

205*C "•••it seems to me that the idea of giving the regional
Federal Reserve Banks greater autonomy in their relations 

with member banks in their respective districts would be a step in 
the right direction* It would relieve the Board at Washington of a 
considerable amount of detail, and at the same time transfer the 
authority to persons more familiar with local conditions*

Assuming that the matter is deemed to be sufficiently im
portant to warrant legislation* I would suggest that the Federal 
Reserve Banks be authorized to exercise the following powers which 
are now vested in the Board of Governors at Washington:

1* Approval of admission of State Banks and Trust Companies 
to membership in the Federal Reserve System* and expul
sion of such institutions where necessary; also authority 
to waive the required six months 1 notice of voluntary 
withdrawal from the System.

2* Granting and revocation of voting permits to holding 
company affiliates of member banks.

3* Granting and cancellation of the trust powers of 
National Banks#

4. Granting of permission, where circumstances warrant, 
for State member banks to invest amounts exceeding the 
par value of their capital stock in bank premises or 
in the stock of corporations holding such premises.

5. Approval of the establishment of branches by State 
member banks*"

213-B "The greater the autonomy of the local reserve banks*, the
better for the welfare of the members."

216-B "I believe that the local Reserve Banks should be given all
possible authority in their relations with their local 

members with the idea of conserving time and also because of a more 
intimate knowledge of local conditions prevailing."

217-C "In recent years there has apparently been a tendency on
the part of the Federal Reserve banks to refer to Washing

ton a number of questions of the type and character that they formerly 
felt free tc decide themselves. Although recognizing the desirability 
of uniformity of treatment it seems that the Federal Reserve banks 
should be in a position to render decisions to a much greater extent 
than at present. Perhaps many administrative matters could be 
decentralized. Such things as Clayton Act applications, admissions to 
membership, determination of trust powers and other matters affecting 
the daily contact between Federal Reserve banks and member banks, for
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example, might well be handled by the Federal Reserve banks."

218-C '‘Expedite decisions by allowing the local Federal Reserve
Banks to handle matters directly with their member banks and 

to give prompt and definite answers, of course under the rules and regu
lations as laid down by the Federal Reserve Board of Washington# This 
would eliminate the delay and uncertainty now caused by the necessity 
of all such inquiries being referred by the local Federal Reserve Banks 
for final decision in Washington*"

224-C "In regard to the filing of applications with the local
Reserve Bank by an individual to serve as a Director of a 

member bank and at the same time as a partner in a firm engaged as a 
dealer in securities, we believe that the decisions of the Federal 
Reserve Board are extremely arbitrary when the qualification to serve 
is based upon some mathematical formula relating to the firm*s activi
ties rather than the moral responsibility of the applicant.

We have had an experience where an application filed with 
the local Reserve Bank, for permission of a member of a partnership 
dealing in securities to serve at the same time as a Director of this 
Institution was approved by the Bank here but was rejected by the 
Federal Reserve Board because of a certain mathematical formula not
withstanding the qualifications of the applicant on every moral standing. 
The ruling impressed us as being extremely arbitrary and emphasized to 
us the desirability of greater latitude or autonomy by the local banks 
in matters of such extreme importance to the member institutions#

It is a sad commentary upon the operation of the banking 
law when the qualification of a Director of a banking institution is 
decided as a result of a mathematical formula to the apparent disre
gard of the moral responsibility of the applicant and the particular 
manner in which he can be of service to the member ins titution#- As 
you no doubt can readily understand. Trust Companies, because of the 
volume of business in which they act in a fiduciary capacity, require 
the services of individuals of high moral standing, thoroughly exper
ienced in the management of securities and if we are to be limited by 
extremely narrow interpretations of the Act, the impossibility of 
obtaining qualified Directors is readily seen.

We feel so strongly the importance of greater latitude on 
the part of the local Federal Reserve Bank in the above matter that we 
would urge the Federal Advisory Council to give it its most serious 
consideration."

225-C "We recommend the retention of as much local autonomy as
practicable in the individual reserve banks in accordance 

with what we consider the sound original conception of the System. We 
recognize the necessity of the coordination of policy through the 
Board, but consider that the trend over the past few years towards 
the centralization of authority in Washington is dangerous*
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We consider that, within the limits of policy, the require
ments of the various sections of the country can best be served through 
allowing all possible latitude to the individual Federal Reserve banks*
We would like to point out that we do not think this inconsistent with 
the several suggestions we have made for the uniformity of operating 
practices* It would appear to us that these could be developed through 
an operating committee representing the various individual banks, rather 
than through rulings from Washington."

233-B "•••it is our opinion that the greatest improvement in this
respect could be obtained through increased flexibility — 

giving a much larger measure of authority to the local Reserve banks 
and their responsible officials in meeting the problems of their par
ticular districts and of the member banks- therein.

As an institution whose business is very largely predicated 
upon an abnormal peak activity of a few weeks duration, we find that 
the rigidity of the System and its many hard and fast regulations having 
no particular relation to our own peculiar situation, make membership 
unnecessarily burdensome and at the same time force us to seek else
where services and facilities which the System itself could well supply*"

236-C "In the writer*s experience the policy of the Federal Reserve
Bank of ....«<•••• in the matter of making available their 

rediscount facilities, as well as the Bank’s relation to their member 
banks, in all other respects has been most satisfactory. Nevertheless,
I feel very definitely that it should be the policy of each Federal 
Reserve Bank to give its officers the greatest latitude permissible 
under the law to deal with its member banks* 11

240-B "It is highly desirable that the banks be given greater
autonomy in the handling of the many problems with which 

they are more familiar, in better position to handle, and in the solu
tion of which they can accomplish better results than is possible at 
Washington, This would apply to the adjustment of salaries, the 
rendering of services to member banks and to matters of policy, includ
ing the establishment or discontinuance of branches, etc."

242-B "Amendments to the Federal Reserve Act have tended to force
a radical departure from the principles under which the 

system was set up and in the process control has become increasingly 
centered in the Federal Reserve Board at Washington* Wfy judgment is 
that it would be wholesome to restore a greater degree of authority 
to Executive Officers and Directors of the respective Federal Reserve 
Banks. We point specifically to the restrictive provision in the 
amended Federal Reserve Act granting to the Federal Reserve Board the 
right to confirm the President of each Federal Reserve Bank following 
his election and prior to his taking office. It is obvious that the 
procedure under this provision subjects the President and Directors 
of each Reserve Bank to the will of the Federal Reserve Board at 
Washington. This is entirely opposed to the basic idea of the Federal 
Reserve System as created under the original act. It places them on 
the defensive and imposes unnecessary handicaps on normal functioning.
The Presidents and members of the Boards should be free to formulate 
sound administrative and operating policies*

Greater Autonomy for Federal Reserve Banks in Own Distriot
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If initiative, responsibility and sound management in con
ducting the business of the Sys tem are to be maintained, the deadening 
influences to which Reserve Banks are now subjected should be removed 
by revising the amended Act so as to restore to them the reasonable 
degree of autonomy that formerly prevailed.

I believe that it is in the interest of the general public 
and of the member banks that this be done.

In my opinion, a continuation of the present trend toward 
oentralized control will ultimately impair, if not entirely destroy* 
the Federal Reserve System*"

252-P "I suggest the advisability of proposing that a ohange be
made in the Federal Reserve Act where it provides that the 

president of any Feder°l Reserve Bank* after being elected by his 
board of directors, but before taking office, must be approved for the 
office of president, by the Federal Reserve Board.*

According to my view, this is an unwarranted assumption 
of authority under the local autonomy principle which heretofore has 
governed the Federal Reserve System. You realize fully how this pro
vision places on the defensive the president of a Federal Reserve 
Bank, as well as the board of directors, in establishing all policies 
which are otherwise supposed to be under their local governance,"

323-C "There is one other point which perhaps is hard to overcome,
namely: the delay that occurs when a member bank desires to 

have a Federal Reserve System ruling or regulation clarified* If it 
were possible to obtain quicker opinions on questicnable subjects it 
would be a great help on certain occasions*1’

419-C "***the privilege of rediscount, which was enlarged by the
last Banking Act ought to pass under a regulation by the 

Federal Reserve Board so that if a member bank sought to borrow and 
to use some of its assets other than Government Bonds or eligible paper, 
the other eligible securities mentioned in the enlargement of the Act 
ought to be accepted without waiting to receive the approval of the 
Federal Reserve Board*"

474-A " I t  would, however, i t  seems to me, be very materially help
ful i f  fewer regulations be imposed on member banks and more 

individual tolerance and interpretation of such regulations as are im
posed be permitted the officers of the Federal Reserve Banks in apply
ing them to the member banks.

The old saying that *The spirit of the law sustaineth life  
but the letter of the law killeth* applies hero, 1 think, as much as 
anywhere* There i s ,  so many times, such a vast difference between 
theory and practice that the literal application of numerous rules often 
work damaging and needless hardships not only on banks but likewise 
their customers* And, after a ll*  good bankers can not be made by 
legislation*
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This country never prospered more nor enjoyed a higher 
standard of living among all classes of its people than when its 
bankers were allowed to use their almost unrestricted judgment con* 
oerning their activities* And the costs of their mistakes were, as 
a whole, small indeed.

This may be rather a back handed and negative position 
but I am a strong advocate of the Federal Reserve System as it was 
oonoeived in the beginning and am strongly opposed to its apparent 
tendency to become a *diotator* instead."

520-A "Federal Reserve Bank should be authorized to make con
cessions in. the reserve requirements of the member banks 

during the peak of certain seasonal demands."

805 "I saw grow up in the operation of the Federal Reserve
banks a system of control that practically destroyed the 

initiative of the officers of the branch banks, and I believe that 
this has been also largely true of the parent banks.

I would suggest that qualified officials be employed to 
operate each Federal Reserve bank, and each Federal Reserve branch 
bank and that greater autonomy be given to those officials•"
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POLITICAL CONTROL

1  - A ’’Use their influence in killing at the beginning such radical 
legislation as pertains to our present banking activities and 

of sponsoring a more cooperative attitude to help the majority of banks, 
that are doing a good job in their individual localities, and if there 
had been errors of judgment on the part of some, of interviewing those 
individuals instead of carrying a belligerent attitude against all banks."

1  - B "If they had some -way of getting and keeping the ear of our
President in such a way that he would not try to build up and 

tear down at the same stroke, I should think that would help*’’

1 - C "If Mr* Patman will again lay off and allow the banks to func
tion as they are and not as Government controlled agencies, 

this would be all that could be asked*"

1 - G "In my opinion the Federal Heserve System can serve the country 
and the member banks by strenuously opposing the concentration 

of so much power in the hands of the Federal Reserve Board, and by their 
making every endeavor to keep every semblance of politics out of the 
management of the Board and the System*"

1 - 0  "As I see it, the Board of Governors has been so set up that
it is operating the system, not for the benefit of the member 

banks, but for the benefit of an administration which has no more prin
ciple in its financial dealings than the worst borrower any bank ever 
had*"

1 - P "It seems to me that the Board of Governors of the Federal Re
serve System do not fairly represent the banking interests* 

Certainly they are not vigorous enough, it seems to me, in supporting 
the views of the banking interests as a whole* The banking interests 
the country over may be said to represent the business interests* We 
certainly are closely allied at almost every point* The Board of Gover
nors have a great opportunity to present the banking and business view 
in Washington and yet it seems to me many times that they are working 
contrary to the interests that they are supposed to represent and so 
often take the side of the government in its attack upon the banking and 
the business interests*"

212-B "I have been fearful that in their open market operations, the 
Federal Reserve Banks have been forced to give too much con**

sideration to the necessities of the Treasury*"

"I have been greatly concerned about the increasing power given 
to, and the influence and authority exercised by the Federal Reserve 
Board at Washington over the operations of the respective Federal Reserve 
banks*"

"I do sense *•..•* a feeling that the Board at Washington, 
far removed from our customers and the conditions, facts, and human 
elements with which the active banker is in close contact, have, because 
of statutory enactment and changing ideas of governmental functions in 
relation to economic things, constantly taken a stronger position in 
attempting to dominate and dictate tho acts of the boards of directors
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and executive officials of the various Federal Reserve banks# It is 
natural that this tendency should increase and I believe it is a ten
dency which each and every one of us should combat not only for our own 
self-interest, but for the interest of the economic development of the 
localities which each of us serve and of the country at large*n

"I feel that Washington is now attempting and in part succeed
ing in stifling the independence of the respective banks and weakening 
the ties which bind the various members to the respective Federal Reserve 
banks* I am fearful that the Federal Reserve banks may degenerate into 
cold, theoretical, aloof, bureaucratic branches of the government and 
heaven knows we have enough bureaus to do business with as it is."

213-B "We are alarmed at the suggestion that the control of the Fed
eral Reserve System may be taken away from its members and 

oentralized in the U, S# Treasury Department, as we fear this would end 
the cooperative personal contact with the member banks and force all 
into a bureaucratic system ruled from above."

216-B "It is my earnest opinion the control of the Federal Reserve
System should not be too greatly centralized so as to make it 

possible for the management and policies to come into the hands of any 
political party#"

2 3 8 -B "Further, I very strongly believe that when this administra
tion or any administration finally realizes that the right 

kind of people in the various communities of the country are more inter
ested in those communities and better fitted to manage their affairs 
than some bureaucracy in Washington, that affairs will be much happier 
for everyone including the administration#"

241-B "However, it has appeared to me that the banking business as 
a whole has, in the past few years, been seriously injured 

by the centralization of power in Washington, as a result of which 
capable bank officers of long experience and wide knowledge, located 
in the money center of the world, are largely reduced to rubber stamps® 
Many regulations promulgated from Washington have indicated complete 
ignorance of business requirements and necessities*"

301-B "*##«criticism of governmental influence over certain Federal 
Reserve Bank features, at this time, would receive but slight 

consideration, and would be simply one more futile effort*"

405-A "The political action of probably well meaning through imprac~ 
tical and misguided persons has raised a fog over banking 

enterprise that managements are unable to steer their course with clear 
vision#

Nov/- my answer to  your question# Remove f u l l  con trol from 
Washington, Restore a large measure o f  the responsible  management to 
each of the 12  banks, which are in  c lo se r  touch with the needs o f  th e ir  
stockholders and owners than the Central Board#

Pnlitical Control
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Unshackle the member banks from the innumerable regulations 
and restrictions so they may have some chance to exercise their own 
judgment in the field of their operations#"

424~C "Naturally we think that the Reserve Banks ought to be operated 
for the benefit of all the people, but we also feel that they 

ought to be operated with the idea of serving, principally, as discount 
banks for the Federal Reserve members# We think that there is too much 
political influence, and that it ought to be minimized and the banks 
operated as banks, and not for political purposes, or for manipulating 
prices#"

440-A ”We could comment on The National Banking department, but
since that would be off the question, we will pass it up. In 

fact our stockholders and directors are about to the place where they 
are in favor of liquidating or converting into some other form of finan
cial institution which would not have Government supervision#"

451-A "That the Federal Reserve System be kept free from politics."

468-B "We are hopeful that the entire control of the Federal Reserve 
System will not in the future be controlled entirely by the 

Administration, as we do not feel favorably to the complete domination 
of the System from that source."

480-B "It may be that our feeling in the matter is somewhat influenced 
by our dissatisfaction with the government attitude of in

creasing control over banking operations and that we are therefore lead 
away from the System rather than endeavoring to make better use of it. 
Perhaps that reaction is also found in other banks."

4114-A "So far as we are ooncerned, we could get along without the
Federal Reserve System, the F# D, I. C#, Jesse Jones and many 

other Government agencies*"

!?07-B "System should be kept an independent financial agency, free 
from political influence#"

509-B "Has become an agency for control of credit, not for members but 
for political purposes# Should give up role of political ally 

of any administration#"

S14-C "Membership of the Federal Reserve Board since its inception 
has not been up to necessary standard as regards practical 

banking experience, which, together with the fact that its policies 
have been more and more dominated by Treasury Department, makes it inn- 
possible for it to always act in the most advisable and sound manner,"

5I6-B uTo be regretted from the standpoint of sound banking practice 
that the Federal Reserve System no longer functions as the 

independent unit it used to  be, and is operating as a subsidiary of the 
S# Treasury Department#"

Political Control
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£2 6-B "Set-up and operation of Federal Reserve Banks places the banks 
under the domination of politics and vests too much power in. 

the dominant political party.

Member banks should have su bsta n tia l or m a jority  v o ice  in  a f 
fairs o f  the System, a t  le a s t  to  extent that loan , investment and manage
ment p o lic ie s  may be somewhat d ire c te d  by them .”

527-B "Many b i l l s  proposed fo r  changes in  banking structure* Banking 
stru ctu re  should not be tampered w ith unless a complete survey 

and study o f  the system and i t s  r e la t io n  to  our business structure i s  
had and recommendations made by a competent body, fre e  o f  any and a l l  
influences."

From the Seventh D i s t r i c t ,  "One p a r t ic u la r ly  c r i t i c a l  respon- 
dent makes the re fe re n ce  th a t ,

*When the Banking A ct o f  1933 was amended in  193!? and the rea l 
management o f  our c e n tr a l banking system  was tossed  in to  the lap o f  po
l i t ic a l  appoin tees, i t  con verted  a sound system in to  a p o l i t i c a l  mud- 
scraper and turned com petent managers o f  the d i s t r i c t  banks, com prising 
the System, in to  b e l l -h o p s  and o f f i c e  b o y s ; a l l  they la ck  now are the 
uniforms. H istory  has proven from the beg in n in g  o f  time that r e l ig io n  
and good government do not m ix; to  the same, or t o  an even grea ter  ex-* 
tent, i t  has been dem onstrated th a t  f in a n ce  and good government b est 
serve the p u b lic  in t e r e s t  o f  any country  in d ep en d en tly , each in  i t s  own 
respective f i e l d  and fu n c t io n .  For tho fo r e g o in g  reason s, i t  i s  recom
mended that rem oval o f  every  p o l i t i c a l  ap p oin tee  from  the Board o f  
Governors and th e  e le c t io n  by the banks who own the Federal Reserve 
System, o f  p r a c t i c a l ,  r e s p o n s ib le  men t o  rep re se n t them and run th e  banks 
on an in t e l l ig e n t ,  bu sin ess  b a s is  -  in s te a d  o f  in  th e  prom otion o f  p o l i 
tica l am bition, c o s t ly  f in a n c ia l  exp erim en ta tion  and fa n t a s t ic  s o c ia l  
reform. Let the S ecy , o f  th e  T rea s . rem ain , e x - o f f i c i o ,  as a * lia son  
o f f ic e r 1; i f  he can t a lk  th a t  k ind  o f  a Boarcl o f f  i t s  b a se , g iv e  him 
fu ll c r e d i t ,1"

969-A " in  the f i r s t  p la c e , the Patman B i l l j  I th in k , to  provide gov
ernment ownership o f  the tw elve Federal Reserve Banks and 

with Representative Binderup p a r a lle lin g  the Patman measure with h is own 
b ill, calling fo r  one hundred per cent reserve fo r  a l l  banks , i s  not 
taking tho government out o f the banking business| but p laces banking 
and credit under p o l i t i c a l  dom ination* My own personal opinion is  that 
when p o litic ia n s a tta in  con tro l o f  the c re d it  o f  the country by govern
ment ownership o f Reserve banks, *God help the bu sin ess and th e  one 
hundred twenty seven m illio n  people in  th is  country* *"

1220—c "Does not favor fu rth e r  concentration  o f a u th o ritie s  or depend
ence upon Governmental or semi-Governmental agencies or new or 

^d ition al serv ice# "

pnlitical Control
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1  - F "One suggestion might be that a very low rate of interest 
might be paid banks on their reserves, in view of the in

crease that has been required in this regard#"

201-C ‘'There is a spirit of dissatisfaction on the part of a
number of banks against the present reserve requirements#

They feel that the banks are compelled to carry a large amount of their 
cash as reserves for which they get no return either in additional ser
vices or monetary compensation*"

203-B "From my point of view, the last increase in the reserve re
quirements was not constructive as it related to country 

banks# It has placed an undue burden on their earning power# It has 
not increased their liquidity# It has retarded commercial borrowings 
in smaller communities and I fail to find one sound argument at this 
time for maintaining these reserve requirements for the banks outside 
of reserve centers# I respectfully suggest that they immediately be 
reduced by the amount of the last increase#"

208-C "In my opinion the excess reserve position of the banks a 
year ago could have been handled more satisfactorily by a 

lesser increase in the reserve requirements and a substantial decrease 
in the holdings of Government bonds of the Federal Reserve System# I 
believe that the System should be just as quick to lower its holdings of 
Government securities when money becomes too easy as it has been to in
crease its holdings when a temporary tightening has occurred#"

210-A "I believe that the Federal Reserve should reduce the reserve 
to former figure immediately# This would allow a large num

ber of banks like ourselves to meet the demand for Federal Housing, Title 
One and Title Two loans which are pouring in at a surprising rate,.#. 
....If our reserve was lowered tomorrow I believe we could and would
loan this amount for construction purposes within the next two months# 
......t....# •Why should our earnings be cut $2 ,5 0 0 # at a time when we
are trying to pay off our preferred stock and build up our reserves by 
omitting dividends and plowing our earnings into surplus."

212-A "The increased reserve requirements and the ’managed economy* 
control over interest rates have given to both the Reserve 

banks and the member banks terrific problems as to earnings*"

240-B "While fully appreciating the intent and purpose of the Board 
of Governors in exercising its power to increase reserve re

quirements, I have, nevertheless, heard numerous complaints that the 
increase has imposed a severe burden upon member banks already suffer
ing from lack of earnings#

Most of us are in sympathy with the wishes of the Board of 
Governors to prevent a runaway credit situation but it occurs to me 
that the timing of this important action was unfortunate* It was ob
vious that continued improvement in business was possible only so long 
&3 the reopening of the capital markets was encouraged, and while it 
is true that the large quantity of excess reserves involved potential

RESERVE REQUIREMENTS
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danger, i t  oannot be sa id  t h a t  in  q u a n tity  or q u a li ty , the c a p ita l  
financing v M c h  had taken p la c e  up to  th e time the in c re a se s  were 
announced had any o f  th e  a s p e c ts  o f  an u n h ealth y c r e d it  s itu a t io n  
or o f a s p e c u la tiv e  boom#

Frequent changes in  re se rv e  requirem ents would be u n d esir
able and the p rese n t p o l ic y  o f  the Board o f  Governors doubtless w i l l  
contribute toward th e  c o r r e c tio n  o f  the p rev iou s a c t io n . Hoy/ever, i t  
is to be hoped th a t  fu r th e r  experim ents in  c r e d it  c o n tro l through  
changes in  reserv e  requirem ents w i l l  be made on ly  a f t e r  the need be
comes more c le a r ly  ap p aren t#M

244-B ’’ •••••that the F ederal Reserve Board reverse  i t s  a c tio n  o f  
la s t  year in  doubling the reserve  requirem ents o f  member 

banks. This has worked a d is t in c t  h ard sh ip #####.throughout the sub
urban and ru ra l se c tio n s  as i t  has made serio u s inroads in to  th e ir  
earnings because i t  has taken away a su b sta n tia l fund a v a ila b le  fo r  
loans and investm ents# I t  would seem to  me th a t the Federal Reserve 
Board could have a tta in e d  i t s  o b je c tiv e  by req u irin g  the Federal Re
serve Banks to  s e l l  p art c f  th e ir  su b sta n tia l holdings o f  government 
securities in  the open market and thus absorb the excess reserves to  
the extent th a t th ey  d esired  in stead  o f  in creasin g  the reserve requ ire
ments which sh ifte d  the burden to  the sm aller banks as stated  b efo re# "

24£-C "The b ig  question  a ffe c t in g  our banks in  • •••••••<. today
is  the ex cessive  reserve which we are obliged to  maintain  

with the Federai* In our own bank^ we were obliged  to  s e l l  s e c u r itie s  
to provide th is  a d d itio n a l reserve thus cu ttin g  an already depleted  
income."

247-C "Cash in vault is a real reserve and we believe it should be 
oonsidered in figuring the reserve of the bank# This cash 

should be limited, doubtless, to a fair amount but as it is necessary 
for the operation of a bank and being just as liquid as funds deposited 
with the Federal Reserve should be considered as part of the reserve of 
the bank#"

249-C "The last raising of reserves apparently had not the slight- 
ost effect,, except to curtail bank earnings# Unquestionably, 

larger reserves puts banjcs in a sounder position in case of financial 
difficulties; but at times like the present, when the Government has 
such a strong hold on the situation, why would it not be safe to put the 
reserves back where they were and allow the banks to benefit by slightly 
more income? You know they need ite1"

302-B " 1  might say, though, that although i t  may not be the r ig h t  
thing to  con s id er  at the present tim e, i t  would seem that 

the Reserve requirements might be reduced to  the former required  amount^"

306-B Tfi  would e s p e c ia l ly  suggest that the Federal Reserve System 
can increase the value o f  i t s  se rv ice  to  member Banks by 

bringing about a red u ction  in  reserve requirem ents, at lea st fo r  the 
Banks outcide o f  Central Reserve C it ie s  and Reserve C it ie s .  Quite a 
number o f country Banks h es ita te  to  consider borrowing to  make good
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loans in their own communities and can profitably use some of the 
money that is now tied up by the last increase in Reserve Require
ments."

3 0 7 -B "I think they went too far in raising the Reserve require
ments, but am of the opinion that it is better to continue 

them as they are, rather than to encourage the impression among the 
banks that there is little stability to any of their policies.”

317-A ”The only suggestion I would like to make is that we, up 
here in the country, would be very glad to have the re

serve requirements reduced, or brought back to the former figures of 
1 9 3 6 « Let me, as a country banker, earnestly urge that if any change 
is contemplated, up or down, that it be made over a period of months, 
represented by small amounts each month# In this way, it is my be
lief that the market will absorb this change over a period of months, 
without violent fluctuations#”

423-C "Last, but not least, they think you have imposed an undue 
hardship on their banks by increasing the reserve require

ments and depriving them of that additional earning power.”

4 3 3 -B "However, it occurs to me that one of the best things the 
Federal Reserve System could do, would be to release the 

increased reserves which they required deposited in the recent past#

I feel that the release of this- portion of the reserves 
would be helpful to many banks and would thereby make it unnecessary 
for them to sell their securities to meet declining deposits.”

440-A "Judging from our own bank and a ratio of one to ten on
capital to deposits, we just figure that a bank which has 

about its limit in deposits according to that ratio, would have to 
keep its total capital and surplus in The Federal Reserve Bank, and 
oould not use it# We have never seen any reasonable answer, accord
ing to our judgment, as to why the reserve requirements were increased,”

45>8-B "#•#..#.tho reserve requirements of country banks are ex
cessive# By this I do not mean that they are excessive 

under present conditions, as I do not think that they have been bur
densome during the recent past to any of the country banks (at least 
not in our own case) but looking to the time when there will undoubt
edly be a greater demand for money the present rate may prove burden
some. Further, have always felt that there were no better reserves 
than cash on hand and never understood why it could not be counted 
as reserve•”

475*«A "The la s t  increase in required reserve cost us approximately 
$ 6 0 0  per year, which means quite a sum to a bank with de

posits under #7^0,000#”

Reserve Requirements
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491-B "We also feel that the reserve balances are now too high
and that general business would be served by the reduction 

of reserves to something like the former balances,"

4l04«A "••••••we are badly in need of a reduction in reserve re
quirements • We have had to borrow an amount of money 

this past ninety days equivalent to about the extra reserves we are 
carrying at Federal over a year ago* We almost decided to withdraw 
from Federal in December but were temporarily talked out of it. Our 
membership is purely an expense to us new as there are no benefits of
fered by Federal that are not also available at the correspondent 
banks# I can see no economic justification for the high reserve re* 
quirements now existing* The Federal Reserve Board is pushing an 
extreme easy money policy with the one hand, witness the desteriliza* 
tion of gold in September and also the recent manoeuvre, low discount 
rates, broadening of rediscounting facilities, etc., and with the 
other hand, are holding these reserve requirements at the level of 
last May when the situation was entirely different. The high require-* 
ments are of absolutely no help to the situation and are hurting a 
few of us small country banks who happen to have a good legitimate 
demand for loans at this time. There is no speculative boom in evi« 
dence for which reserves need be so high®"

1114*A "We believe the reserve requirements at the Federal Reserve 
Bank for country Banks should be put back to the old rate 

of T/>; or that the Federal Reserve Banks pay us interest on our money 
as they invest it in Government Bonds and collect the interest on oir 
moiBy for themselves."

4116*A "Exempt all member banks with $2,000*000 or less of any
reserve requirement* thereby increasing the earning power 

of the small banks.

Further* require the exempted banks to carry the equivalent 
of their reserve in Government Bonds, thereby maintaining the same 
liquidity of the banks. Also require all the income from the invested 
reserve to be carried to the surplus account, which would build a huge 
reserve in several yearsa thereby minimising failures and expense of 
the F.D.I«C.

As the law now exists no return is received whatever from 
the reserve account * The high reserve lessens the loanable funds in 
a community where they are deposited and belong."

4125-B "I have never been in aocord with tho straight line in* 
crease in reserve requirements® It always has seemed to 

me that excess reserves were figured as they aotually exist, but not 
in a practical, manner. For instance, it appears from the figures that 
excess reserves in country banks are at a higher ratio than in city 
banks. But a great deal of the oity bank money is employed in purchas* 
ing Treasury Bills and very short»term notes, which are virtually cash; 
and it seems to me a more correct picture of excess reserves would be 
Had if these very snort investments were oalled •cash* instead of being 
called ♦investment funds••
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A computation on that basis would probably disclose that 
the main part of the excess reserves were in city banks and not in 
oount.ry banks, and that a different ratio of reserves would be more 
equitable. Many country banks did not have any great increase in 
deposits, and when their reserves were increased it just meant that 
they had less earning assets, while they were making no contribution 
whatever to the lopsided reserve situation. If the reserves of city 
banks had been increased at a rate greater than was the increase 
applied to country banks, I believe it would have been a more equit
able arrangement •”

4130-A "This increase in reserve requirements has been very detri
mental to business particularly in small country banks.

The earning power of banks effected has been reduced and this money 
taken out of commercial channels. The Federal Roserve System renders 
wonderful service to its member banks and we appreciate its fine ser
vice rendered to us but when our workable funds are tied up we cannot 
render service to our depositors and borrowers as we should*”

* * * * * * *

501-C "Increase in Reserve requirements, effective May 1 last
year, unwise move. Would create a better feeling toward 

the System by a large number of smaller banks if the Reserve require
ments were reduced by an amount equal to the last increase• ”

508-A ’’Reserve requirements at this time very much above benefits
received.”

513-B ’’Member banks should be allowed some interest on their
required deposits, and if so, more would enter the System.”

519-B ’’Reserve requirements excessive. If modified, business
would be better.”

520-A ’’Federal Reserve Bank should be authorized to make con
cessions in the reserve requirements of the member banks 

during the peak of certain seasonal demands.”

* * * * * * * *

A tabulation was made of the replies in the Seventh District 
and a resume of such replies was furnished to the Committee. The follow
ing, bearing upon the question of reserve requirements, is quoted from 
that resume:

”A good many replies complain about reserve requirements,
*nr3 in several instances the contention is that the requirements should 
be mor^ flexible as between large and small bank, city and country bank. 
While this does obtain in fact, still many inland banks complain of in
justice. One in teres ting quotation on this subjeot comes from a State 
Bank member and quoting, from his letter#
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•Put country bank required reserves in the Federal back to 3 and 
T% of time and demand deposits* It is my opinion that when Mr. Eccles 
stepped up the reserve requirements in the spring of 1937, he took in 
too muoh territory in too short a time. If you want to stop an auto
mobile that is going too fast, few motorists in their right mind shut 
off the gas, put both feet on the brake pedal, yank the emergency and 
risk sticking their necks through the windshield - just to slow down* 
The Board of Governors wer*° eminently successful in *managing the 
velocity of money* down; why rot at least try to 'manage* it up again? 1

* * * * * * * *

The following resume was furnished by the Eighth District:

"Reduce reserve requirements* This suggestion may not come 
within the scope of your inquiry and it is also recognized that there 
are many ramifications behind the scenes which preclude such a move at 
this time. A reduction for the country banks outside the Central 
Reserve and the Reserve cities, may be worthy of some consideration 
even though it is felt that the Board of Governors of the System 
probably has the matter constantly under consideration.”

* * * * * * * *

945-A "As a small National Bank in competition with a State Bank
we are at a disadvantage in some ways. We have to carry 

about double the cash reserve that our oompetitor does, so that our 
earning assets are that much less than his*”

922-B "One suggestion that we would offer is in connection with
interest on reserve balances, We realize that this is a 

very old subject and that it has been asked by the banks and refused, 
by the Federal many times in the past* However, we feel at this time, 
in view of the fact that reserve requirements have been'doubled, that 
the matter could rightfully be reconsidered at this time. I am sure 
that I do t o  t need to go into any lengthy detail to explain that under 
this new ruling we have lost the earning use of just twice the amount 
that was previously the case and so far as we are concerned, I believe 
that we are penalized by that action, which we feel was taken to a 
large extent at least for the purpose of curbing speculation,”

911-A "We got very good service from the Federal Reserve Bank and
have no complaints to make* The services, however, are 

not commensurate to the percentage of reserve tho banks have to keep 
with the Federal Reserve Bank* When a little country bank like ours 
vtith deposits of only $563*788*48 has to pick up from these small 
deposits that we get here $64*509,44 and put it in cold storage in 
the vaults of the Federal Reserve Bank* it is just too much to get 
awry w th and make a reasonable profit. We are running our reserve 
in our correspondent banks pretty low and lower than we should in order 
to invest as much of our money as possible* and that does not make our 
aocounts very profitable to our correspondent banks, I think the 
reserve requirements in the Federal Roservo Bank are unreasonable so
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far as these two-by-four country banks are conoerned and if I were to 
start another bank again I would do just what I did do before we took 
out a National Charter. I would get along without the Federal Reserve 
Bank and the cold storage vault in that institution* We did that and 
pot through every crisis that hit us, but we had the use of our funds 
and got a little earnings from what deposits we picked up*”

9158-A "We are of the opinion that the increase in the reserve in
Federal Reserve Banks as lately established, was somewhat 

uncalled for and we cannot see the wisdom to tie up loanable funds of 
banks which eventually get into the hands of the United States Treasury 
in that the Federal Reserve Banks invest them in United State securitie 
and at the same time call in the small business men to Washington and 
endeavor to do something for them so they may continue in business* We 
cannot be expected to have our funds to lend and also use them es a 
reserve in the Federal Reserve Bank, which credit might as well be in 
an ice box, and we consider them frozen funds

956-A "For example, what sense is there in asking country banks
who were not and never have been loaning for stock market 

purposes to double reserves with Federal Reserve Bank? That money 
should be left free to use in local community* It is same idea as 
government buying gold and then burying it in Kentucky in expensive 
vaults with hired guards."

* * * * * * * *

1101 ”Increasing Country Bank®s reserves* whiph I have discussed
at length with Governor McKinney, is all out of proportion* 

Either restore the Country Bank*s earning capacity or lets have Branch 
Banking-Limited to Federal Reserve Districts*

1 1 0 2  "I might add, however, that I know of several bankers who
have expressed themselves as favoring membership in the 

Federal Reserve System, if the reserve requirements were more liberal* 
If I had any criticism to offer it would be along this line, because 
I think the present requirements in this connection is having a ten
dency to hamper the progress of the System as far as membership is 
concerned*" ~

1103 ’’For instance, - I do not understand why they double the
reserve requirements to restrict credit expansion and in 

the same breath, broaden the rediscount and borrowing privileges to 
include almost every character of paper and security handled by banks, 
to encourage credit> Outside of probably working a hardship on a few 
small institutions, I cannot see the good that has come to anyone in 
all of this maneuvering*"

1104 "I have a full realization of the problems confronting the
Board of Governors and while I might feel that reserve 

requirements are too high as imposed upon the small banks and that if 
we 3ho Id be subjected to such regulations, some form of recompense for
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the excess reserves tied up should be granted, I am frank enough to 
say that I do not krow how it could be done or if it would be prac
ticable*"

Reserve Requirements

* * * * * * * *

1206-C "Favors reduction in reserve requirements to what is termed 
old schedule# Considers this change of first importance# 

Admits that larger banks were not penalized as a result of recent in
creases but expresses belief that smaller banks operated in agricul
tural areas were adversely affected#"
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211-A "We, with other State Banks, members of th© Federal Reserve
System, are obliged to publish at considerable expense state

ments rendered Banking Department and Federal Reserve Bank, often called 
on same date, simultaneously* This, it seems to us, ought to be avoided 
for the statements as published are to all intents and purposes prac
tically duplicates* We have taken the matter up with both th© Federal 
Reserve Bank and the State Banking Department but without success*• These 
duplicate publications appear to us as useless*"

217-C "For several years there has been a gradual increase in the
number of reports and questionnaires that must be answered*

All of them may be necessary and serve useful purposes but I think it 
would be helpful to the member banks if the Federal Reserve System con
stantly kept in mind the desirability of keeping such reports and ques
tionnaires at a, minimum and restricted to what is essential*

It is understood that efforts are being made to devise a uni
form form of statement for call purposes so as to avoid the differences 
now appearing in th© Federal forms and those used by the various states* 
It is hoped that this work will be finished in the near future. Pre
paring two different forms of statements as of the same date within a 
limited period is often burdensome*"

218-C "A study as to how the examinations, reports and forms to be 
filled out could be unified and simplified, or in many cases

eliminated* This would require cooperation by the Federal Reserve Board 
with the banking authorities in the various states, the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation and the local Cloaring House Associations*"

222-C "One thought I wish to emphasize is that of co-ordination, sim
plification and reduction of the examinations required and 

the many voluminous reports which the member banks are required to fill 
out* These are very expensive, both directly and indirectly*"

228-C "Call reports are required by the Federal Reserve Bank and by 
the *••**•« State Banking Department* If the Federal and 

State authorities would agree upon a form of report which would satisfy 
the requirements of both parties the time and expense of preparing one
would be saved*"

243-B "This institution, together with other member State banks, is 
called upon to make periodic reports of its condition and of 

its profit and loss account which reports are mad© on forms prepared 
and submitted by three agencies, viz., the Federal Reserve Board, the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the State Banking Commissioner. 
"While it is true there is some similarity in the forms the arrangement 
in each instance is dissimilar and it would appear that no hardship 
would be invoked on any one of the three agencies if a uniform set of 
forms applicable to all was adopted. It is quite apparent that such a 
course of action would decrease materially the volume of work which the 
undermanned bank is called upon to perform and would be of direct bene
fit to such institution."
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244-B "Also the requirements of the Federal Reserve Board in re
quiring member banks to publish their statements on each 

Call on the forms prescribed by the Board necessitates member banks in 
our State making two publications of their statement at each Call. Our 
own State Department has, in the past year, adopted the form used by 
the F. D. I • C., and if the Federal Reserve Board would also adopt this 
form or they both agree on a form which would be acceptable to our 
State Department, then only one publication at each Call would be re
quired."

249-C "With the numerous reports banks are now called upon to make,
such as statements of condition, statements of earnings, etc., 

why should not Reserve Banks cooperate with the State and Federal 
authorities and have uniform reports? Under the present plan, although 
practically the sane information is desired, the reports require a 
great deal of extra thought and effort for preparation of each; ivhereas 
if they were uniform much time and labor could be saved."

310-B "At the present time, all f orms of report of the Federal Re
serve Bank, namely, call for condition, earnings and expenses, 

etc., are considerably different than those called for by the State 
Supervising Authorities under the States wherein the banks operate.

I think if a uniform report could be adopted between the 
Federal Reserve and the State Authorities, where state banks and trust 
companies are members of the Federal Reserve System, a lot of duplicate 
work could be abolished by the members, which I believe wouM be 
greatly appreciated."

312-C "It would seem to be desirable to look into the possibilities
of coordinating reports and examinations now furnished sepa

rately to the Comptroller of the Currency, Clearing House, Federal De
posit Insurance Corporation and Federal Reserve in order to eliminate 
unnecessary duplication and expense.1'

313-C '’Eliminate requirements that state member banks must furnish
and publish separate statement of condition to both State 

and Federal Agent. Even if the call is on the same day, a large de
tailed report has to be filled up and sent to both the State and the 
Federal Reserve Agent on different forms. Why cannot the two author
ities agree upon the same form."

443-A "«.#we think they have imposed an unnecessary hardship in ask
ing for a mass of figures on which to base the amount of re

serve balances. The amount of reserve requirements could be figured 
on a very simple plan without the foolishness of a set of figures re- 
avired on their blanks which they call ’tabulation of assessment base.
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8 0 7 "It would be helpful if the periodic reports of condition in
response to calls upon state bank members could be simplified 

and unified so that separate reports need not be made to the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation, thereby eliminating some present addi
tional work#1'

Q145-A "For State Bank Members, calls for statements to be published 
could as well be made on agreed dates, and forms, that would 

save bankers in general an awful lot of duplication work and no little 
expense* In fact I have talked with such banks who favor leaving the 
system on account of lack of interest of Federal and State in uniform 
demands which result is excessive demands on busy bankers time and ex
pense items. We have been led to believe some cooperation is in the 
offing, but we would like tc experience it."

9 4 7 -A "It would also seem that the Federal Income Tax Department 
could be persuaded by the Federal Reserve Board to put out 

some income tax blanks which fit or at least harmonize with the Federal 
blanks called for by the National Banking Department. It doesn*t seem 
that every report should have to be made on a different form or with a 
different method of getting the same results which would go to show the 
different Federal departments are not harmonizing together, and it 
should seem there are sufficient banks in the United States to at least 
warrant a blank that would fit the occasion.”

1107 "There is, however, one matter that perhaps might have con
sideration by the Federal Reserve and the Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation, in connection with Reports of Condition. The 
present State Bank members are required to render a report, as you 
know, to the Federal Reserve and also to the State of f**f«*« FDIC 
report forms are being used by the State and are almost exactly the 
same as the Federal report forms, although there are one or two ex
ceptions. This being the case, it requires the State bank members to 
publish two reports, which are practically the same, If these report 
forms were changed to read alike, there would be some considerable 
saving to the State members*"

1205-C "Objects to the reports required by Federal, stating that ex
cept for schedules, bank is called upon to submit practically 

a called report each week* Other reports are required, the most recent 
example being a request for a breakdown of loans that will require time 
to prepare and deliver. Insists that all such reports involve expense 
and su 'ests that Council and/or Board examine complete set of reports 
which Federal requires member banks to furnish."

1 2 1 3 - 0  "Would welcome simplification of forms relating to weekly
condition report FRB B-21. Argues that same procedure should 

t)e required by the Federal as is now followed by Comptroller's Office 
arid calls attention to Form 2130 Schedule E for identification purposes*"
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1  • B- "Perhaps they could get the F#D,I*C* to have the law changed, 
which requires a bank to pay F,D,I.C, assessments on funds in 

the Trust Department legally invested in mutual savings banks."

1  - G "The first thing to be done in my opinion -would be to urge on
purely economic grounds the dissolution of the Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation and thereby relieve the member banks from the re
quired assessment, which money belongs to the stockholders*••

I am strongly of the opinion that the continued regulation of 
money rates, and the compulsory membership in the F.D,I*C., are two of 
the theoretical and artificial methods which are underlying causes of 
the present condition in which general business finds itself,"

1  - V "I believe the great service the Federal Reserve System can
render is to work toward a simplification of the supervisory 

authority over banks, in order that the supervision may be more direct 
and responsible with resultant elimination of lost motion."

1 - X "Take direct action for legislation or regulation to prevent 
banks which are instrumentalities of the Federal Government 

from being tied up by strikes either of the sit-down or other types,"

201-C "We would suggest that the number of members of the Federal
Reserve Board be increased from seven to twelve, six of these 

members to be appointed by the President of the United States with the 
approval of the Senate and the remaining six to be elected in a manner 
similar to that in which directors in the various districts are elected*. 
In setting up electoral districts, the twelve Federal Reserve districts 
could be combined on a geographical basis and the person elected by 
them would be their representative. By this process we are of the be
lief that the Board would be non-political* that the Federal Reserve 
member banks would always feel that they had a member on the Board to 
whom they could particularly address themselves if finally necessary, 
for the Federal Reserve Board would thereby have among its members at 
least one who was sympathetic with the districts which he represented,"

206-B "Where services are rendered to some member banks for geograph
ical or any other reasons which are not accorded to all mem

bers, would it not be equitable to make some charge for such services 
or make the application of the services general to all members,"

209-B "Would it be possible for you through t:he Federal Reserve to 
work out and get the Comptroller, the State Banking Depart

ment and the F*D,I*C* to agree to some reasonable regulations as to 
bond values and ratings so that the banks would know exactly what was 
required of them and when they were legally solvent and when not? If 
you can, the greatest danger to all of us would be removed and it would 
be quite worth while to try to run a country bank,"
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217-C "Questions that are now referred to Washington frequently
take what seems to be an undue length of time to be answered 

by the Board* These questions and suggested answers are probably 
passed around to each member of the Board and this undoubtedly adds 
to the delay# Perhaps there are some types of questions that could be 
decided upon by one, two or three members of the Board without requir
ing the approval of all the members#

All Federal Reserve banks and the #•*#. branch of the 
#,,.* Federal Reserve Bank have facilities for transferring by wire 
to and from each other U* s* Government certificates* notes and bills^
It is suggested that consideration be given to the possibility of in
cluding U* S* Government bonds in these wire transfer facilities#

The facilities referred to above for wire transfer of cert
ificates, notes and bills between Federal Reserve banks and the New 
Orleans branch can be made only when a certification is made that the 
transfer is the result of a purchase or sale® In other words* member 
banks are unable to avail themselves of these facilities when withdraw
ing securities from a custodian account for transfer to another city, 
because it is impossible in such cases to certify that the transfer 
is the result of a purchase or sale, In such cases, therefore, it is 
necessary to ship securities by registered mail insured# It is sug
gested that these transfer facilities be made available to member 
banks regardless of whether the transaction involves a purchase or sale 
or a transfer from holdings*

Branch banks of the System may now transfer by wire certi
ficates, notes and bills to New York or other Federal Reserve cities, 
but no provision has been made for transfers from Federal Reserve 
cities to the branches of the Federal Reserve banksM with the exception 
of the New Orleans branch* It is suggested that the same facilities be 
provided at the other branches of the Federal Reserve banks so that 
vrire transfers of cortificates, notes and bills (and bonds if approved) 
may be made to and from Federal Reserve banks and branches in the same 
manner as is now possible at the New Orleans branch*

It is suggested that facilities be provided at branches of 
the Federal Reserve banks for making denominational exchanges of U* S* 
securities in order to avoid shipments back and forth to secure proper 
denominations for delivery on sales*”

2$3~C "Co-ordinate issuance of regulations by Federal Reserve Banks
for member banks and F*D,I.C# for non-member banks to avoid 

conflict, i*e*, interest regulations - Regulation Q.,!

445-B "My own reaction at the present time is the possible difference
of opinion in the examination of bank assets made by State and 

Federal examiners compared to requirements laid down by the Federal De
posit Insurance Corporation* I refer particularly to a recent address 
made by Mr# Crowley before the 9##«* Bankers Association in which he 
criticised the making of real estate loans under the Federal Housing Act* 
as is now permitted by Federal and State authorities and also the carry* 
ing of certain middle-grade bonds in the portfolio of bank assets* ' 1

Miscellaneous
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2 2 1 -C "♦•♦it has been suggested that the Federal Reserve Bank supply-
wrapped coin to the various banks*"

225-C "Under the present system there are outstanding many claims on
the Receivers of closed banks for cash items which have been 

collected through the Federal Reserve System and where the Federal Re
serve Bank held checks in payment from banks which were closed before 
the checks were paid# When partial liquidation on these claims takes 
place the Federal Reserve Banks receive dividends from the Receivers 
and these amounts are pro-rated to the interested member banks* The 
member banks in turn are obliged to keep records open in order that 
such dividends may be passed along to the interested depositors* ^nder 
this procedure the depositor, the member bank, and the Federal Reserve 
Bank must maintain a complete file#

In handling similar cases with correspondent banks we have 
assigned our interest in such checks to the depositor and the depositor 
has filed a proof of claim directly with the receiver, through us, and 
in turn has received dividends directly from the Receiver* In this way 
ithas been possible for us to close our records®

It is suggested that claims now held by the Federal Reserve 
Banks might be similarly assigned, thereby enabling the Federal Reserve 
Banks and the interested member banks to close their files, the re
ceivers making subsequent divider, d distributions directly to the de
positors*

It is suggested that a committee of operating officers of 
member banks be formed in each district to act as a working committee 
for the Federal Advisory Council, this committee to bring to the atten
tion of the Council from time to time suggestions for the improvement 
of the operations of the system#

At the present time, in their capacity as fiscal agent for 
the United States Treasury, each of the twelve Federal Reserve Banks 
is authorized to cancel Treasury bills and Treasury notes and to au
thorize their re-issuance at any one of the other eleven banks* This 
operation is not available for Treasury bonds« The insurance and pos
tage expense is such that it costs variously from just under l/64th 
to nearly l/32nd to ship bonds- between various points in the United 
States, It is suggested that the Federal Reserve Banks in cooperation 
with the Treasury, work out an arrangement for handling Treasury bonds 
similar to that now available for bills and notes.#"

226-C ""While in a sense a Governmental Agency the Federal Reserve
System is owned by its member banks and was created primarily 

to strengthen our banking" system and to provide rediscount facilities 
for taking care of abnormal demands for credit in different parts of 
the United States at different periods of the year. It seems too bad 
that some way cannot be found for general use of these rediscount fac
ilities without the finger of scorn being pointed at the banks doing

Miscellaneous
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so# Suppose, for instance, a large loan of unquestioned desirability 
was required for three months, which, if granted, would result in 
causing the bank making it to be short in its Reserves# I think you 
will agree with me that no bank in • #•## would think of availing it«* 
self of the facilities of the Federal Reserve Bank which was formed 
primarily to meet such situations# It would sell securities or ac
ceptances or make the money available in some other manner* Also, 
from time to time the Federal Reserve Bank has broadened its eligibil
ity basis for rediscounts, lengthening maturities acceptable and in
cluding types of loans heretofore not eligible# The purpose in doing 
so must have been to encourage the granting of such types of loans#
But banks will not make such loans because they know that not only 
would it injure their standing in the community to rediscount them with 
the Federal Reserve Bank at any time before maturity should they tem
porarily need to do so, but also they are equally certain that each 
examiner that visits them will criticize the loan in his report of 
examination#

It seems, therefore, that looking to the future, the most 
constructive thing that could possibly be dohe would be to work out 
some plan which would result in many if not all banks at some period 
of the year using the rediscount facilities of the Federal Reserve 
Bank until it became a normal part of our banking operations#

It would be difficult to work out a voluntary agreement along 
such lines but possibly some plan that w>uld allow any member bank’s re
serve requirements to be cut 1 0 % upon condition that for a certain number 
of weeks each year they avail themselves in some manner of the Federal 
Reserve Bank's rediscount facilities might be practical# ’ 1

228-C "The Federal Reserve Bank has given some prominence to its
special loan division for industrial and commercial loans#

It would probably be helpful to member banks if this division would 
definitely set standards upon which loans would be considered, and ar
range so that prompt replies could be given to requests for loans sub
mitted by member banks#

In some parts of the country, if not all, we find that it 
is felt to be a disgrace for a bank to be discovered using the credit 
facilities of the Federal Reserve Bank in their district. Some kind 
of a progyam might be conceived to educate the public as to one of 
the original purposes of the Reserve Bank, that is,,its rediscount 
privileges for seasonal or peak periods so that in time so-called 
seasonal rediscounting by member banks can be resorted to without fear 
of offending depositors or stockholders*"

240-B "The present method of computing reserve requirements involves
a distinction between demand and time deposits based on the 

theory that time deposits require less reserves than demand deposits# 
Experience has indicated that, regardless of thirty or sixty day notice 
requirements, it is impracticable to enforce the terms of such an agree-
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ment with depositors in case of emergency* Therefore, it seems de
sirable to treat time and demand deposits alike and fix reserve re
quirements on a basis of total deposits at some reasonable figure — 
depending upon the purpose to be accomplished, i*e», to meet abnormal 
demand or for credit control."

244-B "Naturally, in the development of these services there have 
been some restrictions and limitations placed upon member 

banks which have had a reaction different from that intended by the 
Board of Governors.

One of these is the present restriction on loans made by a 
bank to its own Directors, which regulations are forcing Directors 
to go to other than their own banks to borrow money# It would seem 
to me that these regulations could be left to each Federal Reserve 
Bank and it should not be any harder for a Director to borrow on mar
ketable collateral from his own bank than from any strange institution#

The shipment of coin at the present time by the Federal Re
serve Bank to its member banks unwrapped is a source of great incon- 
venienoe to member banks and if the coin could be wrapped it would be 
a very valuable service#"

247-C "The large cost of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation pro
tection being borne by banks that are only insured to a small 

extent seems to us to be most unjust and we are mentioning it without 
further comment#

The question of 90 day eligibility for rediscount is of many 
years' standing, when conditions were somewhat different than they are 
today# It seems to be in order to extend the requirements from say 
four to six months#

249-C "Regarding investment securities held by institutions, it
would seem that some system could be devised whereby secur

ities bought at a premium would not have to be marked down to market 
value, provided they were in the first three grades and amortization 
v/as being made to retire premium at maturity* Both Federal and State 
authorities have been strongly urging banks to sell their lower grade 
securities, with the result that there is a very slim market; and I 
have seen cases where the sale of one bond has reduced the bid price 
several points# I am not an advocate of second-grade bonds; but, as 
you know, many bonds that were high grade a few years ago do not now 
classify in the first three grades* I do not know from experience, 
but I am told that the Comptroller's Department is more liberal in 
this regard than the State Department at #»*‘*««# Could not this matter 
be worked out to the satisfaction of the Comptroller, FDIC, and State 
Department so that it would be uniform?

Various reasons with which you are well acquainted, such as 
Capital Gains Tax, high income taxes, Social Security, Unemployment 
Tax, State, County, Local, School Tax, etc*, etc#, have so reduced the
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absorptive ability of our security markets that the past year has pro
duced excessive and violent fluctuations, resulting in depressed prices 
which do not represent intrinsic value# This mark down of the quoted 
price further promotes fear among the holders, increasing their desire 
for selling, and at the same time has a very detrimental effect upon the 
courage of the would-be purchasers* The sale of small amounts in 
dollars makes necessary the marking down of prices on the bank*s books#
I am wondering if some ruling could not be evolved which would remove 
the necessity of marking down - in periods of fear like the present • 
a bank’s holding of bonds fairly well rated; say, for instance, A or 
better# There could be no question about mark-down of defaulted bonds 
or those obligations of companies in the hands of Receivers, or of 
low investment grade; but the excessive fluctuation of securities which 
have been considered over a generation as being high grade quality • 
and over that period of time have proven so • is detrimental to morale."

2£l-B "In many places non-member banks are enjoying the F#D,i.c. ad**
vantages and are advertising the guarantee of deposits* To 

the ordinary layman this ’Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora
tion1 in the non Federal Reserve bank’s advertisement is misleading* 
Furthermoref it is quite apparent that there is a reason why these 
State chartered banks do not become F*R«B* members* It seems fair and 
reasonable to believe that something should be done to arrange that if 
a bank enjoys the F.D*I#C# guarantee it should be under the direct 
supervision of the Federal Reserve Bank of the district*"

253-C "Elimination of deposit insurance on deposits secured by pledge
of collateral, i#e*, U* S* Government, State, Municipal, and 

Trust deposits*

Compute deposit insurance assessment on basis of computation 
submitted to Federal Reserve Bank for reserves against deposits (ex
clusive of deposits secured by pledge of assets)*

As to those loans, the credit or character of which would 
not make them acceptable to banks except under stand by commitments, 
should they not be handled by some other agency, such as the R»F*C« 
instead of the Federal Reserve Banks*"

254-C "We further urge the desirability of amending the Supplement
to Regulation TJ which now permits a special maximum loan 

value of 7%% against registered stock securing a loan to a broker or 
dealer from whom the bank accepts in good faith a signed statement that 
the securities hypothecated are carried for the account of his custom* 
ers other than his partners* Such a statement definitely places the 
lending bank on notice that the securities pledged belong to customers 
of the broker or dealer, and thus may possibly impose upon the bank 
the responsibility of inquiring as to the borrower’s right to make the 
pledge#

As a practical matter, the needs of the broker or dealer for 
credit require prompt decision and the opportunity does not exist for
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detailed prior investigation of underlying facts. Therefore, the lend
ing bank is powerless to protect itself by making a full investigation 
as to the extent of the authority to pledge conferred by the several 
custaners upon the broker or dealer* Consequently, banks must either 
refuse to make loans of this character to brokers or dealers, thus 
choking the source of credit to them and losing what might otherwise be 
considered desirable business, or else they must deliberately assume 
all business risks involved* Neither alternative meets the test of 
essential fairness or the requirements of sound public policy# One of 
the major responsiblities of the Board of Governors of the Federal Re
serve System is to promote a sound banking system. Under all the cir
cumstances, therefore, it hardly seems appropriate for that Board in 
effect to make it necessary for banks to assume risk which in all jus
tice should primarily be assumed by those who deliberately place their 
trust in the honesty of the broker or dealer with ■whom they do business*

Section 2A of Regulation Q places upon banks the burden of 
determining what constitutes ’Compensation for the use of funds*’ As a 
result, banks may be unwittingly violating the Regulation in absorbing 
certain items of out-of-pocket expense* The Boardfs statement which 
was released with the amendment of the section says, ’The question of 
what ... is a payment of interest *•* becomes *•* a matter of adminis
trative determination •*• in the light of experience ••*’ As over a 
year has elapsed since the amendment was made, the Board now may be in 
a position to interpret the amendment for the member banks . ' 1

3C6-B "I also feel that Regulation F, particularly as it applies to 
the prohibition of tho sale of mortgages by the Commercial 

Department to the Trust Department and vice versa, is one that needs 
reconsideration, The effect of this prohibition is to tie up mortgages 
in the Trust Department and while the Regulation permits the sale from 
one estate to another in the same Trust Department, this is not always 
possible and where sufficient liquidation takes place in any Trust De
partment, depending largely on local mortgages, there can be only one 
result and that is the calling of mortgages held by the Trust Department 
or the bona fide sale of the same to another Institution or individual; 
the only other alternative is to buy bonds and past experience in this 
latter alternative would indicate that it is neither desirable nor ad
visable, except where the nature of the Trust Fund is such as to permit 
a low income such as would be received from high grade Municipals
or United States Government or Government guaranteed obligations* I 
am under the impression that Trust Companies in *•••« who are not 
members of the Federal Reserve System are not subjected to regulations 
as inflexible as this* I am not unaware of the abuses that may have 
seemed to have justified the prohibition referred to in Regulation F, 
but I am still of the opinion that those abuses must be singled out and 
handled individually rather than by an impractical Regulation applied 
to everybody doing a trust business in the Federal Reserve System*"

313-C "Request FDIC to eliminate outstanding drafts from assessment 
base, thus saving vast amount of accounting work for members
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of FDICrf As an example, the clerical work in this Bank during 1937 
cost us $160 for a payment to FDIC of approximately $400* On account 
of the large amount of work necessary, it does not seem possible to 
reduce this cost, and the cost is entirely out of proportion to the 
assessment paid."

323-C "We feel that if the reserve banks could at the time they
are examining member banks disclose in confidence to the 

senior officers essential information as to the individual who might 
be known to them as borrowers in other banks, it would be of great use# 
Especially would this be true in the case of slow, doubtful or loss 
classifications* In other words the reserve bank would act in the 
same manner as a *Bank Credit Bureau# 1

If the statistical department could release information as 
to salary rates for various classes of bank employees in the district, 
it would be of help to the individual banks seeking information on 
that subject#”

419-C ”l think confidence oould be injected into the situation with
reference to dealing with it in the future, if there could 

be some assurance that any member bank could use Government bonds at 
par in case of need. The fact also, that the rediscount privilege 
was amended so as to broaden the base of the assets that could be 
pledged for a loan, was highly beneficial, and gave an added feeling 
of confidence#”

424-C "I have one other hobby in connection with the Federal Re
serve System and the banks, - and that is that I believe 

that every bank in the country ought to be required to keep some per
centage of its deposits in its vaults in cash* What that percentage 
should be for country banks, reserve city banks, and central reserve 
city banks, I am not prepared to say* Perhaps it should run from
3% up to 7%, - with »•••#•• and .......  coming in at about 5%; but
I am certain that such a requirement should be in the banking law, 
and that such cash in the vault should be counted as part of a bank's 
reserve* If it was thought best to increase the reserve requirement 
to 2 5 $ total, of which should be cash, I would have no objection, - 
but I sm sure there should be a cash requirement* It would go a 
long way toward preventing a recurrence of the unfortunate events of 
1933 so far as the furnishing of cash was concerned#”

425-C "We believe the Advisory Board should advocate a return to
the free flow of gold, providing that three-fourths of the 

members of the Federal Reserve Board and three-fourths of the Ad
visory Board are in favor of it, and similarly that the free flow 
of gold be restricted when such a vote predominates* In other words, 
we believe that the decision in such an important matter belongs in 
the hands of those who understand the movement and requirements of 
money in the operation of trade and commerce. We advocate the with
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draws! of the power of any single person or designated agent to regu
late the flow of gold* We believe this operation should be regulated 
by those of wider monetary experience and daily contact with business 
and the public. We believe that this move would greatly increase 
the confidence of the people in the soundness of the currency of tho 
United States# The above method of determining when gold may flow 
freely or when it shall not should also apply to the redemption of 
paper currency in gold#"

4 3 8 -B "###it does seem to me that if the Federal Reserve System 
is made to function as must have been the intent at the 

time of its organization I cannot conceive of the need for one bank 
carrying a balance with another bank and the second bank in turn 
carrying a balance with the third and so on# It would seem to me 
that the System could be so developed and conducted in such a manner 
as to command all banks to membership and then confine the activities 
of the respective members to the acceptance of deposits from individ
uals, corporations, associations, municipalities, government and all 
other sources except the deposits of other banks# True, the Federal 
Reserve System would be called upon to expand and enlarge its ac
tivities, new laws, policies and method of operation would necessari
ly have to be changed to conform and serve the purposes in mind.
This I believe could be done in due course#"

442-B "Expansion of service desired by us would be to send our
collateral for safe-keeping in the vaults as well as our own 

Bonds which they do take care of at the present time#

If other Bank’s needs are the same as ours we would think 
nearly all of them would be glad to pay for this service#"

452-B "Insurance and shipping charges would be saved if the Federal 
Reserve Banks could arrange a plan of bookkeeping whereby 

United States securities held in custody for member banks need not 
be shipped in case delivery of them is contemplated in any city in 
v/hich a Federal Reserve Bank or branch is located#"

460-B "Most of my banking career has been spent in Detroit where we 
are not particularly bothered by the activity of savings 

and loan associations# In coming to •••# in 1934 I found that this 
form of financial activity was well intrenched and doing a large 
volume of business#

We find in #••»• that several of these savings and loan 
associations have been federalized, giving the same degree of account 
insurance to its depositor;.! as we are able to give# Sometimes in their 
newspaper advertising they create the impression that a depositor may 
get any and all of his money at any time under any circumstances which 
makes that type of competition most difficult to meet#

Another difficult factor to meet in a competitive way is the

f,a seel laneous
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payment of on savings accounts while we are paying only 2 % and 
really can offer the depositor no greater protection than they also 
can afford in the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation*"

4 9 3 .B "As a country bank* we feel that the Federal Reserve System
could be of service to institutions suoh as ours and smaller 

by being willing to hold for safekeeping bonds and securities that are 
the property of customers of country banks# No doubt, many small 
banks over the District do not have adequate safekeeping facilities 
for their customers# The unwillingness or inability of the Federal 
Reserve System to handle these safekeeping problems has many times 
caused the country banks' customers to seek a business connection 
in a larger city and divide their business accordingly#"

4100-A " I  might make one suggestion, however, and that would be the 
possibility of the Federal Reserve Bank of ***** accepting 

for safekeeping bonds and securities for the member banks of this dis
trict*"

4113-B "*.*one way that occurs to us would be to have the Federal 
Reserve Banks hold in custody or safekeeping for member 

banks without charge any securities which they might wish to leave on 
deposit, and another would be to receive and deliver securities for 
account of member banks*"

4121-B "Our city correspondents, generally, are giving us such a 
fine service and cooperation that I have not thought much 

about what the Federal Reserve System might do to be more helpful and 
valuable to us#"

412^-B "I think it goes without saying that if Federal Reserve Banks 
did a hundred per cent service for the country bank, there 

would be very little use for correspondent bank relationships; and from 
the standpoint of duplicating reserve balances and calculating excess 
reserves I presume a discontinuance of correspondent relationships 
■would be an advantage#

The Federal Reserve Banks could, by handling security trans
actions, stock transfers and deliveries, etc*, in New York, relieve us of 
the necessity of carrying New York accounts* That would release to us for 
our use balances maintained in those banks#

The p r a c t ica l d i f f i c u l t y  in  the way o f  th is  arrangement 
would probably be the volume o f  business that would be thrown upon the 
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, s in ce , no doubt, that bank would be 
called upon to carry on the en tire  business o f  the country* But i f  
the Federal Reserve Banks could see th e ir  way clear to  performing these 
services for us, it would work out to  our advantage, and i t  would 
eliminate some duplicate reserve balances*"

Mjsoellaneous
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tion *Q* prohibiting the absorption of exchange by member banks# Fur
ther efforts should be made by the Federal Reserve Board to get to
gether with the F. D. I. C. looking toward ths prohibition of the ab
sorption of exchange• "

£04-B "A ll banks should be forced  in to  Federal Reserve System as 
soon as p o ss ib le  and ru les and regulations la id  down which 

would govern a l l  banks instead o f  having 48 d iffe re n t  rules under which 
banks now operate• "

£05-B "Federal Reserve would be more h e lp fu l i f  i t  could s e l l  i t s e l f  
to  the general p u b lic  more than i t  does* The p u b lic , by 

being uninformed as to  the serv ice  i t  renders, cannot appreciate what 
% member bank means to  i t s  community*"

510-B ’’Would l ik e  to  see every bank in the U* S. a member o f  Federal 
Reserve and matter o f  exchange charged by banks done away

with."

512-B "State banks insured by F.D .I.C* should not be compelled to
come in  to  the Federal Reserve System or surrender th eir  in 

surance* Otherwise, because o f  the la titu d e  allowed in investments 
under some State laws, another banking calamity is  developing in the 
very near future#"

£l8-B " I t  would be h e lp fu l i f  the Federal Reserve System or Advisory 
Board would, through a series  o f  a r t ic le s ,  educate the public 

and bankers in borrowing fo r  seasonal needs*"

523-B "Many changes made during th is  adm inistration not in in terest 
o f  sound banking; should return to  o r ig in a l functions to pro

vide for an e la s t ic  currency and to  act in capacity  o f  a centra l bank 
for banks, with discount p r iv ile g e s  to  members as o r ig in a lly  created.

Federal Reserve Board should be composed e n tire ly  o f  trained 
and experienced bankers, but even Federal Reserve System as o r ig in a lly
created did not provide fo r  th is* "

"C loser acquaintanceship o f  higher executives o f  the d i f f e r 
ent Federal Reserve Banks with member banks would be help fu l*"

527-B "Since large amount o f  Government Bonds are held by banks, the 
Federal Reserve System should have as one o f  i t s  main pur

poses the a b i l i t y  to provide a s a t is fa c to ry  market, both as to amounts 
and prices , thereby rendering a serv ice  to  its member banks and to the 
Government."

In the Seventh District, with reference to  safekeeping faoili* 
ities, it is suggested that this service possibly could be amplified to 
include the undertaking to make exchanges of temporary for permanent 
obligations and to make reasonable effort of notification to depositing
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members of principal of bonds or similar obligations becoming due by 
call, eto. In this same connection, Regulation Q has been referred 
to in a fey/ instances by member banks with the thought that the Fed
eral Reserve Board could prescribe such regulations as v/ould elimi
nate unsound competitive practices, such as absorption of out-of- 
pocket exchange and free safekeeping of securities* The fey/ letters 
on this subject came from banks who had been obliged to discontinue 
direct charges for the safekeeping of securities by reason of compe
tition that is developed in cities like Kansas City, St# Louis and 
New York, which has just recently necessitated Chicago, Omaha, Des 
Moines and Cedar Rapids giving up this revenue because of the com
petition referred to#

It is claimed that several New York banks have come into 
the Seventh District offering free safekeeping services which has 
brought about this condition#

It is also suggested that the Federal Reserve, in issuing 
their safekeeping receipts, give securities numbers in addition to 
other descriptive information#"

Referring to the Wire Transfer Department, the Seventh 
District resume comments as follows:

"The service in this department is altogether satisfactory# 
There is one suggestion that may be made by reason of an existing 
stipulation ■which makes it necessary for transfers of funds other 
than remittances to be made in even 1 0 0 *s and 1 0 0 0 fsj otherwise, a 
charge is made# It may be worthwhile for the Federal Reserve Bank to 
waive this even-monev regulation and it would be of some benefit to 
member banks#

Practically no reference is made to this Department in the 
letters received#"

"Several criticisms that rediscount regulations are too com
plicated for a small bank and too many petty regulations* One ref
erence made on this subject of rediscounting privileges is, that the 
Member in question is not yet reconciled to the fact that all kinds 
of paper taken, even to the installment contract on the kitchen range, 
should be eligible for rediscount. The point of this remark is that 
the very fact that our present laws give a rather extensive latitude 
as to the character of the paper which is eligible for rediscount, 
rakes it all the more important that the Fed. Board, in the promulga
tion of its rulings from time to time, should take the most conserva
tive point of view the law permits#

Also thero is one reference with regard to margin require
ments on stock exchange collateral# (This conoerns Regulation *U,)«
The rigidity of the present ruling, it is contended, quite frequently
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contributes to market in s t a b il i t y  rather than the ob jective  desired, 
which is  market s ta b ility #  In some cases i t  is  l ik e ly  to accelerate 
a downward market trend and perhaps there are cases where the converse 
is true# Would i t  not be p ossib le  to  gear margin requirements to 
some recognized index o f  averages; Dow Jones, fo r  instance; in a way 
that would r e f le c t  some degree o f  f l e x i b i l i t y  in margin requirements 
and at the same time help to s ta b il iz e  the market?"

801 "Over the June 1 tax period there is  quite a movement o f
funds out o f  St# Louis, as w ell as being converted into 

Government secu rities#  Many large corporations throughout our t e r r i 
tory convert th e ir  funds in to  Treasury Bil3s • In many instances ac
tual delivery o f  the Treasury B ills  is  not made, and due to th is  fa c t , 
they are le f t  with banks fo r  co lle c tio n #

The Federal Reserve Bank could be o f  great assistance during 
this period by holding such Treasury B il ls  in safekeeping fo r  banks* 
even though the s e cu r it ie s  do not belong to the banks, but are only 
held by them fo r  c o lle c t io n #  This matter was taken up with the Fed
eral Reserve Bank a fte r  our la s t  examination but we have never re
ceived a reply to  our suggestion th a t th is  serv ice be considered#

Another serv ice  rendered by the Federal Reserve Bank ju st 
before Christmas is  th at o f  providing new currency fo r  the holiday 
period# I am not aware o f  the method used in a llo t t in g  new currency, 
but we were ob liged  to  c a l l  on the Federal Reserve Bank on two sepa
rate occasions to  increase our a llotm ent, and even then i t  was only 
done in a p a r t ia l way,"

803 "Several o f  the members o f  our A ssociation  f e l t  that the
separate Federal Reserve Banks could w ell elaborate on th eir  

custody serv ice so that a member bank might be permitted to  keep it s  
own secu rities , not on ly  with the Federal Reserve Bank in it s  own 
d is tr ic t , but with any Federal Reserve Bank where such custody ser
vice might be convenient; as, f o r  instance, a St# Louis member bank 
might find i t  desirab le  to keep certa in  o f  i t s  se cu ritie s  in New 
York to be a ccess ib le  to the Exchanges fo r  ready tran sfer  or ne
gotiation# I f  the St# Louis bank had permission to  leave i t s  safe
keeping seou rities  with the New York Federal Reserve Bank rather 
than the St# Louis Federal Reserve Bank, shipping charges in  both 
directions could be saved to the member bank and greater spoed would 
be possible in  making d e liv er ies#  I t  was the sense o f  the meeting 
that such a serv ice  would be valuable to  the members o f  the Federal 
Reserve System#

Another member suggested that the Federal Reserve banks 
might be asked to  extend th e ir  fre e  custody to  include the safekeep**
in£ of secu rities  belonging to  customers o f  the member bank# There 
was some discussion  on th is  p o in t, bringing out the d i f f i c u l t ie s  in 
volved in  such se rv ice , and a number o f  our members expressed them
selves to the e f fe c t  that i t  would not be reasonable to  ask such
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service of tho Federal Reserve System; although certain others be
lieved that it would be of considerable advantage to the member banks*”

808 "Coordinate policies and actions of Federal Reserve Banks in
adjoining Districts* Probably some explanation is needed 

to this suggestion - It has been true that member banks in Kentucky in 
the Fourth District have known of regulations or been advised on gov
ernment subscriptions fully twenty-four to forty-eight hours ahead of 
the member banks in the same State in the Eighth District.

Permit the Federal Reserve Banks to render such services as 
shipping coin and currency within a reasonable geographical area, 
irrespective of district lines.”

810 ”0 n wire transfers it has been the policy of the Federal Re
serve Bank to make no charge on transfers of round amounts, 

but to make a charge on odd amounts, the charge being in such cases 
the same as the cost of sending a message over the public wire* It 
seems to us that with the use of codes there should be no necessity 
of discriminating against the transfer of an odd amount.”

9103-A ”0 ne way in which the Federal Reserve Board oan increase the 
value of its services to member banks is to amend certain of 

its regulations affecting member banks» I have in mind especially 
Sec. 22G of Regulation 0  wherein executive officers are defined as the 
'Chairman of the Board of Directors,, the President, every Vice President, 
the Cashier, Secretary, Treasurer, Trust Officer1 etc*, each of whom is 
prohibited from borrowing in excess of '42500 from the bank of which he 
is an officer, and then only under restrictive conditions.

Many country banks have on their official staffs as Vice 
President men who are not active in ihe conduct of the bank*s business 
but are used in those positions because of the prestige of their names*. 
Often they are men who could qualify for any recommendation they might 
need were it not for their official connection with the bank, but 
being classified as ^Executive Officers* they are barred from getting 
such accomodation.

An experience of our own has recently brought this home to 
us* Our Vice President is a leading man in this community* He con
ducts a large and successful business of his own, takes no part in the 
management of the bank (except as a director), is an infrequent bor- 
rov/er and normally carries a good deposit balance, but at certain 
seasons needs to borrow more than $2^00* Regulation 0 penalizes him 
and this bank, as he is the kind of man banks like ours want to use on 
their official staff* It seems to us that Regulation 0 might be 
amended so as to exclude such men from the definition of 'Executive 
Officers* ’”

9106-A "After giving the matter considerable thought, the only sug
gestion that I can offer for possible improvement of the ex-
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cellent service afforded to its members by the Federal Reserve System 
is in regard to possibly broadening the rediscount eligibility rules#

For example, we consider the loan portfolio of this bank to 
be generally quite satisfactory, and yet only a small percentage of the 
present loans we hold are eligible for rediscount at the Federal 
Reserve Bank* This is not true because of any question as to the value 
of the paper but rather because it does not conform as to maturity, 
purpose, or type of collateral security to the present eligibility 
rules# Cur present loans consist largely of automobile conditional 
sale contract paper, loans with life insurance policies as collateral, 
collateraled by listed stocks and bonds, personal loans made on the 
basis of statements, and business loans likewise made on the basis of 
financial statements#

Farm paper secured by chattel mortgages on livestock with 
nine months maturity is eligible and this bank formerly had several 
hundred thousand dollars of these loans# Our experience with them 
in this territory, however, wa s so un satis factory that for the present 
we have practically discontinued this type of investment, and we have 
only a few thousand dollars worth of it in our files at this time# 
Notwithstanding this, and the faot that heavy losses were taken all 
over the Northwest in this type of paper, it is still eligible for 
rediscount and far safer loans are not so eligible#”

9121-A ”#«*The Federal Reserve Bulletin might occasionally contain
a discussion of the purpose of various moves by the Federal 

Reserve Board in Washington; for instance, its open market operations; 
its mcve to sterilize or desterilize gold; and its raising or lowering 
of reserve requirements# We are all intensely interested in monetary 
trend, and while the Federal Reserve Bulletins do publish a summary 
of the news and many informative statistics, we could stand a repeti
tion of the economic motives behind its moves from time to time#”

9112-3 11 As far as we are concerned here, the only suggestion that
we would have to make would be that it would be fine, if some 

system could be established whereby we could leave our corporate bond 
issues for safekeeping at the Federal Reserve Bank of Hew York» Whenever 
we buy or sell bonds, we do so and delivery is usually made on the 
New York Stock Exchange, and the brokers deliver them to our New York 
correspondent for safekeeping, they not making any charges on account 
of balances maintained, etc. Due to our geographical location (••#) 
if we kept the bonds in safekeeping at the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Minneapolis, we would be subject to the cost of transportation and 
insurance back and forth, as well as delay in delivery, all of which 
could be avoided if some means could be adopted whereby the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York could give us that service. We recently 
received a notice from our ••#•••••« correspondents to the effect that 
they would in the future handle bonds for safekeeping without charge.”

972-B "This is the matter of securing deposits of the trust depart*
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ment with the commercial department of a "bank# Such deposits are of 
course required to bo secured by Government obligations set aside for 
that purpose. While it is permissable for us to segregate the secur
ities so pledged in our own vault, we do not make the practice of 
having any amount of our bonds within our vault; the majority of 
suoh bonds are deposited with the Federal Reserve Bank*

The refusal of the Federal Reserve Bank to act as custodian 
for bonds so pledged makes it rather difficult for us to arrange the 
necessary security* Yfe understand that this refusal has been on the 
advice of the council, but we believe that some method might be found 
under which the Federal Reserve could take care of the matter for us*"

905-B "I have this in mind in regard to your letter which I received
recently* At the present time, the majority of traveller^* 

checks is sold by the American Express Company, upon which we are re
quired to remit to them a fee of 2$/ per hundred.

If banks could issue travellers* checks payable at any Fed
eral Reserve Bank, I believe that they would be more readily honored 
at home or abroad with the background of strength and confidence in 
the Federal Reserve System* It would also have a tendenoy to keep 
more money in our district* I recall that at the time of the bank 
holiday it was practically impossible to cash travellers' checks# I 
believe with checks payable at a Federal Reserve Bank, this could be 
eliminated and checks would be readily honored at face value* I am 
informed by many of our customers that a charge is being made in many 
places for cashing travellers' checks under the present plan* If 
such checks could be issued by the bank and the face amount remitted 
to our regional Federal Reserve Bank and the cheoks payable there^ it 
would be a service that would be of two-fold benefit*"

1106 "In my humble opinion, the Federal Reserve System is perform
ing too many services alreadyj and some of these are of 

quite questionable wisdom* The Federal Reserve System, which carries 
the reserves of all the member banks in the form of book credits at a 
time when we are off the gold standard, and Federal Reserve notes are 
not redeemable in anything, nor payable at any time, but represent an 
additional form of credit which may be expanded like an inflated 
balloon, should at least make a sustained effort to keep its assets 
liquid, otherwise what is to prevent it from gotting in the same con
dition as the banks calling upon it for help in times of need, and shar
ing the same fate, with nothing to stop it except such additional in
flationary measures as the Government may invent or concoct, which 
might be in the end pouring gasoline on the flames?

The credit of the country in the minds of the people has al
ways been good, and that is what sustains us now* The people in the 
Wi&ss have been so long accustomed to sound money and sound methods, 
the*; vTill be slow to realize what inflated credit and currency can do, 
unless it is stopped and the national budget balanoed, of which there
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is apparently little prospect now*

The only advice I could give your committee is that the Fed
eral Reserve System ought to be kept as LIQUID AS AIR, and not gummed 
up any further with all sorts of unliquid operations*"

1111 "Another thing that could be done in this district is that there
could be a little more human treatment put into the matter of 

handling the rediscounts for member banks and a more liberal attitude 
toward the extension of credit* The ••••• bank deliberately fosters the 
idea that it has lost a great deal of money* Who hasn’t? A few years 
ago when it looked as if we were all going to go broke and go to hell 
in spite of everything I went down to **••« with a rediscount offering 
and couldn’t get it handled because we had, upon the advice of attor
neys, stamped an additional clause on our mortgages* I had to take 
the collateral over to *••••* and borrow some money over there,"

1 1 1 5  "We have some 2 0  country bank correspondents, and this last
fall there was a general need of funds to start the movement 

of the immense cotton crop produced here; and country banks caiae to us 
for assistance until it cramped us* I suggested to some of them that 
they ask this assistance from Federal Reserve, and most of them said 
they had formerly been ordered to bring their board of directors down 
there, and, in general, had found it so hard to get any help there that 
they would just as soon do without money as to try to get it there*

Now, this feeling was, of course, engendered during the 1 9 ^ 8  

to 1 9 3 3  period, but most of these country boys have it firmly fixed 
in their minds that it is easier to get money from their big town 
correspondents or do without* This feeling then leaves the Federal 
Reserve Bank functioning as a clearing house, and a place to get cash*

The officials of the Federal Reserve Bank do not have the 
incentive of profit in their dealings with the average oaller as you 
and I perhaps have, and when you take that main spring of action away 
from your dealings, business relations beoome a rather routine affair 
and suffer in comparison with the cordial, interested attitude of the 
bank official trying to build a business and make profits* 1  am sure 
you get my meaning, and the average country bank feels that the Fed
eral Reserve officials care very little about his troubles, and he 
goes to you and to me*"

1 1 1 6  "It just appears to me that the relations — that is personal- 
friendly — could be a little further emphasized to the benefit of the 
System* I have found a number of country bankers who are not familiar 
with tho ordinary services of the Federal Reserve Bank* Letters, 
printed regulations and copies of the Reserve Act do not accomplish
the purposes intended* Among some of the smaller banks there is a 
timidity that should not exist; they apparently forget that the Federal 
Re servo Bank is member owned, and that the System and its services are 
ever ready and available to them*
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The p erson al con tact and explanation  o f  th ese  se rv ic e s  w i l l  

in my opinion , have a la s t in g  and b e n e fic ia l  r e s u lt ,  and serve to  
bring about fr ie n d lie r  and b e tte r  r e la t io n s  between the Federal Re
serve Bank and i t s  members* The represen tatives who came out and 
visited  our banks during the depression  when our indebtedness to  them 
was heavy, abruptly ceased when these lin e s  were liq u id a te d . I t  may 
appear to some that th is sudden change was too p aten t, and th e ir  in 
terest was purely s e l f i s h .  Personal contacts humanize, and any means 
that may be taken to  humanize an in s t i t u t io n , in  my opinion , would be 
h e lp fu l,"

1221-B "O c c a sio n a lly  Federal reports shortages in shipments o f cash, 
even though two or more o f  our own employees have v e r ifie d  

amounts before d e liv e ry  to  carrier®  We have sometimes thought that  
Federal is  a l i t t l e  a rb itra ry  in  assign in g such errors to shipping
bank,"

1217-C "B eliev es that Federal Reserve Bank should wrap s i lv e r  in 
stead o f d e liv e r in g  i t  to  members in loose form as at present*

1208-C "Favors the establishm ent by Federal Reserve Banks o f a sa fe 
keeping department and assumption o f f u l l  r e sp o n s ib ility  fo r  

custody o f se c u ritie s  deposited* States that receip ts  now used admit 
limited l i a b i l i t y  only with the resu lt that sm aller banks are compelled 
to carry insurance against exposure* States th at owing to s t a b i l i t y  
of vault proteotion o f Federal, insurance rate should be exceedingly  
low and as a r e s u lt , cost should be borne by Federal or pro-rated to 
depositing banks with consequent sa v in g .”

1212-C "Sm aller banks would undoubtedly prefer that Federal wrap
coins instead o f deliverin g them to members as at present* 

Believes that s ilv e r  d o lla rs  should be transm itted without charge as 
is the present practice with other s ilv e r  and minor coins* Use o f  
silver dollars in certain areas o f the West more general than paper 
money. Suggests th at Federal accept Canadian coins, esp ecia lly  s i l 
ver, without discount,and that conversion into funds o f th is  country 
be accomplished without cost to member banks*"

120£-C "Favors delivery by Federal of new instead of worn and soiled 
currency# Recommends that silver be wrapped instead of de

livered loose, as at present. Admits that it would be impractical for 
Federal to ship by mail, express or otherwise, wrapped silver to 
points outside cities in which its banks are located*"

1203-C "Criticises collection system of Federal and suggests that it 
be discontinued."

1213-C "Would prefer that Reserve Banks handle wrapped silver both
incoming and outgoing*"

1216-C "Closing hour for currency shipments is now 2t00 p*m*, and
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bank flavors e x te n sio n  o f  t im e . Upon r e q u e s t , F ed era l u s u a lly  e f f e c t s  
shipment a t  a la t e r  hour, but bank h e s i t a t e s  to  ask fo r  such co n cession s*  
Extension o f  tim e fo r  currency shipm ents would b e n e f i t  banks lo c a te d  
in C itie s  having F ederal R eserve Banks or branches, as w e ll as o th er  
banks•M

"S u ggests the ad op tion  by tho F ederal o f  a form ula d e fin in g  
the type o f  paper e l i g i b l e  fo r  r e d isc o u n t. D iscu sses in  some d e ta il  
numerous amendments to  the law r e la t in g  to  red isco u n t p r i v i le g e s ,  during  
the period when member banks have had occasion  to  use f a c i l i t i e s  o f  
Federal- Admits th a t adoption  o f  such a procedure would p resen t  
problems more or le s s  d i f f i c u l t  o f  s o lu t i o n ."

1209-C "Su ggests th a t Federal wrap coins b efore  d e liv e r y  to  members*
Argues th a t adoption o f  p r a c tic e  would e lim in a te  lo s t  

motion, and r e s u lt  in savin g o f  shipping charges to  member banks (ex
cept in case o f  s i lv e r  d o l l a r s .)

Urges th at Federal Reserve Banks in  e ffe c t in g  tr a n sfe r  and 
delivery o f s e c u r it ie s  aga in st payment, rem it proceeds d ir e c t  as in 
structed rather than through the Federal Reserve Bank or branch having 
sent the se c u ritie s#

Illustrations A San Francisco Bank asks the National Bank 
of Portland to deliver certain Government notes to Federal Reserve 
Bank, Portland, for telegraphic transfer to the Federal Reserve Bank,
:̂ ew York, for delivery against payment,proceeds of which are to be 
transferred by telegraph to the Federal Reserve Bank, San Francisco, 
for credit of 1/Vells Fargo Bank & Union Trust Company. Procedure now 
is that New York transfers back to Portland who, in turn, transfers 
funds to San Francisco, sometimes too late to effect completion of 
the transaction in San Francisco on the same day. Recommends that in 
effecting telegraphic transfer of Government securities, new form be 
prepared covering entire transaction instead of requiring that fora 
L & C 227 (denominational exchange) be filled out and that a separate 
letter of disposition of instructions be written. Also that Federal 
Reserve Bank transfer United States Treasury Bonds by telegraph in a 
manner similar to that in which they now transfer treasury notes, 
placing, if advisable, a minimum on the transaction, and that regu
lations be amended so as to permit telegraphic transfer of Treasury 
notes (and bonds), even though no sale is involved#

Suggests that Federal Reserve Bank, when instructed through 
telegraphic transfers to deliver to a member bank Treasury notes, either 
free or against payment, delivery be made in a manner similar to that 
which they follow in case of securities with draft attached, and, 
finally, that Federal Reserve System adopt uniform practice of handling 
drafts with Bill of Lading attached or involving special instructions#"

1204-A "Statos that Federal Reserve Bank of San Franoisco offers
splendid service but that if members could receive wrapped 

instead of loose silver, an improvement would be registered, but does 
not strongly urge this reform#M
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1201-C "Should be approached as to the possibility of handling Gov
ernment securities by telegraphic transfer for the account 

of member banks, even though no sale is involved,"

I2l£-C "Argues that a considerable saving in time and postage could 
be effected if United States Government Baby Bonds were re

deemable at the Federal Reserve Branches instead of Head Offices, 
Believes that Federal should supply member banks with wrapped instead of 
loose silver coin."

1211-C "States that neither the parent office nor branches are in
clined to criticise the collection system of the Federal Re

serve Banks and that the organization as a whole gains more than is 
lost in that connection. Both the Head Office and interior branches 
would favor the wrapping of coins by the Federal Reserve Banks and 
branches, admitting, however, that the subject is not of particular 
importance. Emphasizes in strong terns the propriety of the Federal 
Reserve Banks paying the cost of transmitting silver dollars to member 
banks, as is presently the case with minor coins* Does not feel that 
this particular angle would interest Eastern banks where the use of 
one dollar bills is the recognized procedure. Calls attention to the 
fact that silver dollars are used almost exclusively in the State of 
Idaho* States that Federal Reserve Banks would effect savings if 
announcements of Treasury offerings which are habitually submitted 
by telegraph, v/ere addressed to the Head Office only of branch bank 
organizations, especially as branch offices make no purchases of 
bonds."

1222-C "Suggests as a minor matter that wrapping of coin by F.R.B.
before delivery to member banks, is not only in order but

proper,"
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